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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 
 

Radio frequency identification (RFID) is a technology that collects data by 

communicating between reader devices and specials tags that are attached to (or 

embedded inside of) objects.  RFID offers several benefits compared to data collection 

alternatives such as bar coding, including the ability to automatically, continuously, and 

instantaneously track objects from many meters away, even if there is not “line of sight” 

between the reader devices and the tags.  Among many other uses, RFID has tracked 

critical equipment in hospitals, shopping cart flow in stores, promotional displays and 

inventory across the supply chain, and equipment and containers in factories.  The market 

for RFID systems and services is expected to be measured in billions of dollars by 2010, 

but despite this, aspects of RFID’s use are controversial to many companies and 

researchers.  Compared to service processes, some analysts believe the business case for 

RFID for manufacturing is much more difficult.  The strongly differing opinions about 

RFID highlight the need for research such as this dissertation that can help resolve those 

differences and identify when RFID use is appropriate.   

The goal of this dissertation was to develop quantitative strategic and tactical 

insights about the justification of its use by manufacturers, particularly compared to other 
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data collection technologies.  Early RFID research has either been qualitative or not 

provided much supporting quantitative and operational details.  By building on classic 

planning and control job shop literature that provides a well-known baseline, 

generalizable insights about the applicability of RFID in manufacturing were developed.  

The multi-billion dollar manufacturer Navistar helped ground the research with real-

world issues and provided close to $20,000 in support.   

Simulation and repeated measures ANOVA were used to test seven hypotheses 

and perform additional follow-up analyses.  Among the key findings: 

• Flow time and tardiness performance with large lot sizes show less than one 

percent improvement when RFID is used instead of bar coding.  In other words, 

given the higher cost of RFID technology, it may make more sense to use bar 

coding if the process is not also enhanced by using RFID’s tracing capabilities to 

enable smaller lot sizes. 

• When RFID is used in conjunction with increasingly smaller lot sizes, flow time 

and tardiness performance can be significantly better than when bar coding is 

used.   

• Contrary to previous material flow literature, mean flow time and tardiness 

performance actually gets worse when using bar coding with very small lot sizes, 

thus showing the importance of modeling the data collection method (e.g., RFID 

versus bar coding). 

• As the lot size approaches one, there are diminishing returns (in terms of flow 

time and tardiness improvements) associated with the use of RFID. 
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• When setup/processing time ratios are low, using small lot sizes results in an 

undesirable and disproportionately large increase in material movements 

compared to the flow time and tardiness performance benefits gained.  Because 

there is little performance difference between RFID and bar coding when larger 

lot sizes are used, this material handling trade-off has important ramifications for 

the conditions where RFID use is appropriate.  RFID use is more appropriate 

when setup times are moderate, regardless of whether the bar coding alternative is 

relatively fast or slow at performing data collection, or when setup times are high 

and the data collection alternative is relatively slow. 
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CHAPTER 1 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 
 

 

Radio frequency identification (RFID) is a technology that collects data by 

communicating between reader devices and specials tags that are attached to (or 

embedded inside of) objects.  The objects can be equipment or products of a wide range 

of shapes and sizes (e.g., from credit cards to cables to small boxes to large shipping 

containers), or even animals and people can be tracked.  The most common type of data 

that is collected is the location of each object, but temperature and other metrics can also 

be collected with advanced versions of the tags (McFarlane and Sheffi, 2003; Srivastava, 

2004).  Among many other uses, RFID has tracked critical equipment in hospitals, 

shopping cart flow in stores, promotional displays and inventory across the supply chain, 

and equipment and containers in factories (Hannon, 2005; Bonasia, 2006; Collins, 2006d; 

EPCglobal, 2006; Larson, Bradlow, and Fader, 2006; O'Connor, 2006a). 

Even though RFID has been used for numerous applications (and proposed for 

many more), it is first and foremost about data collection (Woods, 2004).  Analysis of 

RFID should therefore begin by examining its fundamental impact on collecting data.  
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McFarlane and Sheffi (2003) and Woods (2003) suggested that RFID should be 

benchmarked against bar coding and that RFID’s incremental advantages should be 

compared to its incremental costs.  Bar code systems require physically orienting labels 

to attain “line of sight” with a reader device.  RFID systems do not have this burden 

because they use radio waves to automatically sense and communicate with the tags.  In 

theory, hundreds of RFID tags can be instantaneously and simultaneously identified, 

compared to bar codes that may take several seconds each to be individually positioned 

and scanned (McFarlane and Sheffi, 2003; Kinsella, 2005).  In many cases, the 

continuous and automatic sensing capabilities of RFID can eliminate the need for human 

labor in the data collection process. 

The most commonly deployed RFID systems do not provide the coordinate 

location of an object.  A single RFID reader (which can cost several hundred or more 

dollars) simply says whether a tag is within range or not, although more complex 

“arrays” of readers can be used to triangulate tagged products.  More commonly, RFID 

readers are applied at key “chokepoints” (e.g., shipping and receiving dock doors, doors 

separating stock rooms from the sales floor, or other “portals”) and simply record when a 

tracked product moves between zones or is within a reader’s range.  Even when used in 

this relatively limited manner, advocates belies that RFID’s automated sensing 

capabilities will provide better information and operations compared to bar coding. 

Bar code labels can become relatively easily damaged or obscured and thus 

inhibit data collection (Schuster et al., 2004; Global Commerce Initiative and IBM, 

2005).  In contrast, the physical structure of most RFID tags provides some protection 
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from harsh conditions (e.g., weather, dirt, chemicals, paint, and shock), tag designs exist 

for especially demanding applications such as in high-temperature environments, and the 

tags can often be attached to the tracked product in a position where they are less likely to 

be damaged.   

The bar codes applied to consumer goods are typically a few square centimetres 

in area (GS1 Canada, 2002).  Most bar code readers have a range up to 30 centimetres 

(Joshi, 2000), whereas the RFID tags most often used in consumer environments have a 

maximum read range of about 10 metres under ideal conditions (Woods, 2005).  These 

“passive tags” come without batteries and thus do not continuously broadcast a signal; 

instead, they are identified when they reflect back the radio waves sent by readers.  This 

allows them to be smaller and less expensive compared to other RFID tags, but it also 

limits their read range.  Passive tags for consumer goods are commonly several square 

centimetres in area and less than a millimetre thick, although much smaller passive tags 

are also possible (Srivastava, 2004).  “Active” RFID tags have a battery that allows them 

to broadcast to the reader and increase the read range to over 100 metres (Woods, 2005).  

The trade-off for the increased read range compared to passive tags is increased size and 

cost.  In common purchase volumes, active tags can cost tens of dollars each, compared 

to 10-40 cents for a passive tag embedded in an adhesive label, or under a penny for a bar 

code label. 

The bar codes used with most consumer products typically hold from eight to a 

few dozen characters; less common two dimensional bar codes can hold several thousand 

characters (GS1 Canada, 2002).  Regardless of the form of bar codes, they cannot be 
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updated once they are printed.  Even though passive tags typically have small storage 

capacities similar to the most common bar codes, they are designed to not only identify 

the type of product being tracked, but also the specific unit, unlike the most common bar 

codes.  Passive RFID tags are increasingly supporting rewrite (update) functionality.   

Active RFID tags almost always support update functionality and can hold tens of 

thousands of characters.  Beyond identifying the product type and specific unit, this is 

useful for carrying and storing comprehensive product and process information when a 

centralized information system is not available. 

As described above, RFID clearly offers several benefits compared to data 

collection alternatives such as bar coding.  Such benefits are expected to drive the market 

for RFID systems and services to be measured in billions of dollars by 2010 (McCrea, 

2006).  Despite this, aspects of RFID’s use are controversial to many companies and 

researchers.  For example, nearly all of the companies in one study believed their return 

on investment (ROI) from RFID would be poor (Smyrlis, 2005) and twenty percent of 

another survey’s respondents were not sure they would ever see a return (Bacheldor, 

2005).   AMR Research observed that justification for RFID use still has not been 

generally demonstrated (Food Manufacture, 2005), and manufacturers in particular 

remain skeptical despite claims of retailer success (Hoffman, 2005; McCrea, 2006; 

Vijayaraman and Osyk, 2006).  Even the head of EPCglobal US (the leading RFID 

standards organization and key champion for the technology) admitted, “Defining an ROI 

for this technology is hard. If the ROI was as obvious as some would like, everyone 

would have adopted the technology 40 years ago.” (Quinn, 2005)  A key concern is that 
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other data collection methods may facilitate only slightly lower operations performance, 

yet cost much less.   

In contrast, RFID advocates believe that RFID can be used for great advantage 

(Srivastava, 2004), particularly for early adopters (Ericson, 2004b; Rutner, Waller, and 

Mentzer, 2004; Alvarez, 2005; Lai, Hutchinson, and Zhang, 2005; Scott, 2005).  Some 

advocates warn that instead of “playing a waiting game,” it is important that companies 

start using this “sure shot” technology now so they will not have to “pay the 

consequences” of being “left behind” and “trying desperately to play catchup” (one 

advocate suggested that not using RFID could lead to “premature voluntary retirement” 

for overly cautious managers) (Craig, 2004; Evans, 2005; Quinn, 2005; Rothfeder, 2005; 

Sliwa, 2005a; Sutton, 2005).    The colorful verbiage used by RFID advocates is quoted 

here to starkly contrast with the cautious RFID outlook cited in the previous paragraph.  

The strongly differing opinions about RFID highlight the need for research such as this 

dissertation that can help resolve those differences and identify when RFID use is 

appropriate.   

Both supporters and critics of RFID agree that there is too much at stake to make 

a wrong decision about the adoption of this headline-making technology.  RFID systems 

can lead to better information, operational efficiencies, improved customer relationships, 

and market access, but these benefits must be traded off against obstacles related to 

technical immaturity, stakeholder acceptance, and the skills and financial resources 

required to achieve the benefits.  Byrnes (2003) asserted that “Auto-ID [RFID] will 

produce some big winners and a lot of losers. Even for the winners, Auto-ID requires so 
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much capital and change that the risk is very great. Successful transition management 

requires insight, finesse, and careful planning.” 

One way to identify appropriate applications of RFID is to identify where RFID’s 

benefits are likely to be particularly useful and the tradeoffs are not so severe.  

Competitive pressures are forcing many companies to increase variety, reduce lead times, 

and improve customer service (Hayes and Pisano, 1996).  Simultaneously, government 

and industry concerns about liability, quality, process improvement, and warranty costs 

are making tracking and traceability increasingly important as both an order qualifier and 

order winner (Florence and Queree, 1993; Steffansson and Tilanus, 2001; van Dorp, 

2002; Chappell, Ginsburg, Schmidt, Smith, and Tobolski, 2003; Bacheldor, 2006a; 

Barlow, 2006; Jacobson, 2006).  While bar-coding can help provide tracking and 

traceability, it adds time to the overall supply chain process, and is still generally reliant 

on human execution that is inherently imperfect.  Because RFID’s sensing capability is 

continuous and automatic and has essentially zero variable cost, more variety is enabled 

because the increased complexity can be better managed as a result of the improved 

information, execution, and control.  Furthermore, RFID’s improved information, 

execution, and control also facilitate the use of small lot sizes (which in turn leads to fast 

lead times and better service).   

Lot streaming allows smaller “transfer lots” created from an initial job to move 

independently through a plant (Jacobs and Bragg, 1988; Litchfield and Narasimhan, 

2000).  Although creating relatively more transfer lots from a job has been shown to 

improve performance, traceability issues pose an impediment.  To support a wide range 
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of mix flexibility (product variety), the jumbled process flows of job shops are already 

complex and thus relatively prone to traceability and control problems.  With increased 

transfer lots (due to smaller transfer lots) comes increased likelihood that the exact 

history of products will not be accurately recorded or that materials will be improperly 

co-mingled (Kher, Malhotra, and Steele, 2000), particularly in job shops (Litchfield and 

Narasimhan, 2000).  Thus, companies have to consider the trade-off between increases in 

performance associated with increased lot streaming versus increased non-value-adding 

label reading time and traceability errors associated with bar coding.  This dissertation 

explores that concern by observing that RFID technology removes a key barrier to 

smaller lot sizes than were previously possible, because it allows material to be 

automatically and continuously tracked without labor limitations.  Not only is no time 

required to orientate products for bar code scanning, but RFID also promises to more 

reliably identify and track products.  The dissertation also analyzes the trade-off of 

increased material movements compared to the reductions in flow time and proportion 

tardy that are driven by the use of the smaller lot sizes. 

 

1.1 Goal of this dissertation research 

The goal of this dissertation was to develop quantitative strategic and tactical 

insights about the justification of RFID use by manufacturers, particularly compared to 

other data collection technologies.  Early RFID research has either been qualitative or not 

provided much supporting quantitative and operational details that would help in 

understanding how the results generalize (Gilmore and Fralick, 2005; Murphy-Hoye, 
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Lee, and Rice, 2005).  One of the basic conclusions suggested by the early analysis is that 

RFID is most likely to benefit companies that can use it to facilitate new ways of 

performing operations and logistics, thus implying that RFID should be used in 

conjunction with business process reengineering (BPR).   Unfortunately, identifying such 

RFID BPR opportunities has been difficult, particularly for manufacturers (Byrnes, 2004; 

Ericson, 2004c; Sliwa, 2005b; McCrea, 2006; Neil, 2006; Roberti, 2006).   

The difficulty in research of generalizing BPR opportunities makes it useful to 

study RFID in the context of familiar operational models to show how RFID can be used 

to enable process changes within those models.  By building on classic planning and 

control literature that provides a well-known baseline, generalizable insights about the 

applicability of RFID in manufacturing can be developed.  Murphy-Hoye et al. (2005) 

called for an increase in this style of research, noting that the current literature is lacking 

in studies that quantitatively show how process characteristics can change as a result of 

RFID’s enabling functionality.  Based on the logic that RFID is most likely to benefit 

operations that are relatively complex and unstructured (Woods, 2005), a traditional job 

shop with jumbled process flow was modeled by this dissertation.  Grounded, real-world 

insights were obtained by working closely with the multi-billion dollar manufacturer 

Navistar, which provided close to $20,000 in support of related RFID research.   

McFarlane and Sheffi (2003) and Woods (2005) noted that RFID systems must be 

shown to be better than the existing bar code alternative, a data collection technology that 

has already been demonstrated to be capable and cost-effective.  Thus, the dissertation 

quantitatively compares operating conditions and policies that affect the relative 
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attractiveness of RFID versus bar coding, and it examines performance trade-offs 

associated with ever-smaller production lots that are uniquely enabled by RFID 

technology.  The terms “operating conditions and policies” were used by Kher et al. 

(2000), who called for more varieties of conditions and policies to be included as model 

factors in related future research, and as will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 3, this 

dissertation accomplishes that.  An “operating condition” is a characteristic of the 

circumstances under which a manufacturer operates (e.g., because of its chosen product 

lines and processes), whereas as an “operating policy” is a decision rule used by the 

manufacturer.  Based on their prevalence in the literature, this dissertation focuses on the 

operating conditions of the manufacturing setup/processing time ratio and the coefficient 

of variation of processing time between work centers, and the operating policies of the 

secondary dispatching rule and due date tightness parameter (each of these factors is 

discussed in more detail in sections 1.2 and 3.2).  By comparing current operating 

conditions to the conditions shown to be appropriate for RFID use, companies can make 

better decisions about whether to invest in RFID or use a less expensive and complex 

data collection alternative.  Similarly, companies that choose to use RFID will want to 

know if there are operating policies that can be used to maximize the value of their 

technology. 

Companies also need confirmation of whether investment in RFID technology 

alone (e.g., as a bar code replacement) is enough to lead to major changes in 

performance, or whether processes also need to be changed in conjunction with the 

enabling features of RFID (e.g., using smaller lot sizes that are made possible by the 
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technology’s better tracking, traceability, and control) (Murphy-Hoye et al., 2005).  In the 

latter case, even if a company can identify how a process should be changed, they may 

not have the time or operational capability to make the change, particularly if changing 

the process leads to undesirable side-effects.  For example, RFID can enable smaller lot 

sizes, but material handling capabilities may need to be upgraded to support the 

additional material movements between work centers.  RFID and smaller lot sizes might 

lead to better flow time and tardiness performance, but it is important for companies to 

understand what tradeoffs will result, and what corresponding additional investments 

(such as automated material handling) might be necessary to offset the tradeoffs.  This 

dissertation helps develop such understanding. 

As was noted earlier, some RFID advocates argue that it is especially 

advantageous to be an early adopter of RFID, despite technical problems that limit the 

technology, including its reliability (Shister, 2005; Woods, 2005).  Because of the 

inevitable problems that are present with almost all new technologies, another school of 

thought would argue that it is better to delay investment until the “bugs” have been 

worked out, perhaps using a “fast follower” strategy (Carr, 2004).  Because of the 

experimental design used by this dissertation, it is possible to compare perfectly reliable 

bar coding versus less reliable RFID to identify situations where RFID’s current 

advantages (e.g., instantaneous scan times) might offset its current shortcomings. 

Section 1.1 has described some of the primary objectives and expected 

contributions from this research.  Additional expected contributions are listed in section 

3.5. 
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1.2 Experimental design and research methodology 

As noted in section 1.1, several of the experimental design factors in this 

dissertation come from classic planning and control research (Wagner and Ragatz, 1994; 

Smunt, Buss, and Kropp, 1996; Litchfield and Narasimhan, 2000), in order to facilitate a 

familiar model baseline that could be used to compare the impact of RFID.  Additionally, 

new RFID- and bar coding-related factors that have never before been seen in research 

were introduced.  The multi-level factors are shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Multi-level factors for experimental design 

The first factor in Figure 1 focuses on the fact that RFID technology provides 

instantaneous tracking.  The technical process of bar coding is also very fast, but because 

line-of-sight is required, the product typically requires some sort of physical reorientation 
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for appropriate visibility by the bar code scanner (Kärkkäinen, 2003).  Studies have 

indicated that it can take 4-15 seconds on average for the scanning and labor associated 

with this orientation, even in relatively repetitive environments (Palmer, 1995; Barlow, 

2005; Kinsella, 2005; Navistar, 2006; Sullivan, 2007; Gaukler and Hausman, under 

review).  In less repetitive environments such as job shops, one might reasonably expect 

that it could take even longer for operators to stop what they are doing, scan the product, 

and then resume the rest of their processing.  For example, Gaukler and Hausman (under 

review) performed two industrial studies and estimated scan times of 10-12 seconds on 

average, but asserted that the times could be substantially more if workers have to walk to 

the location of the object to be scanned.  Although a few seconds per bar code read might 

not seem like much, Kärkkäinen and Holmström (2002) observed, “Handling efficiency 

is the basis on which item level supply chain management is built on.  It can be achieved, 

when products are identified without a need to physically handle them,” as is the case 

with RFID technology. 

Besides requiring more time for positioning and scanning, bar code labels are also 

subject to smudging and other damage for which RFID is less susceptible (e.g., because 

the tags can be stored inside of products) (Kärkkäinen, 2003; Angeles, 2005; Global 

Commerce Initiative and IBM, 2005).  When a bar code label needs to be re-read and/or 

replaced, the tracking process can take much more than 10 seconds (Gaukler and 

Hausman, under review).  In this case, the statistical distribution of the tracking process 

would have a long tail, as is possible with the gamma distribution.  Perhaps worse than 

the time necessary to re-read and/or replace the label, the product may not even be 
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scanned, which may result in process problems or traceability non-conformance that lead 

to sanctions from the government or customers.  Bacheldor (2006d) described a company 

that applied bar code labels to totes (i.e., containers) used to hold parts.  When the labels 

were new, the read rate was about 1 failure per 100 totes, but after half a year, the failure 

rate was approximately 50 percent!   

Thus, the five levels seen in the table are used to reflect the time it takes for 

identifying a transfer lot when using: 

• RFID technology is being used (instantaneous reads)  (TM1) 

• deterministically fast bar coding (four seconds per read) (TM2) 

• deterministically slow bar coding (ten seconds per read) (TM3) 

• stochastically fast bar coding (a gamma distribution with a mean read time 

of four seconds) (TM4) 

• stochastically slow bar coding (a gamma distribution with a mean read 

time of ten seconds) (TM5).   

Previous lot streaming research has not considered the time it takes to track products (i.e., 

this TM factor).   

As will be described in more detail with the rest of the experimental design in 

Chapter 3, the read batching (RB) factor can be used to represent unreliable data 

collection, either because workers performing the bar code activity do not consistently 

record transfer lots as having completed processing at a work center (and thus 

downstream work centers will not know that material is available to be pulled), or 

because the RFID technology is relatively new and thus may not reliably identify the 
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completion of a transfer lot that is ready to be pulled.  Thus, the time spent for the data 

collection activity (the TM factor) is modeled independently from the reliability of the 

transfer lot tracking mechanism process (the RB factor).  The value associated with the 

RB factor level indicates the probability that the read of an eligible transfer lot will be 

skipped at the time that processing is completed for it.  Although the literature and 

interviews with industry managers provide examples of procedures that are not reliably 

followed by workers without some form of additional controls like RFID technology 

(Raman, DeHoratius, and Ton, 2001; Hill Jr., 2004; Tellkamp, Angerer, Fleisch, and 

Corsten, 2004; Collins, 2006e; Gaukler and Hausman, under review), the impact of 

different levels of data collection process conformance on flow times and tardiness has 

never been modeled. 

The number of lot transfer lots (NTL) factor corresponds to the extent of lot 

streaming used.  Because the use of more transfer lots is synonymous with more lot 

streaming and smaller lot sizes, the use of more transfer lots can also be thought of as the 

extent that the process is changed as a result of the enabling RFID technology.  As was 

discussed earlier, compared to data collection alternatives such as bar coding (TM2-

TM5), RFID technology (TM1) enables better traceability and control of the increased 

number of transfer lots (NTL) moving through the system.  Thus, RFID facilitates 

process changes (higher NTL) that in turn are expected to contribute to improvements in 

mean flow time (MFT) and proportion of jobs tardy (PT).  Although other process 

changes are certainly possible as a result of RFID (Hardgrave, Waller, and Miller, 2005), 

the focus on the process change of using high levels of lot streaming that are not practical 
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with bar coding was expected to result in relatively clear differentiation between RFID 

and bar coding performance.  Furthermore, given that much of the RFID literature has 

posited that process changes are necessary to achieve significant improvement when 

using RFID (Byrnes, 2004; Sliwa, 2005b), the use of the lot streaming factor (NTL) 

allows comparison between the possible improvement when using RFID but not 

changing the process (TM1 and NTL1) versus using RFID to make increasingly more 

substantial process changes (TM1 and NTL2-NTL5). 

Although metrics for many dependent variables were collected for each of the 

experimental design treatments (see section 3.3), the primary dependent variables 

discussed in this dissertation are mean flow time (MFT), proportion of jobs tardy (PT), 

and number of material movements (MM).  MFT can be considered both a measure of 

customer service (smaller MFT is equivalent to lower lead times for which customers 

have to wait), as well as a measure of inventory (by Little’s Law, flow times and 

inventory levels are proportional).  PT is another measure of customer service.  Kher et 

al. (2000) is the only other research that has examined the impact of increased lot 

streaming on the number of material movements, but they examined a flow shop (and not 

a job shop as in this research), and they modeled pull material movements slightly 

differently (see section 3.1).  No research has modeled the shop floor impact of RFID on 

MFT, PT, and MM. 

Because of the complexity of the experimental design, simulation is used to 

generate the wide range of stochastic data.  This is the methodology used in similar 

research (Jacobs and Bragg, 1988; Wagner and Ragatz, 1994; Smunt et al., 1996; Kher et 
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al., 2000; Litchfield and Narasimhan, 2000) that provides the familiar baseline used to 

evaluate RFID’s attractiveness for the various conditions and policies.  To increase the 

statistical power associated with the analysis of the 2700 treatment conditions, common 

random number streams were used across each treatment (Law and Kelton, 2000; Banks, 

Carson II, Nelson, and Nicol, 2001; Kelton, Sadowski, and Sturrock, 2004).  Because of 

the use of common random numbers, a repeated measures ANOVA was appropriate for 

comparing the treatment effects (Keppel, 1991; Hays, 1994; Law and Kelton, 2000; 

Banks et al., 2001).  As Keppel (1991) indicated, with repeated measures (also known as 

within-subjects) designs, the treatment effects are represented by differences within a 

single group of subjects.  Because some of the sources of variation have been isolated in 

the analysis to reflect differences within each subject, the error terms are different from, 

and ideally smaller than, completely randomized (also known as between-subjects) 

designs (Keppel, 1991).  See section 3.6 for further methodological discussion. 

 

1.3 Research Hypotheses 

Previous related research (Jacobs and Bragg, 1988; Wagner and Ragatz, 1994; 

Smunt et al., 1996; Kher et al., 2000; Litchfield and Narasimhan, 2000) has been 

exploratory and did not formally state hypotheses.  Instead, the lot streaming research 

using simulation has typically been meant to test the effect of the factors and their levels.  

This dissertation presents the less formal expected results sometimes seen in previously 

published lot streaming research, as well as more formal and statistically precise 

alternative hypotheses. 
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H1. The forms of bar coding with stochastic read times should show worse mean flow 

time (MFT) and proportion tardy (PT) performance than their deterministic bar 

coding counterparts.  Stated more formally, TM4 should have numerically higher 

MFT and PT than TM2, and TM5 should have numerically higher MFT and PT 

than TM3, statistically significant at no more than p<.10 when performing 

pairwise comparisons.  This would be congruent with the basic queuing and 

“factory physics” principles discussed in Hopp and Spearman (2001), that 

increasing variability degrades the performance of a manufacturing system.  Lee 

and Whang (2005) noted that the cornerstone of Motorola’s widely acclaimed Six 

Sigma program was to continuously reduce process variability, so a reduction in 

bar code read time variability could reasonably be expected to lead to improved 

MFT and PT performance. 

H2. With increased transfer lots (NTL), mean flow time (MFT) and proportion of jobs 

tardy (PT) will improve when using RFID (with TM1).  Stated more formally, 

with the tracking mechanism held constant at level TM1, increasing NTL should 

result in increasingly smaller MFT and PT, statistically significant at no more 

than p<.10 when performing pairwise comparisons between adjacent NTL levels.  

When not using RFID (when not using TM1), increased NTL will result in better 

MFT and PT performance at first, and then lead to worse performance.  Stated 

more formally, when using TM2 - TM5, increasing NTL should result in 

increasingly smaller MFT and PT up to some switchover point, before further 

increasing NTL results in increasingly larger MFT and PT, statistically significant 
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at no more than p<.10 when performing pairwise comparisons between adjacent 

NTL levels.  This issue has not been previously researched, but is based on the 

idea that the time spent performing the bar code tracking activity for an increasing 

number of transfer lots will eventually offset any performance gains from using 

increased lot streaming. 

H3. The improvement in mean flow time (MFT) and proportion of jobs tardy (PT) 

performance with increased lot streaming (higher NTL) should be lower when the 

setup / processing time ratio increases (when SPR increases).  Stated more 

formally, an NTL*SPR interaction effect (statistically significant at no more than 

p<.10) is expected to be identified for MFT and PT.  This is compatible with the 

data from Smunt et al. (1996). 

H4. With the tracking mechanism held constant at RFID (TM1), increasing the 

amount of lot streaming (NTL) should result in increasingly numerous material 

movements (MM), statistically significant at no more than p < .10 when 

performing pairwise comparisons between adjacent NTL levels.  Such findings 

for the job shop modeled in this dissertation would be compatible with the flow 

shop study by Kher et al. (2000).  

H5. Mean flow time (MFT) and proportion of jobs tardy (PT) should increase (be 

worse) with more read batching (with greater RB).  Stated more formally, 

increasing levels of RB should result in higher MFT and PT, statistically 

significant at no more than p < .10.  This is because with increased read batching, 

it is more likely that a downstream work center will choose a different job type to 
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process, and thus waste capacity on performing a new setup for that other job 

type. 

H6. Mean flow time (MFT) should be best with the shortest processing (SPT) 

dispatching rule (SDR2).  When due dates are tight (K1), then proportion of jobs 

tardy (PT) should be best for the SPT dispatching rule (SDR2).  When due dates 

are loose (K2), then PT should be best for the earliest operation due date (ODD) 

dispatching rule (SDR3).  Stated more formally, the SPT rule (SDR2) is expected 

to be statistically better (at no more than p<.10) than FCFS (SDR1) and ODD 

(SDR3) for MFT.  An SDR*K interaction effect is expected to be identified for 

the proportion of jobs tardy (PT), with the SPT rule (SDR2) being statistically 

better (at no more than p<.10) with tight due dates (K1), and the ODD rule 

(SDR3) being statistically better (at no more than p<.10) for loose due dates (K2). 

This would be compatible with the findings of Baker (1984) and Jayamohan and 

Chandrasekharan (2000). 

H7. Proportion of jobs tardy (PT) performance should be better when there is more 

slack allowance for due dates (K2).  Stated more formally, the K2 due date 

multiplier factor level should result in smaller PT (statistically significant at no 

more than p < .10) compared to when the K1 factor level is used.  This is based on 

the basic characteristics of the TWK due date rule that calculates later due dates 

when using a higher multiplier. 
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1.4 Layout of dissertation 

Chapter 2 briefly reviews the relevant RFID and manufacturing literatures.  

Chapter 2 can be summarized by observing that with the exception of Gaukler and 

Hausman (under review) and Hou and Huang (2006), other research has not 

quantitatively compared RFID and bar coding.  The research of Gaukler and Hausman 

(under review) was in the context of an assembly line, not a job shop, and Hou and 

Huang (2006) performed a relatively high-level study of a printing industry supply chain.  

Previous research has not examined the interaction effect of the time necessary for the 

data collection operation (e.g., the time to position and scan a bar code) with ever smaller 

lot sizes.  Furthermore, previous research has not examined the performance impact of 

process non-conformance (e.g., read batching) during data collection.  With the exception 

of Kher et al. (2000), previous research has not quantitatively examined the effect of 

smaller lot sizes on the increase in material movements.  Kher et al. (2000) examined a 

flow shop (not a job shop as with this dissertation), did not explicitly contrast the material 

movement trade-off for various conditions and policies, and did not study all of the 

factors and levels used here. 

Chapter 3 describes in detail the dissertation experimental design.  Section 3.1 

discusses each of the fixed factors, and each of the multi-level factors is presented in 

section 3.2.  Section 3.3 lists the various dependent variable performance metrics.  The 

hypotheses and the reasoning behind them are in section 3.4.  Section 3.5 describes 

expected contributions of the research.  Section 3.6 discusses methodological issues 

associated with the simulation and corresponding repeated measures ANOVA analysis. 
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Chapter 4 details the various steps used to verify and validate the simulation 

model.  Section 4.1 discusses the code review of the simulation logic used to implement 

the experimental design.  Section 4.2 describes the interactive verification tools that were 

specially developed beyond the core functionality present within the commercial Arena 

simulation package.  Section 4.3 shows example log files that were specially designed 

and used to provide another means of systematically verifying that the simulation was 

implemented as intended.  Section 4.4 describes how the interactive verification tools and 

log files were used for verification of each of the multi-level and fixed experimental 

design factors.  To the extent that it is possible given the new factors used for this 

dissertation, section 4.5 compares pilot study results to previous related research as 

further evidence of the validity of the model.  Section 4.6 discusses how the real-world 

performance of a major industrial company that already uses RFID was duplicated. 

Chapter 5 presents and analyzes the results with a strong emphasis on using a 

scientific and statistical perspective, although concise managerial insights are also given.  

The chapter begins by reviewing the experimental design.  Then, the results and analysis 

associated with each hypothesis are presented in sub-sections corresponding to each 

hypothesis, along with related follow-up research.  For example, the discussion for 

Hypothesis 5 includes results that strictly relate to the original read batching (process 

reliability) hypothesis, but it also includes additional discussion that combines those 

results with those of earlier hypotheses.  In this case, the combined results were used to 

help design a follow-up test to see if conditions where RFID was previously shown to be 
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better than bar coding will lead to different results if the reliability of RFID is poor and 

the reliability of bar coding is perfect.  

The conclusion in Chapter 6 summarizes the results from Chapter 5 and provides 

additional managerial discussion.  Section 6.1 is divided into sub-sections that correspond 

to each of the hypotheses.  Section 6.2 discusses the relation between different types of 

flexibility and lean production enabled by RFID.  Section 6.3 describes future research 

opportunities.   
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CHAPTER 2 
 
 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 
This chapter primarily reviews the academic RFID literature.  As of early 2007, 

most RFID research has either been qualitative or not provided much supporting 

quantitative and operational details that would help in understanding how the results 

generalize (Gilmore and Fralick, 2005; Murphy-Hoye et al., 2005).  Because of the 

operations focus of this dissertation, RFID literature that focuses primarily on issues 

related to security, privacy, or the underlying technical details is not covered by this 

review.  Some discussion of the key literature related to the dissertation’s lot streaming 

production model is also provided in this chapter, although the bulk of such material is 

given in Chapter 3 to help justify the experimental design.  

 

2.1 RFID literature  

Despite the lack of quantitative RFID research, numerous conceptual overviews 

and case studies of RFID applications, opportunities, and risks have been published in the 

academic literature (Srivastava, 2004; Borriello, 2005; Narsing, 2005; Barut, Brown, 

Freund, May, and Reinhart, 2006; Bean, 2006; Higgins and Cairney, 2006; Li and Visich, 

2006; Markelevich and Bell, 2006; Roberts, 2006; Wu, Nystrom, Lin, and Yu, 2006; 
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Wyld, 2006).  Illustrating that RFID has actually been used for many years, Ollivier 

(1995) described how RFID leads to major accuracy and efficiency improvements in 

material handling systems, even compared to other automation technologies such as 

photocells and limit switches.  Kärkkäinen and Holmström (2002) discussed how RFID 

can enable handling efficiency, customization, and information sharing.  This dissertation 

fills a research gap by quantitatively building on some of their early concepts.    

Kärkkäinen (2003) also described how bar coding “invariably requires manual handling 

in the supply chain,” but RFID does not, and thus supports more efficient management 

and improved traceability through the supply chain.  This dissertation quantitatively 

shows how RFID can offer benefits for manufacturers and supply chains that have high 

traceability requirements.  McFarlane and Sheffi (2003) discussed how RFID can provide 

value at each stage of the supply chain, including within the manufacturing plant.   

Lapide (2004) discussed how the better information from RFID might be used to 

improve forecasting.  Rutner et al. (2004) particularly focused on the potential impact of 

RFID on retail supply chains.  Sheffi (2004) discussed technologies that have historically 

been considered “disruptive” to analyze the future adoption and impact of RFID.   

Angeles (2005) cited a variety of practitioner sources to provide an introduction to 

RFID, including several case examples and implementation guidelines.  Asif and 

Mandviwalla (2005) provided a technical and business analysis of how RFID could help 

integrate the supply chain.  Lai et al. (2005) used field interviews and panel discussion to 

identify the opportunities and challenges for RFID in China.  From their conceptual 

analysis, they came to the conclusion that companies that were too cautious in their RFID 
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adoption approach were at risk of losing market share, whereas early adopters of RFID 

can achieve significant long-term advantages.  Murphy-Hoye et al. (2005) discuss 

pathways that companies use to adopt RFID, the need for quantitative analysis based on 

detailed process mapping of operations, and unexpected ways that RFID can redefine 

physical and logical supply chain systems.  This dissertation builds on their conceptual 

insight that the automation provided by RFID can enable better material flows and mass 

customization.  Prater, Frazier, and Reyes (2005) provided a conceptual framework of 

research areas that are of importance to the grocery industry.  Yang and Jarvenpaa (2005) 

applied social theories related to trust and power to examine the adoption of RFID as a 

type of newly emerged interorganizational system (IOS) in contractual alliances. 

Hassan and Chatterjee (2006) presented a taxonomy of RFID organized around 

usage, physical, frequency, and data dimensions.  Using theories from the cognitive 

science, management, and political science literatures, Riggins and Slaughter (2006) 

examine the mental models used during RFID adoption.  Curtin, Kauffman, and Riggins 

(2007) discuss how RFID technology can dramatically enhance an organization’s 

capability to capture information about mobile entities, use information across a wide 

range of processes and organizations, and facilitate tying together different systems.  The 

ability of RFID to trace work-in-process (a mobile entity) is a key feature of RFID that 

leads to the benefits that are quantitatively studied in this dissertation. 

   The RFID citations in the previous paragraphs were conceptual in nature or 

based on case studies.  Far fewer quantitative RFID studies exist.  Kang and Gershwin 

(2005) used simulation modeling to compare automatic identification technologies (such 
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as RFID) that are assumed to have perfect inventory accuracy against alternatives such as 

safety stock that compensate for poor accuracy.  They found that even without RFID, 

inventory inaccuracy can be effectively controlled if the stochastic behavior behind the 

inaccuracy is known.  Thus, they concluded that RFID is not always an ideal investment, 

which is a conclusion similar to one developed by this dissertation; RFID is an 

investment that needs to be made strategically based on other contextual factors such as 

the operating conditions.  Kohn, Brayman, and Littleton (2005) developed a framework 

that uses differential equations for real-time planning, scheduling, and control to respond 

to unexpected events in a manner that balances responsiveness and disruptions (e.g., 

system nervousness and instability).   

Hou and Huang (2006) developed cost and benefit models for printing industry 

supply chains based on the time savings made possible by RFID and the cost of tags, 

hardware (e.g., readers), and labor.  Larson et al. (2006) used data collected from RFID 

tags attached to shopping carts to develop better understanding of how customers actually 

move throughout supermarkets.  Vijayaraman and Osyk (2006) surveyed manufacturers, 

distributors, logistics providers, and retail firms to analyze issues related to RFID 

adoption.  Retailers generally expect to achieve a positive return on investment (ROI), 

but manufacturers do not.  Using RFID to enable business process reengineering (BPR) 

was seen as a way to improve RFID’s ROI.   

Besides this dissertation, a few others also look at RFID.  The dissertation of 

Gaukler (2005) consisted of  a series of papers that look at costs and incentive issues in 

an implementation of RFID across the supply chain, examine the value of supply chain 
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visibility, and analyze the benefits of RFID for an assembly line process.  Tellkamp 

(2006) wrote his dissertation about the use of RFID in fast-moving consumer good 

(FMCG) supply chains.  He used a combination of conceptual analysis, case-based 

research, and modeling of RFID’s impact on the receiving process, inventory accuracy, 

and moving inventory more quickly from a retailer’s storeroom to the sales floor.  As part 

of the lead author’s dissertation, Langer, Forman, Kekre, and Scheller-Wolf (2007) used 

a probit model with archival data from a third party logistics company to analyze how 

RFID impacts return center logistics. 

 

2.2 Literature related to the production model 

  Woods (2005) suggested that it is better to use RFID with processes that are 

unpredictable, unstructured, or chaotic.  So-called job shops are typically used as classic 

examples of such processes.  Compared to flow shops, processes in job shops are more 

difficult to control and material is more difficult to track because of the diverse 

production along varying flows between work centers.  Job shops have historically been 

associated with flexible production that can produce a large variety of products (Hayes 

and Wheelwright, 1984; Ward et al., 1998; Duray et al., 2000), but traded-off against 

higher cost (Boyer and Lewis, 2002).  Being able to efficiently produce a wide variety of 

products to meet differing customer needs is an increasingly important manufacturing 

capability (Swink and Hegarty, 1998; Vokurka and O'Leary-Kelly, 2000; Das, 2001; 

Schmenner and Tatikonda, 2005).  Thus, job shops are an essential area to study, and any 
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opportunity to simultaneously improve along additional competitive priorities beyond 

flexibility is important in an era of the pressures of global competition. 

Researchers such as Jacobs and Bragg (1988), Wagner and Ragatz (1994), and 

Smunt et al. (1996) have shown how lot streaming can improve performance in job shops 

by reducing tardiness and flow times (and thus reducing inventory costs in addition to 

lead times).  As noted in the introductory chapter, lot streaming allows smaller “transfer 

lots” created from an initial job to move independently through a plant (Litchfield and 

Narasimhan, 2000).  Although researchers have observed that creating relatively more 

transfer lots from a job improves performance along the aforementioned dimensions, 

traceability issues pose an impediment.  With increased transfer lots comes increased 

likelihood that the exact history of products will not be accurately recorded, because of 

natural human limitations in our ability to reliably execute the tracking process and 

physically maintain transfer lot integrity (Kher et al., 2000), particularly in job shops 

(Litchfield and Narasimhan, 2000).  With industry concerns about liability, quality, 

process improvement, and warranty costs, traceability is increasingly important and often 

covered under governmental and customer compliance mandates (Kher et al. 2000, 

Jacobson 2006).  While bar-coding can help, it adds time to production processes and is 

reliant on human execution that is inherently imperfect.  Thus, companies have to 

consider the trade-off between increases in performance associated with increased lot 

streaming versus increased non-value-adding time and traceability errors associated with 

bar coding.   
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This research posits that RFID removes a key barrier to moving to smaller 

transfer lots and better performance than previously possible, because RFID allows 

automatic tracking without being reliant on the limitations of human performance.  

Additional lot streaming references are cited in Chapter 3 to provide justification for the 

experimental design. 
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CHAPTER 3 
 
 

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 
 
 

This chapter presents the methodology for evaluating the conditions and policies 

that affect performance in a job shop that uses lot streaming with RFID or bar coding.  A 

review of the lot streaming literature indicates that analytical approaches are sometimes 

used to research lot streaming for relatively simple conditions (Chang and Chiu, 2005), 

but simulation is generally used for more realistic models (Jacobs and Bragg, 1988; 

Wagner and Ragatz, 1994; Smunt et al., 1996; Kher et al., 2000; Litchfield and 

Narasimhan, 2000).  Simulation allows experimental conditions to be defined and 

manipulated with much better control than is often possible if the experiment were to be 

actually performed in the real world, thus reducing the possibility that confounding 

factors will lead to misleading interpretation of results (Law and Kelton, 2000).  

Simulation also allows large quantities of data to be collected and analyzed for scenarios 

that may not be readily testable in real-world situations.  Given the relatively low 

prevalence of RFID, this is an important consideration for researchers wanting to perform 

rigorous statistical analysis.  Thus, simulation is the research methodology used to 

generate data for this dissertation.   
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The experimental design is grounded on prior lot streaming, RFID, and 

scheduling literature, as well as insights from working with an industrial partner.  The 

following sub-sections define and discuss the fixed factors (3.1), multi-level factors (3.2), 

dependent variables (3.3), basic hypotheses (3.4), expected contributions (3.5), and 

methodological issues (3.6) related to the use of simulation for data generation and 

repeated measures ANOVA for statistical analysis. 

 

3.1 Fixed factors 

Figure 2 summarizes the fixed factors that are used to define the shop 

environment used by this dissertation, and the rest of this sub-section provides additional 

detail.  It should be noted that while consideration was given to choosing multiple levels 

for some of these factors, the experimental design already had 2700 treatment 

combinations based on the multi-level factors discussed in section 3.2.  Without 

developing a sound understanding of the model from a relatively simple baseline, future 

research would not have a solid footing to build on. 
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Figure 2. Fixed factors for experimental design 

 
Process flow 

In a job shop, the material flow specified by the routing varies by each job type.  

In a flow shop, material always moves from work center to work center in the same 

sequence, regardless of job type.    

Jacobs and Bragg (1988) and Wagner and Ragatz (1994) only considered job 

shops.  Smunt et al. (1996) considered both job shops and flow shops.  They found that 

the overall benefits of lot splitting were greater in flow shops than in job shops.  Kher et 

al. (2000) only considered flow shops.  Jacobs and Bragg (1988) modeled a job would 

never require processing in the same work center more than once (i.e., there was no 

chance of recirculation); Smunt et al. (1996) said they modeled their job shop after 

Jacobs and Bragg (1988).  Wagner and Ragatz (1994) allowed a job to be processed at 
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the same work center more than once, but the processing at the same work center could 

not be for concurrent operations. 

  The literature review of section 2.2 provides more justification for the job shop 

model used for this dissertation.  A standard job shop configuration provides a familiar 

generalizable baseline.  Job shops support a wide variety of products, and such flexibility 

is increasingly necessary in today’s competitive marketplace.  Without RFID, achieving 

traceability and control is more difficult in the jumbled material flow of job shops 

compared to the direct material flows used in flow shops.  Furthermore, the trade-off of 

increased material movements against improvements in other performance metrics when 

using small lot sizes has not been quantitatively measured in a job shop.   Similar to 

Jacobs and Bragg (1988) and Smunt et al. (1996), no job recirculation is allowed.   

Job variety 
 

In scheduling nomenclature, each job in an “open shop” is unique, whereas 

“closed shops” produce only a finite range of job types.  A new setup is required when 

production begins on the transfer lot of a different job type than was previously made at a 

given work center.  On the other hand, transfer lots of the same job type that are 

processed “back-to-back” at the same work center require no setup between them.  Jacobs 

and Bragg (1988) and Smunt et al. (1996) assumed closed job shops with ten distinct job 

types.  Wagner and Ragatz (1994) compared open job shops and closed job shops.  In 

their closed job shop, there were eight distinct job types.  They found that the benefit of 

lot splitting was somewhat smaller in a closed job shop compared to an open job shop. 
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This dissertation models an open job shop, in part because of concerns about the 

interpretability and generalizability of results from closed job shops due to the routings 

specifically modeled and the impact of their flows.  As noted in section 2.2, modeling an 

open job shop also shows how RFID can improve efficiencies even in environments that 

simultaneously have requirements for high levels of production variety and traceability. 

Number of work centers  
and 
Number of operations per routing 
 

Jacobs and Bragg (1988) assumed that each job required between four and six 

operations that took place at any of ten work centers.  Wagner and Ragatz (1994) 

modeled a shop with five machines.  Upon arrival to the system, the first operation was 

randomly assigned to one of the machines; thereafter, each job had an equal chance of 

being assigned to one of the other machines or exiting the system.  Jobs were limited to a 

maximum of 8 operations, which means that each job required 4.16 operations on 

average.  Smunt et al. (1996) assumed that each job required five operations at any of ten 

work centers in their job shop.   

This dissertation randomly generates the number of operations for the routing 

from a uniform distribution between one and eight, which means that the average job has 

4.5 operations.  There are eight work centers, approximately midway between the number 

used in the aforementioned research. 
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Process balance 
 

As with Jacobs and Bragg (1988), Wagner and Ragatz (1994), and Smunt et al. 

(1996), balanced processes were used (the expected utilization was the same at each work 

center). 

Processing time uncertainty 
 

The actual processing time per unit will equal the expected processing time.  As 

noted in section 3.2, there is known variation in the processing time for each job’s routing 

operation.  A stochastic per unit processing time is applied to all units within a job for a 

given routing operation, but varies from job to job and work center to work center.  If 

modeling transport time and/or limited transporters that needed to be scheduled based on 

expected completion dates, having process time uncertainty would be more important.  In 

light of the dissertation’s goal of producing an easy to understand baseline that can be 

extended by future research, processing time uncertainty would just add confounding 

“noise” to the analysis. 

Estimated utilization 
 

Baker and Kanet (1983) examined government reports to conclude that most 

firms had utilizations that ranged from 80 to 90 percent.  Jacobs and Bragg (1988) 

modeled a shop with a target utilization of 90 percent.  Wagner and Ragatz (1994) 

modeled an expected utilization of 85 percent.  Smunt et al. (1996) modeled target 

utilization scenarios of 57, 72, and 87 percent that led to actual utilization from between 

60 to 95 percent.  They concluded that increased lot splitting was more beneficial in 

environments with higher utilization.  Kher et al. (2000) considered expected utilizations 
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of 70 and 90 percent, and concluded that lot splitting offers the most benefit under high 

utilization levels.    

Highly utilized shops require a high TWK due date parameter that would be 

inappropriate for low-utilized shops.  Because a full-factorial experimental design was 

desired, a utilization of 80 percent was chosen that provides insights with different levels 

of the TWK parameter while still within the range used by previous lot streaming and 

empirical research.   

The arrival rate of jobs is adjusted based to achieve the desired utilization in light 

of the setup and processing times.  As noted in the below discussion for “Arrival rate of 

jobs”, the treatments for bar coding will be based on the interarrival rate for the 

corresponding RFID treatment, but the expected utilization for those bar coding 

experimental design treatments can be computed as: 

( ) ( )[ ]

CentersWorkofNumberTimeArrivalInterMean
OperationsRoutingofNumberMean

LotsTransferofTimeScanMeanTimeSetupJobPerUnitsTimeOperationExpected

×−

××++× #

 

 
Job interarrival time 
 

Jacobs and Bragg (1988) generated demand at the start of each period for the next 

period and released work to the shop based on a fixed order quantity rule.  As is common 

in much of the scheduling literature, Wagner and Ragatz (1994) and Kher at al. (2000) 

modeled job interarrival times with an exponential distribution (i.e., the interarrival rate 

was modeled with a Poisson distribution).  Smunt et al. (1996) used a gamma distribution 

with CV = 0.50, as well as a deterministic distribution.  Their data indicated that lot 
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streaming had more of a benefit when there was deterministic interarrival times compared 

to stochastic interarrival times. 

 It is arguably more appropriate to use a stochastic distribution than a deterministic 

distribution when modeling an open job shop that would be using less predictable and 

less regular production because of its make-to-order strategy.  Based on the common 

research approach of using exponential interarrival times, this dissertation also uses that 

distribution.  The distribution of job interarrival times is adjusted to approximately meet 

the desired utilization.  The arrival rate was computed as 

( )[ ]
CentersWorkofNumbernUtilizatioExpected

OperationsRoutingofMeanTimeSetupTimeOperationExpectedJobPerUnitsMean
×

×+× #  

As can be seen by the above equation, the mean arrival time does not directly 

change based on the mean scan time (for each level of SPR, the same mean interarrival 

time was used regardless of the level for TM).  The mean interarrival time was set based 

on an 80 percent utilization rate with instantaneous scanning, and then the same mean 

interarrival time was used for the other tracking method levels.  The result is that the 

expected utilization when bar coding was used was slightly higher than 80 percent (e.g., 

80.727% with TM=3 and NTL=3). 

Job Size 
 

Smunt et al. (1996) used jobs sized between 75 and 225 units to “represent typical 

lot sizes in a repetitive batch environment.”  In their complex ANOVA with many factors 

and levels, they found that the main effect for job size made the smallest contribution to 

explanation of variance. 
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A deterministic original job size (“release batch”) of 100 is used in this 

dissertation to allow the effects of the number of transfer lots and the setup/processing 

ratio to be seen without the additional “noise” of varying job quantity.   

Primary dispatching rule 
 

The primary dispatching rule is the dispatching rule that is first applied when 

choosing which transfer lot to process next at a work center.  If no transfer lot meets the 

criteria of the primary dispatching rule, the secondary dispatching rule (SDR) will be 

used (see section 3.2). 

Repetitive lots is the standard primary dispatching rule used with lot streaming 

(Jacobs and Bragg, 1988; Wagner and Ragatz, 1994; Smunt et al., 1996; Kher et al., 

2000).  It tries to minimize the number of setups by choosing transfer lots based on the 

job type that was just processed at a newly idle work center.  It has good performance 

despite its simplicity.  See “Material handling philosophy” below for more information. 

 Because of the success and popularity of the repetitive lots rule in past research, 

it is also used with this dissertation. 

Material handling philosophy 
 

Until Kher et al. (2000), lot streaming researchers (Jacobs and Bragg, 1988; 

Wagner and Ragatz, 1994; Smunt et al., 1996) generally assumed that when a transfer lot 

was completed at a work center, it would automatically be pushed to the next work 

center.  Most researchers other than Kher et al. (2000) simply said that more material 

movements would result when using increased numbers of transfer lots (i.e., smaller lot 
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sizes), but those other researchers did not actually attempt to measure or reduce the 

number of material movements. 

With the pull material movement logic used in this dissertation, when a transfer 

lot completes at a work center, if the next work center in its routing is idle, it will 

automatically move to that next work center; otherwise, the transfer lot will remain in a 

queue immediately after the work center that just processed it. 

When a transfer lot completes at a work center, the next transfer lot to be processed at 

that work center is chosen based on the following criteria: 

1. Repetitive lots logic is used to see if there is a transfer lot ready to be processed at 

the work center that is the same job type as the transfer lot that was just processed 

at that work center.  If so, that transfer lot will be used (regardless of any other 

dispatching criteria, such as the secondary dispatching rule). 

2. If no transfer lots meet the repetitive lots criteria, a secondary dispatching rule is 

used to evaluate the various alternatives. 

It is important to note that the queue immediately in front of the work center in 

question will be searched, as well as queues after other work centers that are holding 

completed transfer lots waiting to be pulled forward.  If a transfer lot is pulled forward, 

other transfer lots in the same queue that are waiting to move to the same downstream 

work center will also be pulled forward as part of the same material movement, 

regardless of whether they are all the same job type.  In this way, the pull logic should 

result in fewer material movements than the classic push logic.  Note that moving all 

transfer lots from the upstream work center, even if there are multiple job types, is 
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different from the pull approach used by Kher et al. (2000), who allowed only one job 

type to be pulled at a time.  They noted in their conclusion that the approach used by this 

dissertation should allow for a larger reduction in material movements. 

RFID-enabled pull material movements are already in place in several forms 

today.  AM General, maker of Hummer sport utility vehicles, uses an RFID system to 

signal that material should be pulled to workstations in need of replenishment, thus 

supporting its lean initiative with a form of electronic kanban (Hill, 2004).  Electronic 

kanban systems not only help avoid problems with traditional cards that can be lost, but 

provide visibility for the entire system instead of just adjacent production cells (Michel, 

2006).  MTU Aero Engines added RFID tags to kanban cards so that when workers place 

the cards in a “mailbox”, an RFID reader will automatically notify the ERP system that 

more parts should be pulled to the location specified on the kanban card (Collins, 2006c).  

DaimlerChrysler has added RFID to kanban cards in order to track whether parts are in 

supplying storage areas or are being used on the production line, thus providing real-time 

visibility that eliminates manually intensive and time-consuming inventory counts 

(Collins, 2006b).  Boeing tracks some of its parts totes using RFID (Hannon, 2005), and 

DHL has helped develop a “smart box” that uses an embedded RFID reader to track 

when tagged items are put in or taken out of the container (Wessel, 2007).  Menges 

(2006) noted that GE Aviation uses RFID to track work in process (WIP), with an end 

goal of creating pull triggers based on RFID reads to enhance inventory management and 

production scheduling.  By keeping track of the current inventory in a “smart box” tote, a 
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pull signal could be generated in advance of the box actually being emptied, based on 

current production and kanban tote transit times. 

Material movement transfer speed 
 
The lot streaming literature review of Chang and Chiu (2005) does not cite any multi-

product simulation research that has modeled transfer capacity and transfer time between 

work centers, perhaps because of the complexity and difficulty in developing 

generalizable parameters.  This dissertation also assumes transporters with infinite 

capacity and instantaneous transfer speeds.  Future work may want to model the number 

of transporters to move material from work center, the capacity of each, their speed, the 

distance between work centers, and the time it takes to load and unload. 

 

3.2. Multi-level factors 

 The multi-level factor experimental design used for the simulation model is seen 

in Figure 3, and each of the factors is discussed in sequence over the following pages.  

Relevant use of similar factors in prior research is discussed in this sub-section.  Basic 

hypotheses about the factor levels and their interactions are discussed section 3.4.  The 

statistical aspects of the experimental design will be discussed in more detail in section 

3.6, although it is noted here that there are a total of 2700 (5x3x5x3x3x2x2) treatment 

combinations.  
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Figure 3. Multi-level factors for experimental design 

The setup/processing time ratio (SPR) and coefficient of variation of processing 

time between work centers (CV) factors can be thought of as operating conditions, and 

the secondary dispatching rule (SDR) and due date tightness parameter (K) can be 
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thought of as operating policies.  The terms “operating conditions and policies” were 

used by Kher et al. (2000), who called for more varieties of conditions and policies to be 

included as model factors in related future lot streaming research (as noted in this 

chapter, this dissertation accomplishes that).  An “operating condition” is a characteristic 

of the circumstances under which a manufacturer operates (e.g., because of its chosen 

product lines and processes), whereas as an “operating policy” is a decision rule used by 

the manufacturer.  The term “operating condition” has sometimes been called an 

“operating environment” or “environmental characteristic” (Jacobs and Bragg, 1988; 

Smunt et al., 1996; Litchfield and Narasimhan, 2000), but based on early reviewer 

feedback, the use of the word “environment” will be minimized to reduce the potential 

for confusion with high-level, strategic connotations related to competition, customer 

characteristics, etc. (Anand and Ward, 2004).  By comparing current operating conditions 

to the conditions shown to be appropriate for RFID use, companies can make better 

decisions about whether to invest in RFID or use a less expensive and complex data 

collection alternative.  Similarly, companies that choose to use RFID will want to know if 

there are operating policies that can be used to maximize the value of their technology. 

 
Transfer lot tracking method (TM) 
 

Customer and government traceability compliance mandates are increasingly 

specifying that process information be reliably available in the event of recalls and 

related liability issues (Petroff and Hill, 1991; Steele, 1995; Kher et al., 2000; Chappell et 

al., 2003; Bacheldor, 2006a; Barlow, 2006; Collins, 2006a; Jacobson, 2006).  Not all of 

the units in a job need to be tracked.  In principle, a set of units can be assigned a 
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common lot number, and as long as physical lot integrity is maintained (e.g., units move 

between work centers together and the units are processed sequentially without 

intermixing with other lots), only the lot needs to be tracked.  Information about a given 

unit can be obtained by cross-referencing to the information stored about its associated 

lot. 

RFID provides instantaneous tracking.  The technical process of bar coding is 

very fast, but some have estimated that there is typically a one- to four-second lag for a 

successful read (Kinsella, 2005).  Furthermore, because line-of-sight is required, the 

product typically requires some sort of physical reorientation for appropriate visibility by 

the bar code scanner (Kärkkäinen, 2003).  Studies have indicated that it can take 4-15 

seconds on average for the scanning and labor associated with this orientation, even in 

relatively repetitive environments (Palmer, 1995; Barlow, 2005; Kinsella, 2005; Navistar, 

2006; Sullivan, 2007; Gaukler and Hausman, under review).  In less repetitive 

environments such as job shops, one might reasonably expect that it could take even 

longer for operators to stop what they are doing, scan the product, and then resume the 

rest of their processing.  For example, Gaukler and Hausman (under review) performed 

two industrial studies and estimated scan times of 10-12 seconds on average, but asserted 

that the times could be substantially more if workers have to walk to the location of the 

object to be scanned.  Although a few seconds per bar code read might not seem like 

much, Kärkkäinen and Holmström (2002) observed, “Handling efficiency is the basis on 

which item level supply chain management is built on.  It can be achieved, when products 

are identified without a need to physically handle them,” as is the case with RFID.  For 
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example, one satellite equipment center consciously chose to use RFID instead of bar 

coding for its tracking of 4000 serialized configuration-controlled parts, noting that the 

necessary inventory control work when moving dozens of parts drawers was “a big deal” 

before they chose to use RFID (O'Connor, 2006b).  One process that used to take the 

equipment center two hours can now be performed in less than five minutes.  Similarly, 

Bacheldor (2006c) notes that after a Toshiba plant switched to RFID from bar coding, the 

time spent to process laptops through a warehouse was cut by 90 percent. 

Besides requiring more time for positioning and scanning, bar code labels are also 

subject to smudging and other damage for which RFID is less susceptible (e.g., because 

the tags can be stored inside of products) (Kärkkäinen, 2003; Angeles, 2005; Global 

Commerce Initiative and IBM, 2005).  When a bar code label needs to be re-read and/or 

replaced, the tracking process can take much more than 10 seconds (Gaukler and 

Hausman, under review).  In this case, the statistical distribution of the tracking process 

would have a long tail, as is possible with the gamma distribution.  Perhaps worse than 

the time necessary to re-read and/or replace the label, the product may not even be 

scanned, which may result in process problems or traceability non-conformance that lead 

to sanctions from the government or customers.  Bacheldor (2006d) described a company 

that applied bar code labels to totes (i.e., containers) used to hold parts.  When new, the 

read rate was about 1 failure per 100 totes, but after half a year, the failure rate was 

approximately 50 percent!   

Thus, the five levels seen in the table are used to reflect the time it takes for 

identifying a transfer lot when using: 
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• RFID is being used (essentially instantaneous)  

• deterministically fast bar coding (four seconds per scan) 

• deterministically slow bar coding (ten seconds per scan) 

• stochastically fast bar coding (a gamma distribution with a mean scan time 

of four seconds) 

• stochastically slow bar coding (a gamma distribution with a mean scan 

time of ten seconds).   

Previous lot streaming research has not considered the time it takes to track products (i.e., 

this TM factor). 

It should be noted that in this simulation model, tracking products with bar codes 

is performed by the work center operator, and thus the work center cannot be utilized 

while products are being scanned.  Each transfer lot is scanned when all units of the 

transfer lot have been processed at a work center.  This is necessary to signal to 

downstream work centers that the transfer lot is ready to be pulled.  The actual scanning 

of the transfer lot might be accomplished by scanning a tote used to hold the parts 

associated with the transfer lot.  

When RFID is used, several approaches are possible to achieve instantaneous 

reads.  Each tote could have an RFID reader that reads tagged parts as each is placed into 

the tote.  When the last unit for the transfer lot has been placed in the tote, the system 

would know the transfer lot is ready to be pulled.  Alternatively, each tote could have an 

RFID tag.  When a transfer lot is complete and the tagged tote is moved away from the 

immediate proximity of the processing area, an RFID reader would immediately sense it 
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and know it is ready for processing.  Yet another option is that an RFID tag on the tote 

could act as a “call button”, similar to the approach used by workers at AM General’s 

Hummer plant to trigger the replenishment of specific parts and quantities to the 

assembly line (Hill Jr., 2004). 

A key research question is the extent of the performance penalty associated with 

longer bar code read times and the interaction with other factors such as the number of 

transfer lots (NTL).  Also of interest is the question of how much the variability of the 

stochastic bar code scanning processes (TM4 and TM5) will affect performance.  

Read batching (RB) 

Both the literature and interviews with industry managers provide examples of 

procedures that are not reliably followed by workers without some form of additional 

controls like RFID (Hill Jr., 2004; Tellkamp et al., 2004; Collins, 2006e; Gaukler and 

Hausman, under review).  One manufacturing executive said, “…if human beings are 

involved, problems are going to happen” that reduce the effectiveness of the tracking 

process when using methods such as bar coding (SupplyChainDigest, 2006).  Similarly, 

another executive noted (Barlow, 2006) that fast-paced environments that rely on people 

to scan bar codes are “prone to a high amount of error.”  Among the common practices 

with poor execution that Raman et al. (2001) discuss is when a cashier scans a single 

product container label multiple times instead of individually scanning containers that are 

the same price, but actually different.  If someone bought five raspberry and five 

blueberry yogurts, but the cashier only scans a raspberry yogurt container ten times, the 

store’s inventory system will not have an accurate count of each kind of yogurt, and 
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stockouts may occur.  Greengard (2004) writes, “Many companies monitor the movement 

of pallets, cartons and individual products by having employees scan bar codes at various 

stages of the production process, but that solution is labor-intensive and prone to errors.”  

RFID tracking would reduce the need for human discipline to adhere to the proper 

execution of the process.  Similarly, Hill (2004) and Gaukler and Hausman (under 

review) provide examples of how RFID can be used with error-proofing mechanisms 

such as verifying that the proper components have been installed.   

Based on the previous examples, it is not hard to imagine workers periodically 

batching the bar code reading of an accumulated set of transfer lots.  They may do it 

because of carelessness, laziness, or perceived local efficiencies, similar to the above 

example of the cashier reading a single yogurt container ten times.  A batching effect 

could also result if the read of a transfer batch is missed.  For example, it was noted 

earlier that Bacheldor (2006d) discussed a real-world environment where a bar code label 

might only be readable fifty percent of the time.  Lahiri (2006) stated that his experience 

with consulting clients that have automated systems in production environments has 

shown bar coding accuracy rates “typically in the 90 percent range or higher” and that 

“read accuracy in the range of 90 percent is common,” despite the fact that other studies 

have shown that bar coding is theoretically capable of much higher read rates.  Barlas 

(2004) observed that feedback from bar code readers can be difficult to hear in some 

noisy manufacturing environments, so a worker may not realize that their intended read 

was unsuccessful.  In the simulation model, the effect of a missed bar code read would be 

that a transfer lot would not be pulled until another transfer lot of the same job type was 
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read and a material mover came to pull all ready transfer lots.  While the delay until the 

completion of the next transfer lot for that job might be small, the resulting impact on 

overall material flows and associated capacity utilization might be larger. 

Because a full factorial experimental design is used, the system will simulate read 

batching even when RFID tracking is also being used (with level TM1, when the transfer 

lots are being read instantaneously).  Although some might think of RFID as a 

configuration of factor values that reflect a variety of its benefits (e.g., with TM1 and 

RB1, reflecting instantaneous reads and perfect reliability), there is also value in 

distinguishing between the time it takes to scan an identifier (TM) and the probability of 

read batching (RB).  For example, the configuration of TM1 and RB3 might reflect a 

situation where RFID is being used (and thus there are instantaneous reads), but the RFID 

technology is relatively new and unreliable.  Imperfect read rates are not uncommon, and 

the metal equipment and material seen in industrial environments can be especially 

problematic (Shister, 2005; Woods, 2005; Hoffman, 2006; Lahiri, 2006). Interesting 

insights should be possible by differentiating between read speeds (with TM) and data 

collection process conformance (with RB).  For example, how does RFID with poor 

reliability compare to bar coding with high reliability? 

The value associated with the RB factor level indicates the probability that the 

read of a transfer lot will be skipped at the time that processing is completed for it.  This 

dissertation wanted to take a conservative look at the relative benefit of RFID, so read 

batching can only happen when the transfer batch that is being completed has another 

transfer batch of the same job type at the same work center that is also waiting to be 
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processed.  This captures the idea that an undisciplined worker might batch the bar code 

read of a transfer lot if there are other transfer lots of the same job type already waiting to 

be processed at the work center, but reads are less likely to be skipped when the last 

transfer lot for a job type has been processed and a new job type must be set up.  Because 

of the way that read batching has been implemented, the actual percent of read batching 

performed will be somewhat less than that indicated by the nominal factor level value, 

particularly when there are few transfer lots per job. 

Because the pull process only considers pulling transfer lots that have been 

recorded as being completed, it is expected that the batching of reads may result in 

inefficient pulling.  For example, the repetitive lots logic (see the discussion of the 

primary dispatching rule in section 3.1) might be unnecessarily interrupted because the 

system incorrectly thinks an upstream transfer lot has not been completed.  In such a 

situation, extra setups will be incurred if a work center then begins production of a 

different job type, which will in turn hurt performance as capacity is used inefficiently 

and flows are disrupted. 

Number of transfer lots (NTL) 
 

Trebilcock (2006) cited the research of ARC Advisory Group when he reported 

that manufacturers are particularly interested in using RFID for tracking work-in-process 

and using RFID for process improvement.  The better tracking of RFID enables the 

process improvement of using smaller lot sizes, even in environments with traceability 

mandates that require high reliability.  The probability of not adequately meeting 

traceability requirements increases with increased transfer lots, because there are 
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inherently more opportunities for tracking and identification to be missed or improperly 

performed, especially with the complexity of more batches moving through the shop 

(Kher et al., 2000; Litchfield and Narasimhan, 2000).  Even moderate levels of lot 

streaming might be unadvisable in environments that use bar coding if the risk of 

customer or government sanctions is high, or if liabilities or recall costs increase because 

traceability capabilities to identify the minimum scope of defective parts are insufficient 

due to the limitations of bar coding.   

In contrast, automated tracking technologies such as RFID facilitate much-

heralded production processes such as lean manufacturing with a batch size of one, mass 

customization, and continuous flow (Dighero, Kellso, Merizon, Murphy, and Tyo, 2005; 

Murphy-Hoye et al., 2005).  Citing a recent report from research firm Frost & Sullivan, 

Neil (2006) noted that automotive, aerospace, and industrial products are three 

manufacturing sectors expected to see value from RFID over the next few years, leading 

to RFID growth in those areas from $71.3 million in 2005 to $225.7 million in 2007.  The 

first two sectors are particularly well-known for their high-traceability requirements, and 

the latter two sectors are particularly well-known for their wide variety of production 

requirements that lead to the use of jumbled flows associated with job shops. 

Because the use of more transfer lots is synonymous with more lot streaming and 

smaller lot sizes, the use of more transfer lots can also be thought of as the extent of 

process changes.  Although other process changes are certainly possible as a result of 

RFID (Hardgrave et al., 2005), the dissertation’s focus on the process change of using 

high levels of lot streaming that are not practical with bar coding was expected to result 
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in relatively clear differentiation between RFID and bar coding performance.  

Furthermore, given that much of the RFID literature has posited that process changes are 

necessary to achieve significant improvement when using RFID (Byrnes, 2004; Murphy-

Hoye et al., 2005; Sliwa, 2005b), the use of the lot streaming factor (NTL) allows 

comparison between the possible improvement when using RFID but not changing the 

process (TM1 and NTL1) versus using RFID to make increasingly more substantial 

process changes (TM1 and NTL2-NTL5).  The former can be thought of as using RFID 

simply as a bar code replacement, whereas the latter case can be thought of as using 

RFID’s enabling functionality for business process reengineering (BPR).  

The effect of the number of transfer lots has been examined in past studies, but as 

will be discussed later, this dissertation extends earlier research. Although Jacobs and 

Bragg (1988) considered a range of job sizes (100, 120, 130, 140, 150, 200, 250, and 300 

units), they only considered transfer batch sizes of 10 and 50 units (along with no lot 

streaming).  Furthermore, they only used the SPT (shortest processing time) rule with 

transfer batches of size 10, they did not use the ODD (operation due date) rule at all, they 

modeled a closed job shop (not an open job shop), and the key performance measures 

were related to flow time (and not material movements or tardiness).  Thus, it was 

difficult to get an exact sense of how the various performance improvements experienced 

diminishing returns with increasing use of lot streaming and how other lot streaming 

rules that might be used in an open job shop would affect performance.   

For their “preliminary experiment” in an open job shop, Wagner and Ragatz 

(1994) considered transfer batch sizes of 10, 25, and 50 units (along with no lot 
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streaming) for jobs that ranged in size from 50 to 700 units.  While this allows for more 

insight into the diminishing returns from increased use of transfer lots, their preliminary 

experiment unfortunately only used the FCFS (first come, first served) rule, which they 

later showed in their “primary experiment” to have far worse performance than the 

earliest due date by job (EDD) and SPT rules.  Conceivably, the EDD and SPT rules 

could have had an interaction effect with the number of transfer lots, but this is unknown 

because their primary experiment only used one level of transfer batches (50 units).  

Although they considered mean tardiness in addition to the flow time and flow ratio (the 

flow time divided by the total work content), they did not consider the proportion tardy. 

Among the environments considered by Smunt et al. (1996) was a closed job shop 

similar to that used by Jacobs and Bragg (1988).  They considered transfer batches (of 

unspecified size) based on 0, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, and 64 splits of an original job of size 75 

units.  While this allowed graphs to be produced showing the diminishing returns from an 

increasing number of transfer lots, they only considered the FCFS rule and the mean flow 

time.   Furthermore, they only used the relatively high setup/processing ratio of 1.00.  

With a ratio this high, it is relatively unlikely that a transfer lot that moves to a 

downstream work center will complete a setup and processing before an upstream work 

center finishes processing the remaining transfer lots in the job, which would lead to 

separation in the flow of the transfer lots and wasted time on extra setups.  Their 

conclusions about the effects of the number of transfer lots are arguably not generalizable 

to environments with a lower SPR ratio. 
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Kher et al. (2000) considered splitting jobs of size 60-240 units with two, four, or 

eight splits, along with not using any lot streaming.  Although they considered several 

performance metrics, they only used the FCFS rule and only studied a flow shop. 

Based on past research, it is expected that increased use of lot streaming (higher 

NTL) will result in improved performance (albeit with diminishing returns) when no time 

is required to track the transfer lots (when using TM1).  Hopp and Spearman (2001) 

explore this from a theoretical standpoint when they observe that increasing variability 

degrades the performance of a production system, and maximum variability can occur 

when moving product in large batches, even when process times are constant.  This 

dissertation starts from a baseline of 2 transfer lots of 50 units in order to use valuable 

computer simulation time recording the diminishing returns at the other extreme (50 

transfer lots of 2 units).  The use of five levels for this factor allows the analysis to show 

if there is a “sweet spot” of the number of transfer lots to achieve a certain level of 

performance at the expense of material movements.  Furthermore, there should be 

additional insights from the interaction of the read time associated with the tracking 

mechanism and the number of transfer lots employed.  For example, performance may 

actually get worse when using bar coding with increased transfer lots if the diminishing 

performance with extreme lot streaming is more than offset by the time it takes to 

perform the tracking activity.  Compared to earlier research, this dissertation considers 

more dispatching rules and performance metrics and focuses on an open job shop.   
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Setup/processing time ratio (SPR) 
 

This is the time for a single setup divided by the total processing time (excluding 

setup and scan time) for all units of the job.  There has been some speculation in earlier 

research that long setup times would decrease performance (Smunt et al., 1996), because 

as transfer lots get separated, multiple time-consuming setups could theoretically be 

incurred, even with the repetitive lots logic.  A related implication is that the expected 

setup/processing time (SPR) ratio could be significantly different than the actual SPR 

ratio if the actual number of setups is drastically increased due to the use of lot streaming, 

the separation of transfer lots, and switching back and forth between setups due to the 

non-smooth flow of different job types into a work center. 

Jacobs and Bragg (1988) used SPR ratios of between 16.6 and 38.8 percent.  

Their different ratios resulted from the way they allocated capacity based on the job size.  

Across the various runs they examined, the total runtime was fixed at 72 percent of the 

total capacity, but the capacity allocated for setups would fluctuate based on the number 

of setups that were required given varying fixed order quantities (FOQs).  For example, 

when using an FOQ of 200, the SPR ratio was 25 percent, because 18 percent of the 

capacity was used for setups, and 72 percent was used for processing (not including setup 

time).  When using an FOQ of 300, fewer setups were expected, so the expected capacity 

to be utilized for setups was approximately 12 percent, and 12 divided by 72 (the amount 

fixed for the runtime) results in an SPR ratio 16.6 of percent.  When 28 percent of the 

capacity was used for setups, the SPR ratio would be 28/72=38.8 percent.  Unfortunately, 

they did not directly discuss the effect of the different SPR ratios. 
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Wagner and Ragatz (1994) considered SPR ratios of 10, 20, 30, and 100 percent.  

They found that longer setup times do not “greatly” reduce the benefits from increased lot 

streaming.  As noted earlier, though, for the portion of their paper that included SPR 

ratios, they only used the FCFS rule and did not record the proportion tardy.   

Smunt et al. (1996) used the relatively high setup/processing ratio of 100 percent 

for the portion of their paper where they examined the effect of varying numbers of 

transfer lots, and they only considered the FCFS rule and the mean flow time.  When 

simply comparing no lot streaming to the use of three equally sized transfer lots, their 

data indicated that lot streaming in their closed job shop with stochastic interarrival times 

offered greater benefits with lower SPR ratios (this conclusion was not specifically 

mentioned by them, but is based on information from their tables).  For example, when 

the utilization was 72 percent, the use of lot streaming resulted in a reduction of flow 

time of approximately 37.3 percent when the SPR ratio was .1, but lot streaming resulted 

in a reduction of only 17.1 percent when the SPR ratio was 1.5. 

Kher et al. (2000) considered SPR ratios of 25, 50, and 100 percent for their study 

of lot streaming in a flow shop using the FCFS rule.  They concluded that lot streaming 

offers the most benefit for environments with high SPR ratios. 

Because previous research did not consider the effects of the SPR ratio in an open 

job shop with the SPR and ODD dispatching rules, and because there are conflicting 

results about whether lot streaming is more beneficial with lower or higher SPR ratios, 

this dissertation includes factor levels of 10, 50, and 100 percent. 
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Secondary dispatching rules (SDR) 
 
 The second dispatching rule is applied when the repetitive lots logic (the primary 

dispatching rule) cannot find another transfer lot that is ready to be processed at a given 

work center that is the same job type as the transfer lot that just completed processing at 

that work center.  In other words, the secondary dispatching rule is used when the 

primary dispatching rule (which is always repetitive lots) cannot find any transfer lots to 

process that meet its criteria for minimizing setups.  See the discussion in section 3.1 for 

more information about the primary dispatching rule. 

Jacobs and Bragg (1988) used both the FCFS (first come, first served) and SPT 

(shortest processing time) rules.  According to their tables, the SPT rule performed better 

than FCFS for mean flow time when the release batch job size was 130-300 units, but 

performed worse when the job size was 100-110 units.   

Wagner and Ragatz (1994) found that the SPT rule was always better than the 

FCFS rule for the flow ratio and flow time measures when using lot streaming in an open 

job shop.  The EDD (earliest due date by job) rule was either better than, or statistically 

equivalent with, the SPT rule for flow ratio, and had mixed results for the flow time 

measure compared to SPT, but was always better than FCFS.  For tardiness performance, 

the EDD rule was clearly the best, followed by FCFS, and then SPT.  In contrast, Smunt 

et al. (1996) only considered the FCFS and SPT rules, only measured flow time, and used 

a closed shop.  They found that flow times actually increased in job shops when the SPT 

rule was used (instead of FCFS), particularly for utilizations at least 72 percent.  Their 

suspicion for the different results was that Wagner and Ragatz (1994) used an open job 
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shop, or that Wagner and Ragatz (1994) perhaps allowed a wider range of task times.  

The former explanation is possible, but the latter is less plausible, because Wagner and 

Ragatz (1994) used a CV of 0.14, whereas Smunt et al. (1996) used a CV of 0.50 for their 

comparison of dispatching rules.   

As noted above, earlier lot streaming research primarily focused on the FCFS 

rule, and to a lesser extent, the SPT rule.  Those rules are also used here in the 

dissertation because 1) the prior research showed contrary results without clear resolution 

when comparing the relative benefit of each rule, 2) the rules had been applied in 

environments other than used for this dissertation, and 3) these relatively simple rules 

make a convenient baseline for future research of more complex rules. 

Baker (1984) found that dispatching rules that are operation-oriented (such as the 

operation due date rule, ODD) perform better than rules that are job-oriented (such as 

EDD).  In light of the fact that Wagner and Ragatz (1994) found that EDD performs as 

well as SPT and much better than FCFS, this dissertation examines how ODD compares 

to those rules.  It is believed that this is the first time that ODD (or any other operation-

oriented rule) has been used in a lot-streaming context. 

It should be noted that when the SPT rule is used, the decision is made based on 

the shortest processing time per unit.  As Wagner and Ragatz (1994) noted, there are 

multiple interpretations for the SPT rule when lot streaming is being used (they used the 

processing time of the entire job and not the per unit processing time, transfer lot 

processing time, or processing time of all transfer lots upstream for a given job type, 

which are also plausible interpretations for the SPT rule).  Because all jobs are the same 
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size and each job has the same number of transfer lots for a given treatment condition, the 

interpretation of per unit processing time is compatible with the basic SPT philosophy, 

prior research, and goal of this dissertation to develop relatively simple baselines for 

future research.   

Although differences in performance are expected for the different dispatching 

rules (as discussed in the basic hypotheses of section 3.4), there is not any obvious reason 

to believe that there will be any interaction effect with the factors that relate to RFID.  

This is because those factors relate more to the increased tracking rate (TM), process 

conformance (RB), and support for using more transfer lots (NTL) that are associated 

with RFID.  If there was processing time uncertainty, it is conceivable that a more 

complex dispatching rule that took advantage of the better information from an RFID 

system that was being used to track the progress of every unit would show an interaction 

effect (much greater performance with RFID use than without).  

Coefficient of variation (CV) of processing time between work centers in routing  

Jacobs and Bragg (1988) stated that actual run times averaged .0576 hours (207 

seconds) per unit and ranged between .0458 and .0782 hours for all operations at all 

machines, but it is not clear what distribution was used to generate the run times.  

Without knowledge of the distribution, an accurate coefficient of variation (CV) cannot 

be calculated.  

Wagner and Ragatz (1994) wrote, “Kropp et al. (1988) suggested that processing 

time variability was a critical factor to consider in determining whether lot splitting was 

beneficial.”  For each job at each work center, Wagner and Ragatz (1994) applied a 
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uniform distribution to determine the per unit processing time.  For a given job at a given 

work center, all units had the same per unit processing time of 30-50 seconds, which 

means the CV was ~ .14 on a per unit basis.  They wrote, “This is a rather severe test of 

the lot splitting mechanism, since the difference in processing time between successive 

operations can be considerable, and transfer batches of a job will tend to separate when a 

high processing time operation is followed by one with a low processing time.” 

For the portion of their study that examined the effect of increasing number of 

transfer lots, Smunt et al. (1996) used a gamma distribution with CV’s of .01, .5, and 1.0 

based on different levels of mean operation task times between .0456 - .0696 hours (164 

– 251 seconds).  They wrote, “Based on empirical evidence (e.g., (Dudley, 1963)), 

CV=0.50 is probably the closest to actual operation task times.  Nevertheless, there are 

situations in which a high CV might be appropriate: unreliable machines with many 

machine breakdowns, excessive amounts of rework, etc.”  Reading Dudley (1963), it is 

not explicitly clear if conclusions about the coefficient of variation should be based per 

unit or per lot; based on basic statistics and the central limit theorem, it seems like the 

distribution per unit might be highly skewed and variable, but the lot distribution should 

be more normal and less variable because of the aggregation of the per unit processing 

times.  It also is not clear if the gamma distribution of Smunt et al. (1996) was applied to 

directly determine the distribution of processing times for each transfer lot, or if the 

distribution was individually applied to each unit within a transfer lot and then 

aggregated to produce a transfer lot processing time.  Smunt et al. (1996) concluded that 

increased lot streaming was more beneficial with higher levels of the CV. 
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Kher et al. (2000) wrote that “processing times were generated using truncated 

normal distribution with a coefficient of variation (CV) of 10%”.  It is not clear if this is 

the processing time distribution for each transfer lot or for each unit, and they do not 

indicate what the mean processing time is. 

This dissertation uses a uniform distribution to generate per unit processing times.  

When the range is 87.5 – 112.5 seconds per unit, the CV is ~.07, half the CV used by 

Wagner and Ragatz (1994).  When the range is 50-100 seconds per unit,  the CV is ~.29, 

twice the CV of Wagner and Ragatz, but still half of what Smunt et al. (1996) feel is 

commonly observed in practice.  At a given work center, the per unit processing time for 

a job type is applied to all units within the transfer lot, which makes the CV for the 

processing time of the transfer lot somewhat less than the CV for the  processing time per 

unit.  Rather than apply the same per unit processing time to all units, it would be 

possible to generate a unique processing time for each unit, but this would make the 

simulation runtime performance far worse, thus preventing the complex analyses of the 

various factors used by this dissertation. 

Due date tightness (K) 

In his general scheduling (non-lot streaming-specific) research, Baker (1984) 

found strong evidence that due dates should be based on work content, and that the total 

work (TWK) rule was typically the best of the due date setting rules.  The K parameter 

for the TWK rule represents the multiple of the total work content that is used to compute 

each due date, and thus defines the due date tightness (Baker and Kanet, 1983).  

Specifically, the due date dij for operation i of job j can be defined as follows based on the 
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total operation time (setup plus processing plus scan time) pij multiplied by the due date 

tightness K and added to the previous operation’s due date di-1,j: 

dij = di-1,j + K x pij 

Baker (1984) found that the effectiveness of dispatching rules can be affected by 

the due date tightness, producing what he called a “crossover effect.”  In particular, he 

found that SPT is relatively effective when due dates are very tight but not so when due 

dates are loose. 

Baker and Kanet (1983) stated that for firms operating at utilizations of 80 

percent, it is appropriate to assume that they would use K parameters somewhat less than 

10.  For their study of a basic job shop without lot streaming (that would presumably 

require higher K values to achieve satisfactory performance compared to shops that use 

lot streaming), they chose K values of 2.5, 5, 7.5, and 10. 

Jacobs and Bragg (1988) and Smunt et al. (1996) did not consider due date 

performance measures, and thus did not use any due date rules.  When comparing the 

SPT, FCFS, and EDD dispatching rules, Wagner and Ragatz (1994) used K values of 4, 

6, and 8.  When examining the effect of increasing the amount of lot streaming 

(increasing the number of transfer lots), they used a K value of 6.  Kher et al. (2000) used 

a K value of 6 in their study of flow shops. 

Based on the previous research, due dates for each operation (and thus the job) are 

set with the TWK rule in this dissertation.  The total work content is based on the number 

of units and the setup, processing, and scan times at each work station.  Regardless of the 

number of transfer lots, one setup is assumed per operation per job because of the 
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repetitive lots logic used.  The scan time is used to include time for each of the steps 

when a scan takes place, based on the number of transfer lots per job.  Based on pilot 

runs, using K=2.5 would result in a proportion tardy of 30-50 percent, and K=5 would 

result in a proportion tardy of 1-10 percent.  It should be noted that even though smaller 

K values are used by this dissertation compared to Wagner and Ragatz (1994), they used 

a more congested job shop (a utilization of 85 percent compared to 80 percent).  Kher et 

al. (2000) used a flow shop with utilizations of 70 and 90 percent; particularly for the 

shop with 90 percent utilization, higher K values would be more appropriate. 

 

3.3 Dependent variables 

 Simulation allows a variety of performance metrics to be collected relatively 

easily.  Thus, the measures seen in Figure 4 are collected for each treatment. 
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Figure 4. Performance measures (dependent variables) for experimental design 

Most of the variables should be self-explanatory because of their common use in 

the scheduling, lot streaming, and operations literatures.  Tardiness refers to jobs that 

arrive after their due date; a job that is early or on time is said to not be tardy and thus has 

a tardiness value of 0.  On the other hand, a job that is early is said to be late and has a 

negative lateness value based on the difference between the completion dates and the due 

date.  CMT is computed by dividing MT by PT.  The flow time calculations are based on 

the time it takes from a job to be released to the system until all transfer lots for that job 

have been completed.  Kher et al. (2000) is the only other research that has examined the 

impact of increased lot streaming on the number of material movements, but they 

examined a flow shop (and not a job shop as in this research), and they modeled pull 

material movements slightly differently (see section 3.1 for more information).  No RFID 

research has modeled the shop floor impact of RFID’s enabling characteristics on mean 

flow time (MFT), proportion tardy (PT), and material movements (MM).  Because of the 
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large number of factors and dependent variables, the dissertation will primarily focus on 

the PT, MFT, and MM metrics, and the relationship between them.   

 

3.4 Basic hypotheses  

 Previous lot streaming research (Jacobs and Bragg, 1988; Wagner and Ragatz, 

1994; Smunt et al., 1996; Kher et al., 2000; Litchfield and Narasimhan, 2000) has been 

exploratory and has not formally stated hypotheses.  Instead, the lot streaming research 

using simulation has typically been meant to test the effect of the factors and their levels.  

Occasionally, expected results have been expressed, such as the following from Smunt et 

al. (1996):  “We expected that the impact of increasing the number of transfer batches 

will be more dramatic for higher levels of the setup ratio, for higher processing utilization 

levels, and higher levels of variability (CV). We also expected that as the number of 

transfer batches gets very large, so the expected transfer batch size approaches 1, 

deleterious effects of lot splitting will appear in the job shop.”  This dissertation presents 

the less formal expected results sometimes seen in previously published lot streaming 

research, as well as more formal and statistically precise alternative (not null) 

hypotheses. 

H1. The forms of bar coding with stochastic read times should show worse mean flow 

time (MFT) and proportion tardy (PT) performance than their deterministic bar 

coding counterparts.  Stated more formally, TM4 should have higher MFT and PT 

than TM2, and TM5 should have higher MFT and PT than TM3, statistically 

significant at no more than p<.10 when performing pairwise comparisons.  This 
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would be congruent with the basic queuing and “factory physics” principles 

discussed in Hopp and Spearman (2001), that increasing variability degrades the 

performance of a manufacturing system. 

H2. With increased transfer lots (NTL), mean flow time (MFT) and proportion of jobs 

tardy (PT) will improve when using RFID (with TM1).  Stated more formally, 

with the tracking mechanism held constant at level TM1, increasing NTL should 

result in increasingly smaller MFT and PT, statistically significant at no more 

than p<.10 when performing pairwise comparisons between adjacent NTL levels.  

When not using RFID (when not using TM1), increased NTL will result in better 

MFT and PT performance at first, and then lead to worse performance.  Stated 

more formally, when using TM2 - TM5, increasing NTL should result in 

increasingly smaller MFT and PT up to some switchover point, before further 

increasing NTL results in increasingly larger MFT and PT, statistically significant 

at no more than p<.10 when performing pairwise comparisons between adjacent 

NTL levels.  This issue has not been previously researched, but is based on the 

idea that the time spent performing the bar code tracking activity for an increasing 

number of transfer lots will eventually offset any performance gains from using 

increased lot streaming. 

H3. The improvement in mean flow time (MFT) and proportion of jobs tardy (PT) 

performance with increased lot streaming (higher NTL) should be lower when the 

setup / processing time ratio increases (when SPR increases).  Stated more 

formally, an NTL*SPR interaction effect (statistically significant at no more than 
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p<.10) is expected to be identified for MFT and PT.  This is compatible with the 

data from Smunt et al. (1996). 

H4. With the tracking mechanism held constant at RFID (TM1), increasing the 

amount of lot streaming (NTL) should result in increasingly numerous material 

movements (MM), statistically significant at no more than p < .10 when 

performing pairwise comparisons between adjacent NTL levels.  Such findings 

for the job shop modeled in this dissertation would be compatible with the flow 

shop study by Kher et al. (2000).  

H5. Mean flow time (MFT) and proportion of jobs tardy (PT) should increase (be 

worse) with more read batching (with greater RB).  Stated more formally, 

increasing levels of RB should result in higher MFT and PT, statistically 

significant at no more than p < .10.  This is because with increased read batching, 

it is more likely that a downstream work center will choose a different job type to 

process, and thus waste capacity on performing a new setup for that other job 

type. 

H6. Mean flow time (MFT) should be best with the shortest processing (SPT) 

dispatching rule (SDR2).  When due dates are tight (K1), then proportion of jobs 

tardy (PT) should be best for the SPT dispatching rule (SDR2).  When due dates 

are loose (K2), then PT should be best for the earliest operation due date (ODD) 

dispatching rule (SDR3).  Stated more formally, the SPT rule (SDR2) is expected 

to be statistically better (at no more than p<.10) than FCFS (SDR1) and ODD 

(SDR3) for MFT.  An SDR*K interaction effect is expected to be identified for 
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the proportion of jobs tardy (PT), with the SPT rule (SDR2) being statistically 

better (at no more than p<.10) with tight due dates (K1), and the ODD rule 

(SDR3) being statistically better (at no more than p<.10) for loose due dates (K2). 

This would be compatible with the findings of Baker (1984) and Jayamohan and 

Chandrasekharan (2000). 

H7. Proportion of jobs tardy (PT) performance should be better when there is more 

slack allowance for due dates (K2).  Stated more formally, the K2 due date 

multiplier factor level should result in smaller PT (statistically significant at no 

more than p < .10) compared to when the K1 factor level is used.  This is based on 

the basic characteristics of the TWK due date rule that calculates later due dates 

when using a higher multiplier. 

 

3.5 Expected contributions 

As noted in the earlier sub-sections on the fixed and multi-level factors, many of 

the factor combinations (particularly those that relate to RFID and pull material 

movement) have not been studied together in previous research.  Identifying 1) the shape 

of the various performance curves (e.g., possible diminishing returns from increased lot 

streaming), 2) interactions between the different factors, and 3) the nature of performance 

trade-offs under various scenarios are also important contributions.  Below are some of 

the expected contributions from this dissertation. 

1. Identification of conditions conducive to achieving ROI from RFID.  As noted 

earlier, the business case to implement RFID with justifiable ROI has been 
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difficult or impossible for many companies to make, particularly manufacturers 

(Byrnes, 2003; Bacheldor, 2005; Hoffman, 2005; Murphy, 2005b; Smyrlis, 2005).  

The literature review and experimental design have made a strong case of why 

RFID might be able to help improve performance in job shops.  The simulation 

model should provide quantitative insight into what conditions, if any, are likely 

to result in benefits that offset the costs of using RFID (including operational 

trade-offs such as increased material movements). 

2. Demonstration of the value of “visibility” on the shop floor.  Visibility is often 

cited as an expected benefit of RFID (Srivastava, 2004; Bacheldor, 2005), but its 

real value is unclear (Sliwa, 2004; McClenahen, 2005; Quinn, 2005).  This 

research should show how continuous, automated visibility from RFID can 

support traceability that is itself valuable (e.g., for recalls and process 

improvement that are not measured by this model) while also facilitating the 

improvement of flow time and tardiness performance measures.  The latter 

benefits are expected to be indirectly obtained as a result of RFID enabling 

improvements in the way processes are executed (e.g., increased use of smaller lot 

sizes via lot streaming and improved data collection process conformance through 

reduced read batching).  

3. Quantitative perspective of RFID’s benefits that is based on generalizable 

and previously accepted models.  Much of the RFID literature thus far has been 

qualitative or company-specific (Gilmore and Fralick, 2005; Murphy-Hoye et al., 

2005). 
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4. Analysis of RFID in the context of job shops.  As of this writing, nearly all of 

the RFID research has focused on high-volume repetitive processes with linear 

flows.  For example, Gaukler and Hausman (under review) looked at the use of 

RFID in an assembly line, and Hou and Huang (2006) examined tagging each 

item in printing industry supply chains. 

5. Quantitative comparison of RFID and bar coding.  RFID may provide only 

slightly better performance than its low cost alternative (bar coding), which has 

important implications for manufacturers (McFarlane and Sheffi, 2003; Woods, 

2003).  Unfortunately, not much analysis has been done for this issue. 

6. Quantitative examination of the effect of lot streaming on material 

movements in job shops.  Earlier research has been qualitative or focused on 

flow shops (Kher et al., 2000). 

7. Analysis of the effect of time needed to track transfer lots when using 

increasingly more frequent lot streaming.  Previous lot streaming research has 

not quantitatively considered the time needed to track the transfer lots (e.g., with 

bar coding). 

8. Consideration of common dispatching rules generally shown to have better 

customer service and inventory performance than the rule most commonly 

used in past lot streaming research.  Previous lot streaming research (Wagner 

and Ragatz, 1994; Smunt et al., 1996; Kher et al., 2000) reached conclusions 

about the efficacy of using increased transfer lots while primarily using a 
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dispatching rule (FCFS) that has been shown to have relatively poor performance 

(Wagner and Ragatz, 1994). 

 
 
3.6 Methodological issues  
 

Simulation can generate data for thousands of different factor level combinations, 

but appropriate statistical techniques need to be chosen to avoid erroneous conclusions by 

making comparisons across all of the combinations.  ANOVA and its associated post-hoc 

techniques are the methodologies most commonly used to avoid increasing type-I error 

rates (rejecting the null hypothesis when it should be retained) beyond acceptable family-

wise levels. 

 Statistical power tests were performed to determine that 10 replications for each 

of the 2700 treatment combinations would provide sufficient statistical power to detect up 

to three-way interactions.  Common random numbers were used for each of the 2700 

treatment combinations.  As suggested by Law and Kelton (2000), Banks, Carson II, 

Nelson, and Nicol (2001), and Kelton et al. (2004), unique random number streams are 

used for each of the different event types that can occur, helping synchronize each of the 

replications across the treatments.  The use of common random numbers across 

treatments, with distinct streams within a treatment, facilitates a reduction in variance, 

thus increasing statistical power (Law and Kelton, 2000; Banks et al., 2001; Kelton et al., 

2004).  The Arena simulation software automatically splits the different random number 

streams into sub-streams that are used to further synchronize the use of replications 

across treatments (Kelton et al., 2004), an approach advocated by Law and Kelton (2000) 
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and Banks et al (2001). It should also be noted that the cycle length of the Arena random 

number generator has good statistical properties (e.g., uncorrelated number generation) 

and has a cycle length of 3.1 x 1057 before the generated random numbers begin to repeat 

(Kelton et al., 2004). To avoid producing results for the final simulation model that could 

have been biased by results from pilots, different random number seeds were used for the 

different stages of model development. 

When a job arrives in the system, its routing and processing time are immediately 

assigned to it, as was suggested by Law and Kelton (2000) and Banks et al. (2001) to 

facilitate synchronization of the conditions for the different treatments.  The following 

event types had their own random number streams: 

1. Interarrival stream 

2. Expected operation time stream 

3. Expected read time stream  

4. Number of operations per routing stream 

5. Work center assignment stream 

6. Read batching probability stream 

Graphical plots were produced to identify that transient warm-up conditions had 

been surpassed by 1600 hours and that steady state had therefore been produced (Suresh 

and Meredith, 1994; Smunt et al., 1996; Kelton et al., 2004).  It should be noted that this 

was sufficient to allow approximately 1000 or more jobs to move through the system 

before statistics collection began.  After the warm-up period, statistics were calculated for 

an additional 4000 hours.  It is difficult to make comparisons of warm-up periods from 
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previous research due to different system operating conditions (e.g., utilizations and 

number of work centers) and job characteristics (e.g., processing times), but some 

validation is possible based on more standard metrics such as the number of jobs.  

Litchfield and Narasimhan (2000) chose to “conservatively” discard the first 100 

observations in their research of a job shop using lot streaming research that was modeled 

after Jacobs and Bragg (1988).  Rohleder and Scudder (1993) discarded the first two 

hundred jobs to avoid initialization bias in their analysis of a job shop with six work 

centers and utilizations between 70 and 90 percent.  Lejmi and Sabuncuoglu (2002) 

discarded the first three hundred jobs for their job shop with ten work centers and 

utilizations of 60 and 85 percent. 

When simulation techniques such as common random numbers are used, they are 

by their nature designed to induce correlation across the treatment conditions for each of 

the replications so as to achieve a variance reduction in the point estimation of the mean 

difference between the treatment conditions, which in turn increases statistical power 

(Law and Kelton, 2000; Banks et al., 2001; Kelton et al., 2004).  Because the samples for 

the treatment conditions are not statistically independent, techniques such as basic 

ANOVA or independent sample t-tests are not appropriate when common random 

numbers are used (Law and Kelton, 2000; Banks et al., 2001; Kelton et al., 2004).   

Apart from the specific context of using common random numbers with 

simulation, Keppel (1991), Hays (1994), Kirk (1995) and Cohen, Cohen, West, and 

Aiken (2003) also discuss the necessity of using of blocking and repeated measures 

techniques that control for correlated samples.  As Keppel (1991) indicated, with repeated 
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measures (also known as within-subjects) designs, the treatment effects are represented 

by differences within a single group of subjects.  Because some of the sources of 

variation have been isolated in the analysis to reflect differences within each subject, the 

error terms are different from, and ideally smaller than, completely randomized (also 

known as between-subjects) designs (Keppel, 1991). Hays (1994) describes repeated 

measures experimental designs as a logical extension of the idea of randomized block 

designs.   

For this dissertation, each of the ten replications can be considered a subject to 

which the 2700 treatment conditions have been applied (a “pure” within-subjects design 

in the terminology of Keppel, 1991).  The use of common random number streams makes 

this repeated measure design possible.  Because the specific values for each of the 

replications have been chosen at random, the replication numbers are considered random 

effects (Hays, 1994).  Together with the multi-level factors (described earlier) and their 

fixed effects, the overall experiment design is said to be mixed or Model III (Hays, 1994). 

The statistical computer software package SPSS (version 14) offers a form of 

repeated measures ANOVA based on the general linear model (Field, 2005).  One of the 

key assumptions of using repeated measures ANOVA is sphericity, but SPSS provides 

several F-ratio corrections for when the assumption is not met (Field, 2005).  ANOVA is 

relatively insensitive to deviations from normally distributed residuals and homoscedastic 

populations, particularly with large sample sizes and equally sized experimental design 

cells (Hair, Anderson, Tatham, and Black, 1998; Mathews, 2005), which is the case with 

the dissertation model.  With 10 replications for each of the 2700 treatment conditions, 
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there are 27,000 observations, a very large sample size.  As noted earlier, Arena’s random 

number generator has been developed to produce independent observations within a 

stream, and the repeated measures experimental design appropriately handles the 

correlations across treatment conditions for the same replication number that result 

because of the use of the common random numbers. 
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CHAPTER 4 
 
 

SIMULATION MODEL VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION 
 
 

Extensive work was done to verify and validate the simulation model.  Based on 

the recommendations of Law and Kelton (2000), the following techniques were 

performed: 

• The author explicitly reviewed the logic and program coding prior to running the 

simulation (section 4.1). 

• The simulation was run interactively, and the results were compared against what 

was expected (section 4.2).   

• Three types of log files of the simulation logic were compared against what was 

expected (section 4.3). 

• The various factor settings for the simulation were reviewed for face validity by 

verifying that the output was reasonably within expectations (section 4.4).   

• Simulation model results were compared against findings published in earlier 

research (Baker and Kanet, 1983; Baker, 1984) and were in agreement (section 

4.5). 

• The performance of a real-world manufacturer that uses RFID was replicated with 

the same simulation toolset (section 4.5). 
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4.1.  Review of code logic  

Arena is a very commonly used simulation package (Terzi and Cavalieri, 2004).  

According to the publisher of Arena, 45 percent of the papers of the 2005 Proceedings of 

the Winter Simulation Conference mentioned Arena, far more often than the next closest 

simulation competitor (Rockwell Automation, 2006).  The built-in components of Arena 

act as standard building blocks that can be confidently used for elaborate simulations 

(Kelton et al., 2004). 

As indicated in the Vita section of this dissertation, the author has extensive 

software development experience that included specific responsibilities related to 

software quality assurance.  He was designated the lead engineer in the United States for 

MRP, MPS, and manufacturing supply chain functionality for Baan, one of the leading 

enterprise resource planning (ERP) vendors of  the 1990s.  He worked extensively 

debugging, enhancing, documenting, and validating that software, which was far more 

complex than the simulation model used for this dissertation.  The dissertation simulation 

code was reviewed from start to end, and the few issues that were identified were 

corrected. 

 

4.2. Interactive verification of simulation runs 

Special functionality was developed to facilitate interactive verification and 

analysis beyond what is possible with the Arena debugger.  After the simulation begins, a 

window appears that allows the model to be run based on ranges of the experimental 
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design factor levels or by specifying the full range of controllable parameters (Figure 5).  

If the latter option is chosen, a tabbed window appears that allows each parameter to be 

precisely selected (Figure 6, Figure 7, Figure 8, Figure 9).  Informational fields (e.g., 

aggregations of processing times) are updated based on changes, and a default 

configuration can be quickly saved and restored.  Selecting OK starts the simulation. 

 
Figure 5. How should the Arena-based simulation be run? 
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Figure 6. Tabbed window used to specify parameters for an interactive Arena-based simulation run 
(Basic Shop Configuration tab) 
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Figure 7. Tabbed window used to specify parameters for an interactive Arena-based simulation run 
(Job Configuration tab) 
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Figure 8. Tabbed window used to specify parameters for an interactive Arena-based simulation run 
(Lot Streaming tab) 
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Figure 9. Tabbed window used to specify parameters for an interactive Arena-based simulation run 
(Miscellaneous tab) 

When a major simulation event occurs, a tracking sub-window displays the 

current time, job number, transfer lot number, work center location, operation job step, 

and transfer lot unit quantity (Figure 10).  The comments section in the tracking sub-

window displays additional information about the nature of each event.  The transfer lots 

at each work center are shown next to the tracking sub-window, and the transfer lot 

associated with the current event is shown in red.  Icons for each job are shown at the 

bottom of the screen.  The icons for transfer lots, jobs, and resources can be selected for 

context-specific information (Figure 11).  Figure 12 provides a more detailed example of 
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the tracking window, this time displaying the different transfer lots that were being 

evaluated for processing next at a work center.  The information seen in the tracking 

window allowed the author to interactively verify that the output was correct for the 

various scenarios. 

 
Figure 10. Example of an interactive Arena-based simulation run 
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Figure 11. Example windows showing information about resources, jobs, and transfer lots 
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Figure 12. Interactive simulation run tracking window 
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4.3. Analysis of log file entries 

The simulation allows log files to be created that record key events in the system, 

as well as the logic used whenever a decision is made.  The log files are written to tab-

delimited text files that are especially useful for importing into spreadsheets such as 

Microsoft Excel.  Three kinds of logs are created: 

1. A log showing when each job was created, along with information pertaining to 

the routing of each and operation due dates for each.  This log’s filename is 

always prefixed with “JobCreation”. 

2. A log showing the material movements of transfer lots between work centers.  

This log’s filename is always prefixed with “QueueProcessing”. 

3. A log showing when transfer lots complete their processing.  This log’s filename 

is always prefixed with “TLCompletion”. 

The logs are created separately because of their distinct uses in debugging.  

Having separate log files makes it is easy to toggle back and forth between a window that 

shows the routing and operation due date information in the JobCreation log and a 

window that shows the more detailed material movement information in the 

QueueProcessing log.  Similarly, when trying to identify why some jobs have tardy 

completions, it can be useful to toggle back and forth between a window that shows the 

TLCompletion log and a window that shows the QueueProcessing log. 

Each log has a suffix that indicates the date and time the simulation run began, as 

well as the replication number.  Because the log files can become quite large, each 

replication is assigned its own log file, which in turn allows Excel with its limitation of 
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approximately 65000 rows to display more events for each replication.  The date and time 

information in a log filename can be cross-referenced to another file that records the 

factor levels used for that simulation run.  The configuration file is prefixed with 

“Configuration” and then the same date and time used for the log files.  For example, the 

configuration used to produce log “JobCreation 0616170819 rep 1.txt” can be found in 

“Configuration 0616170819.txt” (the files were created on June 16 at 5:18:19 pm).  

Although the simulation logic uses non-rounded double decimal data types, all times 

written within the log files are rounded after two decimal places to improve readability. 

A JobCreation log file consists of one row for each job.  The columns indicate: 

• The job number. 

• The Arena entity number (primarily used for debugging). 

• The job type (which will always be the same as the job number for this 

dissertation, because an “open” shop is simulated). 

• The number of operations in the routing for this job. 

• The due date for this job.  

• The work center and expected processing times for each of the eight possible 

operation steps in the routing.  If a job consists of less than eight operation steps, 

the corresponding entry is left blank. 
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The first six columns of each row in a QueueProcessing log always consist of: 

• The simulation time,  

• The current work center (where the event is taking place). 

• The next work center (based on the routing for that job). 

• The Arena entity number.  

• The job number.  

• The transfer lot number. 

Depending on the nature of the event, one or more columns may follow in the 

same row.  For example, there might be columns with arrival, processing time, and/or due 

date information for each of the transfer lots that were evaluated to determine which 

should be processed next at a work center. 

A TLCompletion log consists of columns for: 

• The job number of the transfer lot that was completed. 

• The transfer lot number that was completed. 

• The Arena entity number.  

• The time the transfer lot was completed. 

• The due date for the entire job. 

• The operation step number of the “trailing” transfer lot for this job. 
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• A code that indicates whether this is the “trailing” (last) transfer lot for this job (-1 

indicates that no other transfer lot for this job is further behind in the routing 

operation steps, 0 indicates that more transfer lots need to be processed before this 

job is completed). 

• Another code with the same meaning as the immediately previous code, but is 

computed differently (different values would indicate problems in the upstream 

logic associated with each code). 

• The number of transfer lots remaining. 

• The number of transfer lots that were originally created for the job. 

The following discussion will illustrate examples of how the log files were used 

for verification.  The examples were created by running the simulation with two transfer 

lots of 50 units.  Because the files contain so much information to facilitate debugging 

and verification, in some cases the logs were reformatted for the figures.  The 

configuration file in Figure 13 shows the parameters that were used.  Among the key 

parameters for this example, we see that the total work content (TWK) due date 

allowance factor was set to 2.5, the earliest due date by operation (ODD) rule is used 

(scheduling rule 3), there will always be 100 units per job, the mean setup time was 1000 

seconds, and the mean scan time was a deterministic 10 seconds. 
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Figure 13. Configuration file example 

 Figure 14 was created from the JobCreation log file.  A job was created at 

approximately time 9.55 seconds with 8 operations and a job due date of 222663.24 

seconds.  The first operation for that job took place at work center 7, and took 

approximately 106.49 seconds per unit to process.  Based on the TWK due date 
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allowance factor, the due date for operation 1 was 29181.94.  If you were to compute the 

due date by hand, you would likely calculate a value close to 29182.05.  The reason for 

the discrepancy is that the actual processing time per unit was 106.489546560639 (not 

the rounded 106.49 shown in the log file), and the actual creation time of the job was at 

9.55072007493804.  These precise times can be seen when using the Arena debugger.  

The due dates for the rest of the operations were similarly computed, based on the non-

rounded due date of each preceding operation. 
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    Figure 15 was created from the QueueProcessing log file, which records the 

movement of the transfer lots between work centers.  At time 9.55, the two transfer lots 

(TL #: 1 and TL #: 2) of the first job (J#: 1) were created.  Their current work center (as 

indicated by CWC) was 7, and their next destination was at work center 6 (as indicated 

by NWC).  Because work center 7 was idle, the first transfer lot was able to seize it, but a 

setup had to be performed.  At time 1009.55, the setup was done, and the processing for 

the 50 units of the transfer lot could be performed.  At times 2939.03 and 5764.51, the 

transfer lots for job numbers 2 and 3 were created (cross-reference to Figure 14), and the 

first transfer lot of each seized work centers 4 and 6, respectively.   
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At time 6334.03, the 50 units of transfer lot 1 of job 1 were completed, and they 

needed to be scanned in order to decide if the transfer lot should be moved to the next 

work center.  Based on the parameter “% probability of batching a read”, there was a 

chance that work center 7 might not immediately scan the transfer lot, in which case the 

next work center (6) in the transfer lot’s routing would not have known that a transfer lot 

was ready to be moved there.  In this example, we see in the log file that the scan did take 

place, and it took 10 seconds of the operator’s time at work center 7.  At time 6344.03, 

transfer lot 1 of job 1 finished processing at work center 7, and work center 7 decided 

what to process next.  Work center 7 examined each transfer lot that was either at work 

center 7 and waiting to be processed there, or was in a queue after one of the other work 

centers and had been scanned and was waiting to be moved to work center 7.  In this 

case, only transfer lot 2 of job 1 was ready for processing at work center 7, and so it was 

noted as the best and selected for processing.  Transfer lot 1 of job 1 eventually needed to 

move to work center 6, but it can be seen in Figure 8 that work center 6 was busy until 

6764.51 with transfer lot 1 of job 3.  Moving transfer lot 1 of job 1 to work center 6 at 

time 6344.03 would result in no benefit, so because of the pull philosophy, it was going 

to wait in a queue after work center 7 until it was either the highest priority transfer lot 

that was ready to be processed at work center 6, or it was pulled with the same material 

movement with another transfer lot from work center 7 to work center 6.  The last row in     

Figure 15 shows that processing began for transfer lot 2 of job 1 at work center 7 at time 
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6344.03; because it was the same job type as was used immediately before at that work 

center, a new setup is not required. 

The discussion in the previous paragraphs illustrates that the functionality for the 

following features worked correctly: 

• Use of setup time. 

• Use of scan time. 

• Pull material movements. 

The log files were designed to support easy sorting, filtering, and finding within 

Microsoft Excel.  The following figures were created using Excel’s filtering capability to 

highlight the movements from the QueueProcessing log for job 1.  In instances when an 

entire row from the log file will not fit in a row for the figure (such as when the priorities 

of several transfer lots must be evaluated to determine what to process next at a work 

center), the rightmost cells from the log file are “wrapped” onto the rows immediately 

beneath the rest of their row.  Some events of interest are discussed below: 

• As seen in     Figure 16, at time 11678.51, transfer lot 2 completed processing at 

work center 7.  Work center 7 looked for something to process, but could not find 

anything (as was noted in the log file).  This lack of utilization happened several 

other times at other work centers before job 1 completed processing at its last 

operation step. 
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• It can be seen in     Figure 17 that at time 53970.07, when transfer lot 2 was 

completing processing at work center 5, work center 5 needed to compare transfer 

lot 1 of job 10 (that was waiting to be pulled from work center 6) to transfer lot 1 

of job 4 (that was waiting to be pulled from work center 7).  Because the 

operation due date for the former (job 10) was 103077.61, versus 101000.68 for 

the latter (job 4), the latter was chosen.  This illustrates that the ODD functionality 

works correctly. 
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•     Figure 18 shows that at time 136525.90, transfer lot 1 completed processing at 

work center 2, but waited in queue after work center 2 because work center 3 was 

busy.  Transfer lot 2 began processing then and completed processing at work 

center 2 at time 141866.14, but it also waited in queue after work center 2 because 

work center 3 was still busy.  It was not until 146776.34 that both transfer lots for 

job 1 were moved to work center 3, and even then, they had to wait until 

157010.12 and 162629.88, respectively, to begin processing there (shown in 

Figure 19).  This illustrates that the pull movements worked correctly (parts wait 

to be pulled, and when one part moves to the next work center because it has the 

highest  priority, so do the other parts in the same source queue that have that 

same destination). 
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• Figure 19 indicates that at time 167249.65, transfer lot 2 completed the last 

operation, and as noted, the job was not tardy (which could be verified by 

comparing back to the job’s due date in the JobCreation file seen in Figure 14).  

This illustrates the correct recording of job completion information. 

The QueueProcessing log file can be used for further debugging and verification.  

For example, the logic can be investigated to see why it took so long for transfer lots 1 

and 2 to be moved to work center 3 and then begin processing.  The file can be filtered on 

“CWC: 3” in the second column.  The results are shown in      Figure 20.   
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At time 135256.18, transfer lot 1 of job 21 began processing at work center 3.  Its 

setup was completed at time 136256.18.  Processing then began; because the processing 

for job 21 had a completion time of 141506.26, job 1 had to wait at least until then before 

it would have a chance to be considered for movement to work center 3 (recall that it 

completed at work center 2 at time 136525.90).  As noted in the log, “scan batching” (the 

same as read batching) was used, so time was not spent to scan transfer lot 1 of job 21 at 

its completion (time 141506.26).  Instead, work center 3 looked for another transfer lot to 

process.  Transfer lot 2 of job 21 was already in queue at work center 3.  Because of the 

repetitive lots logic and the secondary dispatching rules used for this dissertation, there 

was no need to look at other transfer lots or other queues once a transfer lot had been 

found of the same type that was just processed at the work center, so the log file does not 

show any evaluation of transfer lots 1 and 2 of job 1 that were waiting to be moved to 

work center 3.  Transfer lot 2 began processing at time 141506.26, and at time 

146756.34, it finished.  The two transfer lots for job 21 each took 10 seconds for 

scanning, and they finished at work center 3 at time 146776.34.  Work center 3 then had 

to evaluate what to process next, and it considered transfer lot 1 of job 19 at work center 

2 (which had an operation due date of 172060.19), versus transfer lot 1 of job 1 at work 

center 2 (which had an operation due date of 222663.24, much greater than for job 19).  It 

should be noted that to improve performance and save disk space, the second transfer lot 

for jobs 1 and 19 are not examined by the system or shown in the log, because they will 

always have the same operation due date (and processing time) as the other transfer lots 

for the same job.  Looking at the entries for time 146776.34, it can be seen that transfer 
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lot 1 for job 19 had priority and began its setup at work center 3, whereas transfer lot 2 

for job 19 and transfer lots 1 and 2 for job 1 were pulled from work center 2 to wait at 

work center 3.  Processing began at work center 3 for transfer lot of job 1 at time 

147776.34 and ended at 152383.23, when it was then scanned for 10 seconds.  At time 

152393.23, the repetitive lots logic caused lot 2 of job 19 to begin processing at work 

center 3 and end at 157000.12, before taking 10 seconds to scan.  At 157010.12, the first 

transfer lot of job 1 could finally begin processing at work center 3.  The discussion in 

this paragraph illustrated the correct functionality for scan batching, repetitive lots logic, 

and use of the ODD priority rule. 

Looking at Figure 21, which was created from the TLCompletion file, we see that 

transfer lot 1 of job 1 completed its last operation at time 162629.88, and transfer lot 2 

completed its last operation at time 167249.65; both of these times are congruent with the 

results seen in Figure 19 from the QueueProcessing log file.  The job due date was 

222663.24, which was congruent with the JobCreation information seen in Figure 14.  

When transfer lot 1 completed, the “trailing job step” was 8, because transfer lot 2 was at 

work center 3 for operation 8 at that time (if there had been three transfer lots, and 

transfer lot 3 was still at work center 7 for operation 1, the trailing job step would be 1).  

The “Trailing Transfer Lot” cell was 0 (computer code for “false”) because transfer lot 1 

was not the trailing transfer lot; when transfer lot 2 completed, the “Trailing Transfer 

Lot” cell was -1 (computer code for “true”) because it was the trailing transfer lot.  The 

“LastTLForJob” cell is computed differently, but should always be the same value as the 

“Trailing Transfer Lot” cell in the same row.  Storing both codes despite the fact that 
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their values are expected to be the same provides another means of verifying that the 

logic in the system is consistently working as anticipated, because each code depends on 

different functionality in the simulation.  When transfer lot 1 completed, transfer lot 2 

still needed to be processed, so its “TLs Remaining” cell was 1; when transfer lot 2 

completed, there were no more transfer lots left to be processed for job 1, so its “TLs 

Remaining” cell was 0.  The number of transfer lots originally created each job was 

recorded in the last cell of each row.  The discussion in this paragraph illustrates the 

congruency between the log files and the correct recording of transfer lot and job 

completions. 
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Figure 21. Information from a TLCompletion log file 
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In summary, careful examination (far beyond what was discussed here) of the 

substantial amount of information from all three log files indicates that the simulation 

model works correctly.  The simulation logic and results are what is to be expected based 

on the various settings. 

 

4.4. Verification of input parameters  

 This sub-section describes some of the verification of the functionality associated 

with the input parameters.  Refer to Figure 6 - Figure 9 for visual context of how these 

factors are actually specified within the interactive simulation. 

Number of Work Centers in Shop:  This was held constant at eight work centers for the 

dissertation.  Looking at the Arena reports, each of the eight work centers had nearly the 

same mean utilization, which implies that the logic to allocate operations to work centers 

was working properly. 

Mean Interarrival Time:  The mean interarrival time was computed as 

( )[ ]
CentersWorkofNumbernUtilizatioExpected

OperationsRoutingofMeanTimeSetupTimeOperationExpectedJobPerUnitsMean
×

×+× #  

As can be seen by the above equation, the mean arrival time does not directly change 

based on the mean scan time.  The mean interarrival time was set based on an 80 percent 

utilization rate with instantaneous scanning, and then the same mean interarrival time was 

used for the other tracking method (TM) levels.  The result is that the expected utilization 

when bar coding was used (TM2-TM5) was slightly higher than 80 percent. 

Expected Basic Utilization:  The expected basic utilization was computed based on the 

formula: 
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( ) ( )[ ]

CentersWorkofNumberTimeArrivalInterMean
OperationsRoutingofNumberMean

LotsTransferofTimeScanMeanTimeSetupJobPerUnitsTimeOperationExpected

×−

××++× #

 

As can be seen by the above formula, the mean scan time is used to compute the expected 

utilization.  The expected utilization was compared to the mean instantaneous utilization 

in Arena for each of the work centers.  Each of the mean instantaneous utilizations was 

approximately equal to the expected utilizations and to each other. 

Due Date Allowance Factor: The value specified for this factor is used with the total 

work content (setup, processing, and scan times) to determine operation and job due dates 

for each of the jobs (Baker, 1984).  As expected, using a larger factor resulted in fewer 

tardy orders.  Also, as noted elsewhere (e.g., the discussion for Figure 14), sample due 

dates were manually calculated and compared to the due dates written to the logs. 

# of Different Job Types (0 if Each Is Unique): Because an open shop was modeled, 

this parameter was set to 0.  Examination of the JobCreation log file showed that each of 

the jobs was unique. 

Apply "Repetitive Lots" Logic: The on-screen setting chosen was “RL (Anywhere 

where valid TL)”, which means that the repetitive lots (RL) logic was used to look for 

transfer lots (TLs) of the same job type that were already in a queue immediately front of 

a work center or waiting to be pulled from a queue after another work center.  In another 

words, the repetitive lots logic was applied to waiting transfer lots even if they were not 

immediately in queue in front of an idle work center, so long as they were available to be 

pulled from an upstream work center.      Figure 22 demonstrates an example of the 

verification of the repetitive lots logic.  At time 64190.14, transfer lot 2 for job 5 finished 
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processing at work center 3.  Its next processing step would take place at work center 8, 

but because work center 8 was busy, transfer lot 2 remained in queue after work center 3.  

At time 65543.7, transfer lot 1 of job 7 arrived at work center 8, but work center 8 was 

still busy.  At time 66450.86, transfer lot 1 of job 5 was done processing and being 

scanned at work center 8.  Work center 8 had to choose a new transfer lot to process.  It 

chose transfer lot 2 for job 5, even though it was waiting in a queue after work center 3, 

because it wanted to avoid the additional setup time that would be required if it chose 

transfer lot 1 of job 7 next (even though it was already at work center 8).  Similarly, at 

time 69129.39, transfer lot 3 for job 5 was chosen over transfer lot 1 for job 7, even 

though transfer lot 7 for job 1 had been waiting longer.  The logic of both of these logged 

decisions shows that the repetitive lots logic was implemented correctly (e.g., in 

conjunction with the pull material movements logic and superseding the secondary 

dispatching rules logic). 
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Dispatching rule:  The experimental design for this dissertation had factor levels of the 

shortest processing time (SPT) rule, earliest due date per operation (ODD) rule, and first-

come, first-served (FCFS) rule.  These rules were applied when the repetitive lots logic 

could not find another transfer lot to process of the same job type as was most recently 

processed at a newly idle work center. 

    Figure 23 demonstrates the SPT rule.  At time 19991.61, transfer lot 4 of job 1 

finished at work center 6.  There were no more transfer lots for job 5 to process there, so 

the repetitive lots logic did not come into play in this instance.  The processing time at 

work center 6 for transfer lot 1 of job 3 was 4586.18.  The processing time at work center 

6 for transfer lot 1 of job 2 was 2885.81, so it was correctly chosen next for processing at 

work center 6.   
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The correct processing of the ODD rule was shown in     Figure 17.  At time 

53970.07, after transfer lot 2 completed processing, work center 5 needed to compare 

transfer lot 1 of job 10 (which was waiting to be pulled from work center 6), versus 

transfer lot 1 of job 4 (which was waiting to be pulled from work center 7).  Because the 

operation due date for the job 10 was 103077.61, while 101000.68 for job 4, job 4 was 

correctly chosen. 

    Figure 24 demonstrates the FCFS rule.  At time 65543.7, transfer lot 1 of job 7 

arrived at work center 8, but it had to wait until the transfer lots for job 5 were done 

processing (this is not directly shown in the figure, but can be seen by examining the full 

log file).  At time 72238.32, transfer lot 1 of job 6 completed processing at work center 5, 

but waited in queue after work center 5 because work center 8 (its next step) was still 

busy with job 5.  At time 74486.45, transfer lot 4 for job 5 finished at work center 8, and 

there were no more transfer lots for job 5 to process there, so the repetitive lots logic does 

not come into play in this instance.  Because transfer lot 1 for job 7 had been waiting 

since 65543.7 (compared to transfer lot 1 for job 6, which had been waiting since 

72238.32), transfer lot 1 for job 7 was correctly chosen. 
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Product units per job:  This is relatively easily verified by examining the logs. 

Operations per job:  This logic has been verified by looking at the log files and 

comparing the actual utilization to the expected utilization. 

Each WC Only Appears Once Per Routing: Selecting this option means that each 

work center (WC) will appear at most only once per routing for each job type.  

Examination of the JobCreation log file verified that this logic works correctly. 

Mean Setup Time Per Operation: Examination of the QueueProcessing log file verified 

that the logic works correctly. 

Processing Time Per Unit Per Operation:  Examination of the JobCreation log file 

verified that this logic works correctly. 

Mean Scan Time Per Unit Per Operation:  Examination of the QueueProcessing log 

file verified that this logic works correctly.  As expected, pilot runs showed that 

increasing scan times resulted in worse performance. 

Lot Streaming:  Static lot streaming (using a fixed number of transfer lots per job) was 

used for this dissertation (as opposed to dynamically splitting lots based on system 

criteria). 

Push or Pull: Transfer lots moved between work centers based on pull logic that was 

verified by examination of the QueueProcessing log file and observing the graphical 

interface. 

Static # of Transfer Lots in Addition to Any Flag Lot: This was set based on the 

experimental design factor levels.  It was verified by examining the QueueProcessing and 
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TLCompletion log files and observing the graphical interface.  As expected, pilot runs 

showed that increasing the number of transfer lots improved most of the performance 

measures, but at the expense of more material movements. 

% of Original Lot in Transfer Lot #1, % of Original Lot in Transfer Lot #2, % of 

Original Lot in Transfer Lot #3, % of Original Lot in Transfer Lot #4: Only the 

functionality of the first two of these fields was used by the dissertation, when 2 transfer 

lots of 50 units were used.  When more than 4 transfer lots were used, the percent of each 

job allocated to each transfer lot was simply a direct division based on the number of 

transfer lots and not these form fields. 

% Probability of Batching a Read:  This was verified by examining the 

QueueProcessing log and reports from Arena.  One can scan through the 

QueueProcessing log for the verbiage “We will scan this transfer lot later.”  When the 

next transfer lot is scanned, the time needed for scanning proportionally takes longer, 

because the batched transfer lots also need to be scanned.   

In     Figure 25, transfer lot 2 for job 9 finished processing at time 106534.45 at 

work center 4.  The next location where it would be processed was at work center 1, but 

because of the pull logic and the operator decided not to scan it, it remained at work 

center 4.  Transfer lot 3 for job 9 then began production at work center 4.  At time 

107216.83, work center 1 finished processing transfer lot 1 for job 9.  Normally, transfer 

lot 2 for job 9 would then be pulled from work center 4, but because it had not yet been 

scanned, work center 1 was not aware that it was ready to be moved.  Work center 1 

remained unnecessarily idle until time 107770.37, when transfer lot 1 for job 17 was able 
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to utilize it.  Because it was a different job type, though, processing job 17 resulted in a 

new setup being performed at work center 1, essentially wasting its capacity.  At time 

108720.19, transfer lot 4 for job 9 finished at work center 4, and both transfer lot 3 and 

transfer lot 4 were scanned, thus making them available for processing at work center 1.  

It was not until time 129240.75, though, that transfer lots 3 and 4 for job 9 finally moved 

to work center 1, because other transfer lots with higher priority needed the capacity 

(including the other transfer lots of job 17). 
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4.5. Comparison of simulation results to earlier studies 
 
 By replicating results from earlier studies, credibility and validity for the rest of 

the dissertation simulation results are enhanced (Law and Kelton, 2000).  Results relevant 

to the below discussion will be discussed in more detail in the following chapter, but even 

in the form seen in this chapter, the results provide further support for the simulation 

model’s verification and validation.     

The flexibility of the simulation model design for this dissertation allowed for 

comparisons to the job shop configurations used by Baker and Kanet (1983).  As seen in 

Figure 26 , the proportion tardy measurements were very similar for 80 percent utilization 

and various levels of due date tightness when using the SPT and ODD dispatching rules.  

Some variation is to be expected because of the stochastic nature of the shop being 

modeled, and because the exact conditions of those papers could not be precisely 

duplicated.  For example, Baker and Kanet (1983) pre-loaded their shop with 64 jobs, but 

did not provide information about the exact nature of those jobs.  Furthermore, the 

exponential distribution used for interarrival times has a relatively high coefficient of 

variation (CV), which leads to high variation that is difficult to exactly duplicate.   Baker 

and Kanet (1983) only used one replication per treatment, taking the 501st through 5500th 

job within each run for each treatment.  For the dissertation’s comparison with Baker and 

Kanet (1983), approximately 500 jobs were discarded for the warm-up period, and 

approximately 5000 jobs were included for the computation of proportion tardy.  

Together with the other verification and validation results seen in this chapter, the 

congruent results with Baker and Kanet (1983) supports the notion that the logic for 
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utilization, due date tightness, tardiness, and the SPT and ODD dispatching rules was 

correctly designed and implemented. 

 
Figure 26. Comparison of proportion tardy to Baker and Kanet (1983) for 80 percent utilization 

Similar to the due date tightness “cross-over” effects for dispatching rules 

observed in Baker (1984), the SPT rule for the dissertation simulation performed 

relatively well (compared to the ODD and FCFS dispatching rules) for proportion tardy 

when due dates were tight, and relatively less well (compared to ODD) when due dates 

were loose.  These results help verify and validate the design and implementation for the 

priority rules, due date setting, and performance reporting.  

Baker (1984) did not consider lot streaming.  In contrast, Jacobs and Bragg (1988) 

specifically examined lot streaming, and they also found that the SPT rule performed 

better than the FCFS rule.  This dissertation research produced results compatible with 

those earlier findings.  The results for this research were also compatible with the 

findings of Jacobs and Bragg (1988) that flow time performance improved with 
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decreased transfer lot size, thus providing verification and validation for the use of those 

dispatching rules with lot streaming and varying sizes of transfer lots. 

Similar to the lot streaming research of Wagner and Ragatz (1994), this research 

found that lot streaming (when not considering scan times) offered improvements in flow 

time and proportion tardy with increased number of transfer lots.  In both sets of research, 

the performance improvements were achieved regardless of the magnitude of the setup 

time.  Wagner and Ragatz specifically looked at the FCFS rule to develop their findings; 

this dissertation considered several dispatching rules, including FCFS, and found 

agreement with Wagner and Ragatz.  The similar results provide verification and 

validation support for the basic lot streaming logic, the repetitive lots primary dispatching 

rule, and the FCFS secondary dispatching rule. 

Diminishing returns for flow time performance in a job shop with increased 

number of transfer lots was also identified by Smunt et al. (1996).  The comparable 

results provide further verification and validation support for the basic lot streaming 

logic, the repetitive lots primary dispatching rule, the reporting of flow time performance, 

and the FCFS secondary dispatching rule. 

Kher et al. (2000) measured the pull material movements in a flow shop using lot 

streaming.  Although this research focuses on job shops, the results are compatible in the 

sense that a doubling of the number of transfer lots per job results in less than twice as 

many material movements.  The results of Kher et al. (2000), together with the intuitive 

expectation of reduced material movements from using pull flow, provides face validity 

(Law and Kelton, 2000) for this aspect of the simulation model results. 
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4.6. Results of real-world manufacturer duplicated in simulation model 

 The dissertation author worked closely with Navistar, a long-time user of RFID 

and manufacturer of trucks, buses, and engines.  He replicated the performance of one of 

Navistar’s processes by using the same Arena simulation software used for the 

dissertation.  Confidentiality agreements prohibit disclosure of the simulation model for 

Navistar’s production processes and use of RFID.  Nonetheless, it is believed that 

familiarity with the issues experienced by a long-time user of RFID systems strengthens 

the validity and credibility of the rest of the RFID research that can be published by the 

author (Law and Kelton, 2000). 

Navistar is an international company with many plants and annual sales of over 

ten billion dollars.  A significant amount of its production is made to order, and it 

competes in part based on the customized options it offers.  Based on the complexity of 

its processes throughout the plants, warehouses, and retail outlets in its deep supply 

chain, it is not surprising that traceability is often of high concern.  Navistar’s industry is 

known for its intense competitiveness, which highly motivates it to also improve 

inventory, cost, delivery, and quality performance.  Its products often sell for tens of 

thousands of dollars per unit, and each plant may produce several hundred units per day.  

Navistar’s processes include both linear and jumbled material flows. 

Navistar had the following objectives for the RFID research project that they 

undertook with the dissertation author: 

1. Understand RFID technology and how it should be applied in general. 
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2. Increase information technology (IT) readiness by identifying RFID standards and 

a framework for supporting a focused pilot. 

3. Increase IT readiness by developing a non-biased decision matrix on when and 

how RFID should be applied to Navistar’s processes based on theory and 

empirical evidence. 

4. Collect business case studies and build credibility to promote RFID at Navistar 

for internal customer readiness. 

Presentations and documents were periodically provided to managers and team 

members from both the IT and internal customer (e.g., operations) functions.  Although 

Navistar managers had ideas about possible applications of the RFID technology beyond 

what was currently in place in their organization, it recognized that scientific standards 

have long suggested the need to invest the time to seek a wide range of input before 

developing hypotheses.  Although there is no shortage of information on RFID, it is not 

always summarized well and cannot be considered to be neutral due to its dissemination 

by vendors who have much to gain from promoting implementations.  Even the neutrality 

of industry analyst firms has been called into question because of their relationship with 

vendors (Stein, 1999; Caulfield, 2003).   

Internal perception was also a concern.  While the technical architecture leader 

had been investing time to stay current with RFID, there was concern that other functions 

would incorrectly perceive that the technology was being pushed on them.  Use of the 

academic research team (the author and his advisor) from the operations management 

domain helped validate the jointly generated recommendations from a business 
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perspective.  Navistar also appreciated that papers submitted to academic journals and 

presented at conferences go through an independent review process.  

Although there was some initial concern about the sharing of valuable insights 

from this research (much less proprietary or confidential information about Navistar 

processes), those were balanced by assurances that sensitive material would be disguised 

or omitted, papers could be reviewed by Navistar before submission, publication 

pipelines are long, and there might be significant internal and external marketing benefits 

for Navistar.  As noted earlier, Navistar actually expects journal articles to be published 

as part of their arrangement with the author; besides providing validation of the analysis, 

published papers are expected to bring acclaim to the project and stimulate necessary 

executive and managerial support.   In short, both Navistar and the academic researchers 

have been motivated to support the work of each other. 

Looking at the Navistar objectives discussed earlier, the goal of “readiness” is 

seen repeatedly.  From an IT perspective, this involved understanding RFID capabilities, 

standards, trends, and associated ramifications.  IT readiness also involved understanding 

related issues such as bar code co-existence, how information should be stored (e.g., 

centrally or distributed to the tags), and necessary personnel capabilities.  From an 

internal customer perspective, attaining readiness involved evaluating potential sources of 

ROI, identifying ideal and necessary business conditions, prioritizing related 

requirements, and determining timing of pilots and larger implementations.  Because 

funding for this project came from the IT function, technical concerns were considered, 

but because Navistar has a progressive view of IT, the business needs of the IT function’s 
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internal customers were also vitally important.  Navistar wanted the IT function to be 

able to quickly and effectively respond once its internal customers demanded RFID 

functionality.  The author and his colleagues not only proactively developed this IT 

function readiness, but worked with internal customers to identify and share promising 

opportunities with them.  Economist W. Brian Arthur (CIO Magazine, 2003) supports the 

idea that IT needs to help drive initiatives based on technological innovation: “If you’re 

trained as an MBA, or a lawyer or a middle manager, you can’t be expected to have the 

imagination to see what’s possible—it’s too complex. So I think it’s going to be IT 

people showing top management what is possible.” 

The qualitative and quantitative research conducted for this dissertation research 

has helped show Navistar management what is possible by using RFID, and where and 

when it should be applied.  Besides analyzing the existing use of RFID at Navistar, future 

opportunities were evaluated from strategic, operational, and technical perspectives.  The 

success of the research has motivated both the author and Navistar to pursue further 

collaborative opportunities with each other. 
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CHAPTER 5 
 
 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

This chapter is split into sub-sections corresponding to the hypotheses presented 

in Chapter 3.  Each sub-section contains statistical results and discussion of the practical 

ramifications.  The analysis develops strategic and tactical insights about RFID use, 

including identifying when RFID is most and least advantageous compared to data 

collection alternatives such as bar coding.  The key statistical and managerial findings are 

summarized at the end of each sub-section.  Before proceeding with the core analysis, the 

experimental design and analytical techniques are briefly reviewed.  

Figure 27 reviews each of the experimental design factors that were originally 

discussed in Chapter 3.  RFID technology provides instantaneous tracking.  The technical 

process of bar coding is also very fast, but because line-of-sight is required, the product 

typically requires some sort of physical reorientation for appropriate visibility by the bar 

code scanner (Kärkkäinen, 2003).  Studies have indicated that it can take 4-15 seconds on 

average for the scanning and labor associated with this orientation, even in relatively 

repetitive environments (Palmer, 1995; Barlow, 2005; Kinsella, 2005; Navistar, 2006; 

Sullivan, 2007; Gaukler and Hausman, under review).  In less repetitive environments 

such as job shops, one might reasonably expect that it could take even longer for 
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operators to stop what they are doing, scan the product, and then resume the rest of their 

processing.  For example, Gaukler and Hausman (under review) performed two industrial 

studies and estimated scan times of 10-12 seconds on average, but asserted that the times 

could be substantially more if workers have to walk to the location of the object to be 

scanned.  
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Figure 27. Multi-level factors for experimental design 

Besides requiring more time for positioning and scanning, bar code labels are also 

subject to smudging and other damage for which RFID is less susceptible (e.g., because 

the tags can be stored inside of products) (Kärkkäinen, 2003; Angeles, 2005; Global 
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Commerce Initiative and IBM, 2005).  When a bar code label needs to be re-read and/or 

replaced, the tracking process can take much more than 10 seconds (Gaukler and 

Hausman, under review).  In this case, the statistical distribution of the tracking process 

would have a long tail, as is possible with the gamma distribution.  

Thus, the five TM levels seen in the table are used to reflect the time it takes for 

identifying a transfer lot when using: 

• RFID technology is being used (instantaneous reads)  (TM1) 

• deterministically fast bar coding (four seconds per read) (TM2) 

• deterministically slow bar coding (ten seconds per read) (TM3) 

• stochastically fast bar coding (a gamma distribution with a mean read time 

of four seconds) (TM4) 

• stochastically slow bar coding (a gamma distribution with a mean read 

time of ten seconds) (TM5).   

Previous lot streaming research has not considered the time it takes to track products (i.e., 

this TM factor).   

The read batching (RB) factor can be used to represent unreliable data collection, 

either because workers performing the bar code activity do not consistently record 

transfer lots as having completed processing at a work center (and thus downstream work 

centers will not know that material is available to be pulled), or because the RFID 

technology is relatively new and also may not reliably identify the completion of a 

transfer lot that is ready to be pulled.  Thus, the time spent for the data collection activity 

(the TM factor) is modeled independently from the reliability of the transfer lot tracking 
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mechanism process (the RB factor).  Although the literature and interviews with industry 

managers provide examples of procedures that are not reliably followed by workers 

without some form of additional controls like RFID technology (Raman et al., 2001; Hill 

Jr., 2004; Tellkamp et al., 2004; Collins, 2006e; Gaukler and Hausman, under review), 

the impact of different levels of data collection process conformance on flow times and 

tardiness has never been modeled. 

The number of lot transfer lots (NTL) factor corresponds to the extent of lot 

streaming used.  Because the use of more transfer lots is synonymous with more lot 

streaming and smaller lot sizes, the use of more transfer lots can also be thought of as the 

extent of process changes.  As has been discussed in the preceding chapters, compared to 

data collection alternatives such as bar coding (TM2-TM5), RFID (TM1) enables better 

traceability and control of the increased number of transfer lots (NTL) moving through 

the system.  Thus, RFID facilitates process changes (higher NTL) that in turn are 

expected to contribute to improvements in mean flow time (MFT) and proportion of jobs 

tardy (PT).  Although other process changes are certainly possible as a result of RFID 

(Hardgrave et al., 2005), the focus on the process change of using high levels of lot 

streaming that are not practical with bar coding was expected to result in relatively clear 

differentiation between RFID and bar coding performance.  Furthermore, given that 

much of the RFID literature has posited that process changes are necessary to achieve 

significant improvement when using RFID (Byrnes, 2004; Murphy-Hoye et al., 2005; 

Sliwa, 2005b), the use of the lot streaming factor (NTL) allows comparison between the 

possible improvement when using RFID but not changing the process (TM1 and NTL1) 
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versus using RFID to make increasingly more substantial process changes (TM1 and 

NTL2-NTL5). 

The setup/processing time ratio (SPR) and coefficient of variation of processing 

time between work centers (CV) factors can be thought of as operating conditions, and 

the secondary dispatching rule (SDR) and due date tightness parameter (K) can be 

thought of as operating policies.  The terms “operating conditions and policies” were 

used by Kher et al. (2000), who called for more varieties of conditions and policies to be 

included as model factors in related future lot streaming research (as noted in Chapter 3, 

this dissertation accomplishes that).  An “operating condition” is a characteristic of the 

circumstances under which a manufacturer operates (e.g., because of its chosen product 

lines and processes), whereas as an “operating policy” is a decision rule used by the 

manufacturer.  By comparing current operating conditions to the conditions shown to be 

appropriate for RFID use, companies can make better decisions about whether to invest 

in RFID or use a less expensive and complex data collection alternative.  Similarly, 

companies that choose to use RFID will want to know if there are operating policies that 

can be used to maximize the value of their technology. 

The ANOVA statistics for the mean flow time (MFT), proportion of tardy jobs 

(PT), and total material movements (MM) dependent variables are shown in Figure 28, 

Figure 29, and Figure 30, respectively.  As noted in Chapter 3, one of the key 

assumptions of using repeated measures (within-groups) ANOVA is sphericity.  

Sphericity refers to the equality of variances of the differences between treatment levels.  

The sphericity assumption is a less restrictive form of the homogeneity of variance 
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assumption (that requires equal variances across conditions) in between-groups ANOVA 

designs (Field, 2005: 428).  SPSS can compute “epsilon” values via several different 

methods to estimate the sphericity of the data.  The degrees of freedom are multiplied by 

the epsilon values to obtain adjusted degrees of freedom that can be used to more 

accurately evaluate each ANOVA F statistic.  Epsilon values closer to 1 represent data 

that are more spherical (and thus are better than lower values because they come closer to 

meeting the repeated measures ANOVA assumption and lead to less of a reduction in the 

degrees of freedom).  The application of the epsilon estimate defined by Greenhouse and 

Geisser (1959) is appropriate for conservative analysis (Barcikowski and Robey, 1984; 

Girden, 1992: 19-21).  Thus, the degrees of freedom and p-values in Figure 28 - Figure 

30 have been corrected based on the Greenhouse-Geisser epsilon estimates.   
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Figure 28. Mean Flow Time (MFT): Repeated Measures ANOVA Tests of Within-Subjects Effects 
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Figure 29. Proportion Tardy (PT): Repeated Measures ANOVA Tests of Within-Subjects Effects 
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Figure 30. Material Movements (MM): Repeated Measures ANOVA Tests of Within-Subjects Effects 
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 As Figure 28 - Figure 30 indicate, the sample size and methods applied were 

ideal in that they allow a mix of statistically significant and non-significant effects to be 

identified (it is well known that any measure can be made statistically significant if the 

sample size is increased sufficiently, so too large of a sample can be a problem if all 

effects are shown to be statistically significant).  As a way to further identify interesting 

conditions, plots of mean values for the different effects were examined.  In some 

instances, a statistically significant effect was apparently calculated primarily because of 

the power associated with the experimental design.  The eminent statistical researcher 

Jacob Cohen (1994) is just one of many scholars who has advocated not being overly 

focused on statistical significance measures associated with null hypothesis testing.  Kirk 

(1995) said that practical significance means that the difference in means is “large 

enough to be useful in the real world”, as opposed to statistical significance, which often 

only provides insights of “trivial scientific interest” (Cohen et al., 2003) and “does not 

guarantee that something important, or even meaningful, has been found” (Hays, 1994).   

Bragg, Duplaga, and Penlesky (2005) observed, “As can be the case with any simulation 

study, statistically significant results may not be of practical significance.”  Rather than 

overwhelm the reader with discussion of every statistically significant effect, this chapter 

will focus on those that are judged to also have practical (i.e., managerial) significance.  

Since practical significance is inherently subjective, the percent difference in the 

dependent variable between treatment conditions, along with a graph, is usually provided 

so that readers can make their own evaluations. 
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As is common with the analysis of complex experimental designs, statistics were 

not calculated for four-way and higher order interactions due to the difficulty in 

interpreting the results.  As noted by Keppel (1991), care must be taken to analyze an 

effect when related higher order effects are statistically significant.  In many instances, 

the higher order (2- and 3-way interaction) effects will be both practically and 

statistically significant, and thus will be discussed instead of the main effect (for a single 

factor), even if the main effect is statistically significant.  In other cases, higher order 

effects are statistically significant but not practically significant (e.g., the differences in 

the dependent variable are under one percent), and the lower order effects will be 

discussed to avoid unnecessary complexity.   

 

5.1  Hypothesis 1: The forms of bar coding with stochastic read times should show worse 

mean flow time (MFT) and proportion tardy (PT) performance than their deterministic 

bar coding counterparts.  Stated more formally, TM4 should have numerically higher 

MFT and PT than TM2, and TM5 should have numerically higher MFT and PT than 

TM3, statistically significant at no more than p<.10 when performing pairwise 

comparisons. 

The ANOVAs in Figure 28 and Figure 29 indicate differences in MFT and PT 

between the TM levels, and they also indicate a TM*NTL interaction, as illustrated in 

Figure 31 and Figure 32.  Contrary to hypothesis 1, though, pairwise tests showed that the 

differences between the deterministic and stochastic levels of fast and slow bar coding 

(TM2 versus TM4, and TM3 versus TM5) were not statistically significant at p<.10.  
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Furthermore, Figure 31 and Figure 32 illustrate that the largest difference between TM2 

versus TM4 and TM3 versus TM5 at any of the NTL levels is less than .1 percent for 

MFT, and less than .25 percent for PT.  The differences between the solid and hollow 

shapes (between the deterministic and stochastic forms of bar coding) are virtually 

indistinguishable (you cannot even see the hollow symbols in the graph, because the solid 

shapes are on top of them).  In contrast, the differences between RFID (TM1) versus fast 

bar coding (TM2 or TM4) versus slow bar coding (TM3 or TM5) are both statistically 

and practically significant, as will be discussed in the analysis for later hypotheses, along 

with the TM*NTL interaction that leads to the curves of varying shapes seen in Figure 31 

and Figure 32.   

 
Figure 31. Mean Flow Time (MFT) for Transfer Lot Tracking Mechanism (TM1-TM5) and Number 
of Transfer Lots (NTL) 
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Figure 32. Proportion Tardy (PT) for Transfer Lot Tracking Mechanism (TM1 to TM5) and 
Number of Transfer Lots (NTL) 

The lack of significance between the deterministic and stochastic forms of bar 

coding (TM2 versus TM4, and TM3 versus TM5) has several plausible causes.  The 

stochastic TM levels (TM4 and TM5) represented situations where it would potentially 

take a long time to correctly scan a transfer lot, which might disrupt material flow and 

cause a downstream work center to switch to a different job type, thus wasting capacity 

when switching between job types.  When there is a low setup/processing time (SPR) 

ratio (e.g., SPR1), the penalty for switching between job types is relatively non-severe, 

and so there is relatively little penalty even if a particularly long upstream scan 

unnecessarily causes extra setups downstream due to the delay in the upstream transfer 

lot being moved.  When the SPR ratio is high (e.g., SPR3), there is a good chance that 
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even if the movement of an upstream transfer lot is delayed to a particularly long scan 

time, the downstream work center will be busy performing a setup on the leading transfer 

lot for that job type, and will not finish processing that downstream lot until the upstream 

lot has finally been read and is ready to be moved.   

Researchers must balance the desire for realism (by including every possible 

factor) in models versus parsimony (to avoid overwhelming computing and cognitive 

power to compute and analyze the results).  The key takeaway is that stochastic read 

times are unlikely to lead to significantly different results compared to deterministic read 

times for similar models.   This should allow future researchers to focus on other factors 

that are necessary to realistically differentiate between the conditions that make RFID 

ideal or not compared to data collection alternatives such as bar coding.  To prevent 

unnecessary complexity in the subsequent analyses in this dissertation, attention will be 

focused on RFID (TM1) and the deterministic forms of bar coding (TM2 and TM3).   

The key findings for Hypothesis 1 can be summarized as follows: 

Statistical tests revealed that the performance differences for mean flow time 

(MFT) and proportion of jobs tardy (PT) between the deterministic and stochastic 

levels of fast and slow bar coding (TM2 versus TM4, and TM3 versus TM5) were 

not statistically significant at p<.10.  Thus, as seen in Figure 31 and Figure 32, 

stochastic bar coding read times (TM4 and TM5) are unlikely to lead to 

significantly different results compared to deterministic read times (TM2 and 

TM3).   Because these results indicate there is no difference in mean flow time 

and proportion tardy based on the use of deterministic versus stochastic bar 
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coding read times, future research can use deterministic times and therefore use 

more parsimonious models or have additional space in the experimental design to 

incorporate additional factors that lead to more realistic modeling of RFID, bar 

coding, and the manufacturing process.   

 

5.2  Hypothesis 2: With increased transfer lots (NTL), mean flow time (MFT) and 

proportion of jobs tardy (PT) will improve when using RFID (with TM1).  Stated more 

formally, with the tracking mechanism held constant at level TM1, increasing NTL 

should result in increasingly smaller MFT and PT, statistically significant at no more than 

p<.10 when performing pairwise comparisons between adjacent NTL levels.  When not 

using RFID (when not using TM1), increased NTL will result in better MFT and PT 

performance at first, and then lead to worse performance.  Stated more formally, when 

using TM2 - TM5, increasing NTL should result in increasingly smaller MFT and PT up 

to some switchover point, before further increasing NTL results in increasingly larger 

MFT and PT, statistically significant at no more than p<.10 when performing pairwise 

comparisons between adjacent NTL levels.   

 The ANOVAs in Figure 28 and Figure 29 suggest that there is a TM*NTL 

interaction for MFT and PT, p<.001.  Figure 31 and Figure 32 show plots of the means 

and visually support Hypothesis 2.  Post-hoc tests (pairwise comparisons) indicate 

statistically significant differences (p<.01) in MFT and PT performance between adjacent 

NTL levels when holding the tracking mechanism (TM) constant, and thus also support 

Hypothesis 2.   
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 Figure 31 and Figure 32 show that MFT and PT performance get better with 

increased lot streaming when RFID (TM1) is used, but with diminishing returns (the 

curve becomes increasingly flat with increased NTL).  The RFID scenario in Figure 31 

and Figure 32 allows the benefits of increased lot streaming to be seen without any trade-

off from tracking the transfer lots.  Figure 31 and Figure 32 show that by splitting the 

original job size into ever smaller transfer lots, the smaller transfer lots can independently 

move through the system and better utilize capacity that goes wasted when work centers 

have to wait for larger lot sizes to move through the system.  Better capacity utilization 

allows better MFT and PT performance.   

Given that the incremental benefits of lot streaming grow smaller with increasing 

NTL, it makes sense that when RFID (TM1) is not used, though, the overall (net) MFT 

and PT performance would result in the U-shaped curves for bar coding (TM2 – TM5) 

seen in Figure 31 and Figure 32.  As the discussion of Hypothesis 2 in Chapter 3 

predicted, the time spent performing the bar code tracking activity for an increasing 

number of transfer lots eventually offset the performance gains from using the increased 

lot streaming (higher NTL), and thus we see the U-shaped curves in Figure 31 and Figure 

32 for the bar coding models (TM2 - TM5).  Although increased lot streaming results in 

better flow, those gains are eventually offset by the time “wasted” by the bar code 

tracking process when there are many transfer lots. 

None of the previous literature on lot streaming modeled the effect of the time 

spent tracking the transfer lots (the TM factor).  This research gives some perspective on 

the point at which performance gets worse with increased lot streaming when using 
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tracking mechanisms such as bar coding that require time to position and scan the transfer 

lots.  Figure 31 and Figure 32 show that with slow bar coding (TM3 or TM5), 

performance for MFT and PT gets worse after an intermediate level of lot streaming (e.g., 

the NTL3 level of 10 transfer lots when the original job size is 100 units).  Compared to 

slow bar coding, fast bar coding (TM2 or TM4) is able to benefit slightly more from 

increased lot streaming before returns from increased NTL become negative, because fast 

bar coding pays less of a time penalty for each additional transfer lot that must be 

tracked.  MFT performance improves with increased lot streaming when moving from 

NTL3 to NTL4, but PT performance worsens when moving from NTL3 to NTL4.   

Interestingly, the power from the experimental design makes the difference 

between RFID (TM1) versus fast (TM2 or TM4) and slow (TM3 or TM5) bar coding 

statistically significant for MFT (p<.05 and p<.001, respectively) and PT (p<.10 and 

p<.001, respectively), even when there are only 2 transfer lots of 50 units each (NTL1).  

When there are only 2 transfer lots of 50 units each (NTL1), the largest reduction in MFT 

when using RFID (TM1) instead of one of the bar coding factors (TM2-TM5) is less than 

.6 percent, and the largest PT reduction between RFID (TM1) and any of the bar coding 

factors (TM2-TM5) is less than 1 percent.  Such small percent differences may not be 

practically significant enough to motivate investment in RFID for many companies, 

especially if they are already using bar coding and they are not planning to use RFID to 

enable the effective tracking of jobs split into greater numbers of transfer lots.  With more 

lot streaming (higher NTL levels), the differences between RFID and fast and slow bar 

coding become more statistically significant (p<.001 for all MFT and PT comparisons).  
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Visual examination of the data in Figure 31 and Figure 32 shows that the largest 

differences in MFT and PT performance for the different types of tracking mechanisms 

are when comparing RFID, fast bar coding, and slow bar coding against each other at 

moderate (e.g., NTL3) and higher levels of lot streaming.  For example, RFID (TM1) 

results in a MFT reduction of 2.8 percent compared to slow deterministic bar coding 

(TM3) at NTL3, and a PT reduction of 5.3 percent.  When comparing RFID (TM1) at 

NTL5 (where TM1 has its best performance) versus slow deterministic bar coding (TM3) 

at NTL3 (where TM3 has its best performance), the reduction in MFT is 4.6 percent, and 

the reduction in PT is 8.3 percent. 

The key findings related to the analysis for Hypothesis 2 can be summarized as 

follows: 

1. When there are only 2 transfer lots of 50 units each (NTL1), the difference between 

RFID (TM1) versus fast (TM2 or TM4) and slow (TM3 or TM5) bar coding is 

statistically significant for mean flow time (p<.05 and p<.001, respectively) and 

proportion tardy (p<.10 and p<.001, respectively).  Using only 2 transfer lots of 50 

units each (NTL1) represents a situation where the capabilities of RFID to enhance 

processes are not fully utilized.  For example, RFID enables higher levels of lot 

streaming (higher NTL) than were previously possible, because it allows material to 

be automatically tracked without constraints due to labor, traceability, and process 

conformance that are present even when other technologies such as bar coding are 

used.  For 2 transfer lots of 50 units each (NTL1), even though there was statistical 

significance, there was little practical difference (less than  1 percent) in mean flow 
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time (MFT) and proportion tardy (PT) performance between RFID and bar coding 

(see Figure 31 and Figure 32).  Given the higher cost of RFID, it may make more 

sense to use bar coding if the process is not enhanced (e.g., if increased lot streaming 

is not used) to take advantage of RFID’s key enabling features such as better 

traceability.  Stated another way, RFID requires process changes to be substantially 

beneficial (e.g., using RFID to reduce flow times and proportion tardy by more than a 

single percent compared to bar coding requires increased lot streaming, as 

represented by NTL3 – NTL5). 

2. There were statistically significant differences (p<.01) in mean flow time (MFT) and 

proportion tardy (PT) between adjacent lot streaming (NTL) levels when holding the 

tracking mechanism (TM) constant.  The time spent performing the bar code tracking 

activity (TM2-TM5) eventually outweighs the performance gains from increasing the 

number of transfer lots (NTL), and thus generates U-shaped curves in Figure 31 and 

Figure 32 for the fast (TM2 and TM4) and slow (TM3 and TM5) bar coding tracking 

activities.   Previous research had not considered the time necessary to track transfer 

lots, and thus had suggested that increased lot streaming (higher NTL) always 

resulted in monotonically increasing performance.  Because of the need to compare 

RFID (TM1) against existing data collection alternatives, this result is important 

regardless of whether RFID or bar coding (TM2-TM5) is being modeled.  This 

research shows the importance of incorporating attributes of the data collection 

method (e.g., RFID or fast or slow bar coding as represented by the TM factor levels) 

in models in order to develop accurate conclusions about processes. 
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3. When using 5 transfer lots or more (NTL2-NTL5), the differences between RFID 

(TM1) and fast (TM2 and TM4) and slow (TM3 and TM5) bar coding become more 

statistically significant (p<.001 for all MFT and PT comparisons between NTL2 and 

NTL5, as opposed to some comparisons that were only p<.10 or p<.05 for NTL1).  

The rise in statistically significant differences between RFID (TM1) and bar coding 

(TM2-TM5) with increased lot streaming (higher NTL) parallels an increase in 

practically significant differences, allowing improvement of over 5 percent when 

RFID is used, as seen Figure 31 and Figure 32.  As noted earlier, the better 

traceability of RFID enables higher levels of lot streaming (as represented by NTL3 – 

NTL5); this leads RFID to exhibit substantially better MFT and PT performance than 

the bar code alternatives (TM2 – TM5).  These results show that if RFID is used to 

enable substantially changed processes (e.g., because its better traceability facilitates 

increased lot streaming as represented by NTL3 – NTL5), it can lead to much better 

performance (e.g., mean flow time and proportion tardy) than bar coding.     

4. As noted earlier, the improvement in mean flow time (MFT) and proportion tardy 

(PT) performance between each of the adjacent lot streaming (NTL) levels is 

statistically significant at p<.001 when RFID (TM1) is used.  From a practical 

perspective, though, the percent reduction in mean flow time (MFT) when moving 

from 20 transfer lots of size 5 (NTL4) to 50 transfer lots of size 2 (NTL5) is only .8 

percent, and the reduction in proportion tardy (PT) is only 1.4 percent.  In contrast, 

the reduction in MFT when moving from 2 transfer lots of size 50 (NTL1) to 5 

transfer lots of size 20 (NTL2) is 2.6 percent, and the reduction in PT is 12.1 percent.  
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As can be seen in Figure 31 and Figure 32, there are diminishing returns in MFT and 

PT performance improvements with increased use of lot streaming (higher NTL) 

when RFID is used.  Even though RFID can enable valuable process changes for 

manufacturers (e.g., increased use of lot streaming as a result of better traceability 

compared to bar coding), those process changes may offer diminishing returns (e.g., 

ever smaller reductions in mean flow time and proportion tardy) when carried to 

extremes (e.g., splitting a job of 100 units into 50 transfer lots, as represented by 

NTL5). 

 

5.3  Hypothesis 3: The improvement in mean flow time (MFT) and proportion of jobs 

tardy (PT) performance with increased lot streaming (higher NTL) should be lower when 

the setup / processing time ratio increases (when SPR increases).  Stated more formally, 

an NTL*SPR interaction effect (statistically significant at no more than p<.10) is 

expected to be identified for MFT and PT.   

 The ANOVAs in Figure 28 and Figure 29 suggest an NTL*SPR interaction effect 

(p<.05 for MFT, p<.001 for PT).  Because the earlier analysis demonstrated that 

performance gets better before getting worse when non-instantaneous tracking is used 

(when not using TM1), plots and analysis for this hypothesis were used with the tracking 

method level fixed on RFID (TM1).  As noted in Hypothesis 2 and throughout this 

dissertation, RFID enables an increase in lot streaming (higher NTL) than was previously 

practically possible.  A close examination of Figure 33 and Figure 34 in conjunction with 

the ANOVAs provides support for Hypothesis 3, that the MFT and PT performance 
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benefits with RFID-enabled increases in lot streaming vary at different SPR levels.  For 

example, when SPR1 is used, moving from NTL1 to NTL2 results in improvement of 

8.97 percent for MFT, but when SPR2 is used, the improvement is only 6.48 percent, and 

when SPR3 is used, the improvement is only 5.12 percent.  When moving from NTL1 to 

NTL5, the MFT gains are 14.69 percent, 10.41 percent, and 8.35 percent, for each of the 

respective SPR levels.  Similarly, when SPR1 is used, moving from NTL1 to NTL2 

results in improvement of 15.27 percent for PT, but when SPR2 is used, the improvement 

is only 11.79 percent, and when SPR3 is used, the improvement is only 9.57 percent.  

When moving from NTL1 to NTL5, the PT gains are 23.69 percent, 18.18 percent, and 

15.49 percent, for each of the respective SPR levels. 

 
Figure 33. When Higher Setup/Processing Time Ratio (SPR), Smaller Percentage Improvement in 
Mean Flow Time (MFT) With RFID-Enabled (TM1) Increase in Number of Transfer Lots (NTL) 
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Figure 34. When Higher Setup/Processing Time Ratio (SPR), Smaller Improvement in Proportion of 
Jobs Tardy (PT) With RFID-Enabled (TM1) Increase in Number of Transfer Lots (NTL) 

 This analysis shows that when examining the results only from the perspective of 

gains in mean flow time (MFT) and proportion of jobs tardy (PT), companies might be 

particularly inclined to use increased lot streaming (i.e., higher NTL) enabled by RFID 

when there are low setup/processing time ratios (e.g., SPR1), because the improvement is 

greater compared to when the SPR ratio is higher.  As will be discussed for Hypothesis 4, 

though, the trade-off in material movements with low setup/processing time ratios should 

also be considered.   

The key findings related to the analysis for Hypothesis 3 can be summarized as 

follows: 
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There is an interaction effect between the number of transfer lots used (NTL) and 

the setup/processing time ratio (SPR), statistically significant at p<.05 for mean 

flow time (MFT), and at p<.001 for proportion tardy (PT).  As can be seen in 

Figure 33 and Figure 34, the percent reductions in MFT and PT are greatest when 

the setup/processing time ratio is low (e.g., the 10:100 ratio of SPR1).  The use of 

smaller lot sizes enabled by RFID drives reductions in mean flow time and 

proportion tardy, and  those reductions are sensitive to the operating conditions 

(e.g., the setup/processing time ratio). 

 

5.4  Hypothesis 4: With the tracking mechanism held constant at RFID (TM1), 

increasing the amount of lot streaming (NTL) should result in increasingly numerous 

material movements (MM), statistically significant at no more than p < .10 when 

performing pairwise comparisons between adjacent NTL levels.   

 Post-hoc tests motivated by the ANOVA in Figure 30 indicate statistically 

significant increases (p<.001) in material movements (MM) between adjacent lot 

streaming (NTL) levels when using instantaneous RFID tracking (TM1).  The plot in 

Figure 35 provides visual support of the magnitude of the increase in material 

movements, also supporting Hypothesis 4.   
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Figure 35. Material Movements (MM) for Transfer Lot Tracking Mechanism (TM) and Number of 
Transfer Lots (NTL) 

 Figure 31 and Figure 32 indicated that an increased number of transfer lots lead to 

reductions in mean flow time (MFT) and proportion tardy (PT), whereas Figure 35 

showed that the number of material movements (MM) increase with increased lot 

streaming (higher NTL).  In other words, MFT and PT performance improves with 

increased lot streaming, but MM performance simultaneously gets worse.  Because each 

of the performance measures is illustrated in a different figure, it may not be clear how 

the rates of change for each variable are related.  Figure 36 shows this more clearly for 

the RFID tracking mechanism (TM1).  Note that the left vertical axis is for the decrease 

in MFT and PT from a baseline of 2 transfer lots of 50 units (NTL1), and the right 

vertical axis is for an increase in MM from a baseline of 2 transfer lots of 50 units 
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(NTL2).  Because the data points in Figure 36 show the percent change in MFT, PT, and 

MM when increasing the number of transfer lots away from the NTL1 baseline, the 

horizontal axis only shows four positions even though there are five NTL factor levels.   

 
Figure 36. Trade-Off Between Mean Flow Time (MFT) and Proportion of Jobs Tardy (PT) Versus 
Material Movements (MM) with Increased Number of Transfer Lots (NTL) When Using RFID 
(TM1) 

 The key findings related to Hypothesis 4 can be summarized as follows: 

Post-hoc tests motivated by the ANOVA in Figure 30 indicate statistically 

significant increases (p<.001) in the total number of material movements (MM) between 

adjacent lot streaming (NTL) levels when using RFID (TM1).  The plot in Figure 35 

provides visual support of the magnitude of the increase in material movements (over 140 
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percent), also supporting Hypothesis 4.  Figure 36 shows that the diminishing returns in 

mean flow time (MFT) and proportion of jobs tardy (PT) improvement from increased lot 

streaming (higher NTL) must be traded-off against the relatively sharper increase in 

material movements (MM).  As with other technology investments and process changes, 

RFID and the move to incorporate reduced lot sizes (higher NTL) sometimes involve 

trade-offs (e.g., reduced flow times and proportion tardy are obtained at the expense of 

increased material movements between work centers). 

 

5.4.1  Follow-up analysis to Hypothesis 4 to identify operating conditions (e.g., 

setup/processing time ratios and CV of processing times) where the increase in 

material movements with more lot streaming is not so severe 

Figure 36 shows that when aggregating across the various factor levels, increased 

lot streaming (higher NTL) results in better mean flow time (MFT) and proportion tardy 

(PT) performance, but there are diminishing returns, and the MFT and PT improvements 

must be traded-off against the sharp increases in the number of material movements 

(MM).  A key issue is to identify the operating conditions (e.g., setup/processing time 

ratio and CV of processing times) where the trade-off is not so severe (where the gains in 

MFT and PT with increased lot streaming can be attained without such a large increase in 

MM).   

The MM ANOVA for the full experimental design (Figure 30) indicates an 

interaction involving the extent of lot streaming, setup/processing time ratio, and CV of 

processing time (NTL*SPR*CV), p<.001.  A follow-up MM ANOVA using just the 
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RFID (TM1) treatments also indicates a NTL*SPR*CV interaction, p<.001.  Figure 37 

and the following discussion focus on RFID (TM1), because RFID shows improved 

mean flow time (MFT) and proportion tardy (PT) performance even at the highest levels 

of lot streaming (NTL), and thus more interesting analysis of the trade-off between MFT 

and PT versus material movements (MM) is possible.  Post-hoc tests indicate that at each 

combination of NTL and CV, the differences in MM between each of the SPR levels is 

statistically significant at p<.001.  Figure 37 shows that the rate of increase in MM with 

RFID and increased NTL is far greater when the SPR ratio is low (e.g., compare the 

SPR1 and SPR3 levels).  Thus, when the setup time is only a small proportion of the total 

time needed for a transfer lot at a work center (e.g., SPR1), high usage of transfer lots 

(e.g., NTL5) may ultimately be inhibited unless material handling is very efficient.  

Furthermore, when there is large CV of processing times (see the plot for CV2 in the 

bottom half of Figure 37), the increase between NTL4 and NTL5 is particularly dramatic.  

The difference in MM when comparing CV1 versus CV2 across the same SPR levels at 

NTL5 is statistically significant at p<.001.  Like operating conditions with low SPR ratios 

(e.g., SPR1), operating conditions with high CV (e.g., CV2) may also inhibit RFID use 

(TM1) with the most extreme forms of lot streaming (e.g., NTL5), unless material 

handling is very efficient. 
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\

 

Figure 37. Material Movements (MM) for Number of Transfer Lots (NTL), Setup/Processing Time 
Ratio (SPR), and CV of Processing Time When Using RFID (TM1) 
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 The reason that medium and high SPR ratios (e.g., SPR2 and SPR3) do not lead 

to as large of an increase in material movements (MM) when RFID (TM1) is used to 

enable extreme lot streaming (e.g., NTL5) in Figure 37 might be due to the fact that the 

leading transfer lot for a job type may arrive at a downstream work center and initiate a 

relatively long setup.  Because of the pull material movement philosophy employed, the 

trailing transfer lots for that job type at the upstream work center will be processed and 

accumulate in a queue to be moved while the setup for the leading transfer lot is being 

performed at the downstream work center.  Once the downstream setup has been 

completed and the leading transfer lot has been processed, several of the upstream 

transfer lots can then be moved in one movement to the downstream work center.  In 

contrast, with the low SPR ratio (e.g., SPR1), it does not take very long for the leading 

transfer lot to complete its setup, and so fewer transfer lots accumulate upstream, and 

thus there are more material movements between work centers in order to keep the 

downstream work center utilized with the same job type.   

The reason that a high CV (e.g., CV2) leads to a relatively large increase in 

material movements (compare the top and bottom portions of Figure 37), particularly for 

low SPR ratios (e.g., SPR1), might be due to the fact that when there are large differences 

in the processing times between operations for a job type, gaps between leading and 

trailing job types will naturally occur more often.  When there is a gap, the dispatching 

rule logic will look to another (second) job type, possibly at another work center.  After 

the leading transfer lot(s) for that other job type have been processed, the cycle of 

needing to look for another job type might be repeated (due to a gap in the flow of the 
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second job type).  One possible explanation is that this leads to more material movements 

as the system oscillates between moving material from various job types and upstream 

work centers due to the gaps in the flow. 

The key findings related to section 5.4.1 can be summarized as follows: 

The ANOVA in Figure 30 (as well as a follow-up ANOVA using just the RFID 

treatments) indicate an interaction between the extent of lot streaming, setup/processing 

time ratio, and CV of processing time (NTL*SPR*CV) for the number of material 

movements (MM), p<.001.  Figure 37 shows that the increase in MM with more lot 

streaming (higher NTL) is larger when the SPR ratio is lower (e.g., the increase in MM is 

larger with SPR1 compared to SPR3).  Also related to the NTL*SPR*CV interaction, the 

negative tradeoff of RFID with increased lot streaming will be less when the CV of the 

processing times between work centers is low (compare the top and bottom portions of 

Figure 37), so there are advantages in trying to group work centers and material flow to 

minimize large differences in processing times.  When the SPR ratio is low (e.g., SPR1), 

and especially when the CV of processing times is also large (such as represented by 

CV2), extreme levels of lot streaming (e.g., NTL5) may not be appropriate, even when 

automation and RFID is used, because of the massive increase in material movements 

(e.g., the move from NTL4 to NTL5 results in a 46.7 percent increase under those 

conditions, statistically significant at p<.001).    The increase in the number of material 

movements associated with RFID and increased lot streaming (higher NTL) is sensitive 

to the operating conditions (e.g., the setup/processing time ratio and the CV of 

processing time between work centers).  Managers should realize that with moderate and 
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high SPR ratios (e.g., SPR2 and SPR3), investments in automated material handling 

might be necessary when using high levels of lot streaming, regardless of whether RFID 

is used.  When the SPR ratio is low (e.g., SPR1), the increase in material movements with 

even moderate levels of lot streaming (e.g., NTL2) might be too much even if automated 

handling is used, thus allowing only minimal levels of lot streaming (e.g., NTL1) to be 

used. 

 

5.4.2  Follow-up analysis to Hypothesis 4 to identify operating policies (e.g., secondary 

dispatching rule) where the increase in material movements might not be so severe 

Section 5.4.1 analyzed the operating conditions (e.g., setup/processing time ratio 

and CV of processing times) where the trade-off between the gains in mean flow time 

(MFT) and proportion tardy (PT) can be attained without such a large increase in material 

movements (MM) when RFID (TM1) is used to enable increased lot streaming (higher 

NTL).  This section analyzes the operating policies (e.g., secondary dispatching rules) 

that companies can more readily change to minimize the increase in material movements. 

Besides the NTL*SPR*CV interaction that was just discussed, the MM ANOVA 

for the full experimental design (Figure 30) also indicates an interaction involving lot 

streaming, secondary dispatching rule, and CV of processing time (NTL*SDR*CV), 

statistically significant at p<.001.  A follow-up MM ANOVA using just the RFID (TM1) 

treatments also indicates a NTL*SDR*CV interaction, p<.001.  Congruent with Figure 

37, Figure 38 shows that the growth in material movements between NTL4 and NTL5 is 

more dramatic when processing times between work centers have a high CV (e.g., CV2).  
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Post-hoc tests show that the difference in MM when comparing CV1 versus CV2 for each 

SDR level at NTL5 is statistically significant at p<.001.  All of these results support the 

notion that when RFID is used with extreme amounts of lot streaming (e.g., NTL5) in 

environments with high CV (e.g., CV2), automated material handling might be 

practically necessary.  Figure 38 shows that at each of the NTL levels, the FCFS rule is 

best (has the lowest MM value), followed by ODD and SPT, statistically significant at 

p<.001.  Figure 38 also illustrates that the difference between each of the dispatching 

rules grows between NTL1 and NTL5, statistically significant at p<.001.  While there is 

only a 10.2 percent difference in material movements between the FCFS (SDR1) and 

SPT (SDR2) dispatching rules at NTL1, the difference grows to 15.5 percent at NTL5.  A 

key takeaway is that from the perspective of material movements (MM), the choice of 

secondary dispatching rule becomes more critical when RFID (TM1) is used with 

extensive amounts of lot streaming (e.g., NTL5). 
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Figure 38. Material Movements (MM) for Number of Transfer Lots (NTL), Secondary Dispatching 
Rule (SDR), and CV of Processing Time When Using RFID (TM1) 
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The relatively poor MM performance of the SPT rule can be explained by the fact 

that when a job type is selected by the SPT rule, it is because it is most likely to finish 

quickly at the work center.  When there are many small transfer lots moving 

independently, though, choosing the transfer lot with the smallest processing time for the 

current work center makes it more likely that the transfer lots for that job type still being 

processed at the upstream work center will be relatively slow.  Transfer lots will need to 

be repeatedly pulled because the downstream work center processes the units much more 

quickly than the upstream work center, and thus multiple transfer lots do not have time to 

accumulate at the upstream work center to be pulled downstream in a single material 

movement. 

The relatively good MM performance of the FCFS rule can be explained by the 

fact that when a job type is selected by the FCFS rule, it is because it has been waiting the 

longest for processing.  Because it has been waiting for a relatively long period of time, it 

is likely that “trailing” transfer lots for that job type have had time to be processed, so 

even if they are at an upstream work center, they can be pulled together in a single 

material movement. 

The key findings related to section 5.4.2 can be summarized as follows: 

The material movements (MM) ANOVA for the full experimental design (Figure 

30), as well as a follow-up MM ANOVA just using the RFID (TM1) treatments, indicate 

an interaction involving the extent of lot streaming, choice of secondary dispatching rule, 

and CV of processing time (NTL*SDR*CV), statistically significant at p<.001.  Figure 

38 shows that at each of the NTL levels, the FCFS rule (SDR1) is best (has the lowest 
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MM value), followed by ODD (SDR3) and SPT (SDR2), statistically significant at 

p<.001.  Figure 38 also illustrates that the difference in MM between each of the 

dispatching rules grows between NTL1 and NTL5, statistically significant at p<.001.  The 

increase in the number of material movements is sensitive to the interaction of the 

operating policies used (e.g., the secondary dispatching rule) and process changes that 

might be made as a result of RFID’s enabling characteristics (e.g., more lot streaming 

made possible by RFID’s enhanced traceability).  From the perspective of material 

movements, the choice of secondary dispatching rule becomes more critical when RFID 

is used with extensive amounts of lot streaming (e.g., NTL5). 

 

5.4.3  Follow-up analysis to Hypothesis 4 to tie together the performance trade-offs 

when using RFID with increased lot streaming 

Motivated by the desire to find conditions where gains can be achieved in mean 

flow time (MFT) and proportion tardy (PT) by using RFID (TM1) with increased lot 

streaming (higher NTL) without drastic increases in material movements (MM), Figure 

39 combines factors from several of the insights discussed thus far.  It shows that 

improvements in MFT and PT are possible without a severe tradeoff in increased MM 

when RFID and increased NTL are used with a medium or high SPR ratio (SPR2 or 

SPR3) and a low CV of processing time (CV1).  For example, even with the diminishing 

returns of increased lot streaming, the decrease in MFT when moving from NTL4 to 

NTL5 is still statistically significant at p<.001 for each of SPR1, SPR2, and SPR3.  The 

decrease in PT when moving from NTL4 to NTL5 is statistically significant at p<.001, 
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p<.001, and p<.01, for SPR1, SPR2, and SPR3, respectively.  Although the increases in 

MM when moving from NTL4 to NTL5 are statistically significant at p<.001 for each of 

SPR1 - SPR3, the percentage increase when moving from the NTL1 baseline to NTL5 is 

251.0 percent with SPR1, the increase from the NTL1 baseline of SPR2 is only 38.9 

percent, and the increase from the NTL1 baseline of SPR1 is only 13.6 percent. 
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Figure 39. Decrease in Mean Flow Time (MFT) and Proportion Tardy (PT), Increase in Material 
Movements (MM) With Increased Number of Transfer Lots (NTL) When Using RFID (TM1) and a 
Low CV of Processing Time (CV1) 
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Figure 40 plots the same conditions as used with Figure 39, except with a high 

CV of processing time (CV2).  Particularly for SPR1 and SPR2, the improvement in 

MFT and PFT performance with CV2 in Figure 40 is not as good compared to CV1 in 

Figure 39, and the increase in MM is more pronounced, although there is still substantial 

improvement.  For both SPR1 and SPR2, the raw MFT, PT, and MM values (not 

comparing to NTL baselines and converted to percentages) are statistically higher 

(p<.001) at CV2 compared to the corresponding values at CV1 (note that higher raw 

MFT, PT, and MM values are worse).   

The analysis and discussion for Figure 39 and Figure 40 illustrate that the tradeoff 

between mean flow time (MFT) and proportion tardy (PT) versus material movements 

(MM) with RFID-enabled increased lot streaming (NTL) is not nearly as severe when 

using medium and high SPR ratios (e.g., SPR2 and SPR3), and particularly when the CV 

of processing times between work centers is also low (e.g., CV1).  Companies are 

frequently advised in the JIT and lean literatures to reduce setup times, but this is not 

always practically possible.  Figure 39 and Figure 40 show that some of the benefits of 

JIT and lean (reduced flow times and better customer service) can be achieved even with 

moderate and high setup times (e.g., SPR2 and SPR3) when using extreme lot streaming 

(e.g., NTL5) that is enabled by RFID (TM1) that facilitates the flow and traceability of 

smaller lot sizes than were previously possible.  Especially in highly competitive 

industries, the incremental improvement in MFT and PT when using RFID to increase lot 

streaming can be practically significant even at the most extreme NTL levels, and the 
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costs in material movements will not necessarily be overwhelming in comparison (when 

the SPR ratios are moderate or high, as with SPR2 and SPR3).   

The key findings related to section 5.4.3 can be summarized as follows: 

The improvement in mean flow time (MFT) and proportion tardy (PT) for 

medium (SPR2) and high (SPR3) setup/processing time ratios when moving from the 

NTL4 to NTL5 level of lot streaming is statistically significant at no more than p<.01.  

For both SPR1 and SPR2, the raw MFT, PT, and material movement (MM) values (not 

comparing to NTL baselines and converted to percentages) are statistically higher 

(p<.001) at CV2 compared to the corresponding values at CV1 (note that higher raw 

MFT, PT, and MM values are worse).  Although the tradeoff of increased material 

movements (MM) when moving from NTL4 to NTL5 is statistically significant at p<.001 

for each of SPR1 - SPR3, when the CV is low (e.g., CV1), the percentage increase when 

moving from the NTL1 baseline to NTL5 is 251.0 percent with SPR1, the increase from 

the NTL1 baseline of SPR2 is only 38.9 percent, and the increase from the NTL1 

baseline of SPR1 is only 13.6 percent.  The trade-offs associated with RFID and related 

process changes (e.g., improvements in mean flow time and proportion tardy versus 

increases in the number of material movements as a result of increased lot streaming 

enabled by RFID’s traceability) are sensitive to the operating conditions (e.g., the 

setup/processing time ratio and CV of processing time). 
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Figure 40. Decrease in Mean Flow Time (MFT) and Proportion Tardy (PT), Increase in Material 
Movements (MM) With Increased Number of Transfer Lots (NTL) When Using RFID (TM1) and a 
High CV of Processing Time (CV2) 
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5.4.4  Follow-up analysis to Hypothesis 4 to compare the performance trade-offs of 

RFID versus bar coding 

It is important to note that Figure 39 and Figure 40 show changes in RFID (TM1) 

performance with increased NTL against an RFID baseline.  Although Figure 31 and 

Figure 32 indicated that RFID performance is at least as good as bar coding (TM2 or 

TM3), and is increasingly better with more lot streaming (higher NTL), those analyses 

were aggregated across several factors and levels.  Figure 39 showed specific conditions 

(SPR2 or SPR3) where RFID seemed to work well with increasing use of lot streaming, 

but how might bar coding perform under those same conditions?  It is worthwhile to 

compare RFID and bar coding against the same baseline.   

Figure 41 compares RFID (TM1) against slow, deterministic bar coding (TM3) 

when there is a high SPR ratio (SPR3), a low CV of processing time (CV1), loose due 

dates (K2), and the ODD secondary dispatching rule (SDR3).  Loose due dates and the 

ODD dispatching rule are chosen because they are more likely to result in proportion 

tardy (PT) performance that is more commonly seen in the real world, as the analysis for 

Hypothesis 6 will show.  The baseline for all comparisons is when slow, deterministic bar 

coding (TM3) is used with 2 transfer lots of 50 units (NTL1), so the points for both plots 

of Figure 41 represent the percent performance changes that result when using some 

combination of increased lot streaming (higher NTL) and/or RFID (TM1) as an 

alternative.   
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Figure 41. Comparison of RFID (TM1) with Slow, Deterministic Bar Coding (TM3) When There Is a 
High Setup/Processing Time Ratio (SPR3), a Low CV of Processing Time (CV1), Loose Due Dates 
(K2), and the ODD Dispatching Rule (SDR3) 
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At a moderate level of lot streaming (NTL3), the difference between RFID (TM1) 

and slow deterministic bar coding (TM3) is statistically significant at p<.001 for mean 

flow time (MFT), and at p<.01 for proportion tardy.  From a qualitative perspective, the 

initial improvement in MFT and PT and increase in MM for each of the data collection 

mechanisms (both TM1 and TM3) is similar when 5 transfer lots of 20 (NTL2) are used, 

but the use of further lot streaming results in clearly better performance for RFID 

compared to bar coding.  For example, RFID (TM1) at NTL5 results in a 10.8 percent 

improvement in MFT and a 22.6 percent improvement in PT compared to the baseline, 

whereas the greatest improvement for bar coding (TM2) is 8.3% for MFT (at NTL4) and 

16.8 percent for PT (at NTL2).  Thus, Figure 41 shows that the MFT and PT versus MM 

performance trade-off for RFID (TM1) with increasing lot streaming (higher NTL) is 

good relative to the data collection alternative of slow bar coding (TM3). 

The previous results may make one wonder if RFID will always perform better 

than bar coding, particularly with increased lot streaming (higher NTL).  Figure 42 is 

similar to the previous comparison for Figure 41, except this time fast deterministic bar 

coding is used (TM2).  The baseline for all comparisons is when fast, deterministic bar 

coding (TM2) is used with 2 transfer lots of 50 units (NTL1), so the points on the graph 

represent the percent performance changes that result when using some combination of 

increased lot streaming (higher NTL) and/or RFID (TM1) as an alternative. 
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Figure 42. Comparison of RFID (TM1) with Fast, Deterministic Bar Coding (TM2) When There Is a 
High Setup/Processing Time Ratio (SPR3), a Low CV of Processing Time (CV1), Loose Due Dates 
(K2), and the ODD Dispatching Rule (SDR3) 
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 Figure 42 shows that mean flow time (MFT) performance is initially very similar 

between RFID (TM1) and fast bar coding (TM2), but gradually grows more distinct with 

increased lot streaming (higher NTL).  For example, RFID (TM1) at NTL5 results in a 

8.1 percent improvement in MFT compared to the baseline, whereas the greatest 

improvement for bar coding (TM2) is 6.4% at NTL3; the difference between the two 

respective best cases is statistically significant at p<.01.  The initial decrease in 

proportion tardy from 2 transfer lots of 50 (NTL1) to 5 lots of 20 (NTL2) with fast bar 

coding (TM2) is larger than the decrease in PT with RFID (TM1) from NTL1 to NTL2.  

In fact, it is not until 50 transfer lots of 2 units (NTL5) that RFID provides PT 

performance that is superior to fast deterministic bar coding with 5 lots of 20 (NTL2), 

and even then it is not statistically significant at p<.10.  Material movements are roughly 

equal between the two tracking mechanisms (TM1 and TM2); for example, at NTL5, the 

differences are not statistically different at p<.10. 

Thus, Figure 42 shows that bar coding might be more appropriate than RFID in 

some circumstances (e.g., when the bar coding reading is fast, as with TM2, and the SPR 

ratio is high, as with SPR3), particularly if extreme lot streaming (NTL5) is not used.  

Extreme lot streaming might not be used if the impact on material movements is 

perceived to be disproportionately costly and thus prevents splitting jobs into many 

transfer lots.  Figure 42 also shows that when evaluating RFID, it is not only important to 

observe that performance gets better when RFID is used with increased lot streaming 

(higher NTL), but RFID needs to be compared against data collection alternatives such as 

bar coding for the specific operating conditions (e.g., the setup/processing time ratio). 
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It should be noted that the proportion tardy (PT) performance for bar coding 

(TM2) is likely better relative to RFID (TM1) in this scenario because later due dates for 

bar coding were assigned based on the need to spend time tracking each transfer lot.  In 

other words, the bar coding jobs had slightly more time to be completed compared to the 

corresponding RFID jobs.  In many cases this will be an appropriate assumption, because 

a company would ordinarily want to set due dates based on the total work content, 

including the time spent for tracking.  If the due dates used were the same in both 

scenarios, the PT performance for RFID would presumably be statistically and practically 

better than bar coding at all levels of lot streaming. 

The previous series of results motivate a comparison of RFID (TM1) versus fast 

bar coding (TM2) with a medium setup/processing time ratio (SPR2); the other 

conditions are the same as in the previous scenario for Figure 42.  Figure 43 shows much 

better PT performance for RFID compared to fast bar coding relative to the previous 

scenario for Figure 42, even at low and moderate levels of lot streaming (significant at 

p<.05 for NTL2 and p<.01 for NTL3).  MFT performance with RFID is still at least as 

good as bar coding performance; at NTL3, the difference is statistically significant at 

p<.001, and like PT, the gap grows larger with higher levels of lot streaming (increased 

NTL).  There are slightly more material movements with RFID than with fast bar coding 

(e.g., statistically significant at p<.01 at NTL3), but even with the difference growing 

with increased NTL, the difference at NTL5 is still less than 1.2 percent.  Because of the 

way that fast bar coding (TM2) and slow bar coding (TM3) are defined, the former 

should always result in better MFT and PT performance than the latter.  Thus, relative to 
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the previous scenario in Figure 42 where the SPR ratio was high (SPR3), RFID (TM1) in 

this scenario is much more attractive compared to both fast bar coding (TM2) and slow 

bar coding (TM3) when the SPR ratio is moderate (SPR2).  When considering the 

relative superiority of RFID to bar coding, moderate levels of the SPR ratio might be the 

“sweet spot” for RFID use, even when the bar code reads are fast and the most extreme 

forms of lot streaming (e.g., NTL4 and NTL5) are not used.   
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Figure 43. Comparison of RFID (TM1) with Fast, Deterministic Bar Coding (TM2) When There Is a 
Medium Setup/Processing Time Ratio (SPR2), a Low CV of Processing Time (CV1), Loose Due Dates 
(K2), and the ODD Dispatching Rule (SDR3) 
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The key findings related to section 5.4.4 can be summarized as follows: 

At a moderate level of lot streaming (NTL3), the difference between RFID (TM1) 

and slow deterministic bar coding (TM3) is statistically significant at p<.001 for mean 

flow time (MFT), and at p<.01 for proportion tardy (PT), when there is a high 

setup/processing ratio (SPR3), low CV of processing time (CV1), loose due dates (K2), 

and the ODD dispatching rule is used (SDR3).  The difference between RFID and bar 

coding grows even more significant with increased lot streaming (higher NTL).  When 

comparing RFID against fast deterministic bar coding (TM2) when there is a high 

setup/processing ratio (SPR3) and the conditions are otherwise the same, the best MFT 

performance for RFID is statistically better at p<.01 for mean flow time (MFT) compared 

to the best bar coding performance, but the best PT performance for each (bar coding and 

RFID) are not statistically significant at p<.10.  When conditions are the same as the 

previous examples, except with a moderate setup/processing time ratio (SPR2), RFID PT 

performance compared to fast bar coding (TM2) is better even at low and moderate levels 

of lot streaming (significant at p<.05 for NTL2 and p<.01 for NTL3).  MFT performance 

with RFID is at least as good as bar coding performance; at NTL3, the difference is 

statistically significant at p<.001, and as with PT, the gap grows larger with higher levels 

of lot streaming (increased NTL).  In all three of the aforementioned scenarios (TM1 

versus TM3 at SPR3, TM1 versus TM2 at SPR3, and TM1 versus TM2 at SPR2), the 

difference in material movements between RFID and bar coding is either not statistically 

significant at p<.10, or is not practically very large (e.g., less than 1.2 percent). 
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The “takeaway” for managers is that RFID and increased lot streaming might be 

most appropriate: 

• when setup times are moderate (e.g., SPR2), regardless of whether the data 

collection alternative (e.g., bar coding) is relatively fast or slow, 

• or when setup times are high (e.g., SPR3) and the data collection alternative is 

relatively slow. 

The analysis for section 5.4.3 showed that material movements can increase by over 200 

percent when setup times are low (e.g., SPR1) and the extent of lot streaming is increased 

from low (e.g., NTL1) to high (e.g., NTL5).  Such increases in material movements will 

not be feasible for many companies, even if high levels of automated material handling 

are used.  Together with the analysis for Hypothesis 2, which showed that RFID and bar 

coding have nearly identical performance when low levels of lot streaming are used 

(which is necessary to avoid excessive material movements with low SPR ratios), the 

combined results show that it will often not make sense to use RFID when the SPR ratio 

is low (e.g., SPR1), because bar coding can offer nearly the same performance, at 

presumably less cost. 

 

5.5  Hypothesis 5: Mean flow time (MFT) and proportion of jobs tardy (PT) should 

increase (be worse) with more read batching (with greater RB).  Stated more formally, 

increasing levels of RB should result in higher MFT and PT, statistically significant at no 

more than p < .10. 
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 The MFT and PT ANOVAs in Figure 28 and Figure 29 suggest that read batching 

has a statistically significant effect.  Post-hoc tests for MFT indicate that the difference 

between RB1 and RB2 is significant (p<.05), between RB1 and RB3 is significant 

(p.<001), and between RB2 and RB3 is significant (p<.01).  Post-hoc tests for PT 

indicate that the difference between RB1 and RB2 is not significant (p>.10), between 

RB1 and RB3 is significant (p.<001), and between RB2 and RB3 is significant (p<.05).  

Examining tables and plots of the main effects for read batching (Figure 44 and Figure 

45) suggests that the practical significance is very small (e.g., the difference in the 

dependent variables with RB1 and RB3 is less than one percent).  It should also be noted 

that the statistically significant interaction effects involving read batching were also 

examined and found to have little or no practical significance.  Figure 28 and Figure 29 

show that read batching did not did not combine with the tracking mechanism (TM) 

factor in any significant combination, so the results are essentially the same regardless of 

whether RFID or bar coding is used.  Thus, while Hypothesis 5 is statistically true, read 

batching seems to have a small practical effect (less than one percent difference in mean 

flow time and proportion tardy), regardless of the use of RFID versus bar coding.   
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Figure 44. Mean Flow Time (MFT) for Read Batching (RB) 
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Figure 45. Proportion Tardy (PT) for Read Batching (RB) 

As one example of the lack of practical impact from read batching, consider that 

Chapter 3 noted that read batching can be used as a measure of the impact of RFID read 

reliability.  Some RFID advocates look to RFID’s low-variable cost, continuous, 

automated data collection as a way to avoid process problems from unreliable labor.  

Despite this, several sources have cited low read reliability rates for RFID systems.  

While such problems are often attributed to technical issues that are expected to 

eventually be resolved, could poor reliability change a condition where RFID is ideal to 

one where bar coding would be preferred?   

To examine this issue of the impact of reliability, Figure 46 is based on the same 

RFID-ideal conditions as Figure 43 (SPR2, CV1, K2, and the ODD dispatching rule), 
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except the RFID scenario is modeled to use read batching (RB3), whereas the fast bar 

coding scenario is modeled to use no read batching (RB1).  The baseline used for all 

comparisons in Figure 46 is fast bar coding (TM2) with no read batching (RB1) and 2 

transfer lots of 50 units (NTL1), so the solid points on the graph represent relative 

changes in performance when using increased lot streaming, but otherwise the same 

conditions as the baseline (fast bar coding with no read batching).  In contrast, the hollow 

points on the graph represent relative changes in performance against the baseline, but the 

changes are due to a combination of the fact that RFID (TM1) is used instead of fast bar 

coding (TM3), read batching (RB3) is present (no read batching is present in the baseline 

scenario), and increased lot streaming is used (there is a higher NTL compared to the 

baseline). 
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Figure 46. Comparison of RFID (TM1) with Read Batching (RB3) Versus Fast, Deterministic Bar 
Coding (TM2) with No Read Batching (RB1) When There Is a Medium Setup/Processing Time Ratio 
(SPR2), a Low CV of Processing Time (CV1), Loose Due Dates (K2), and the ODD Dispatching Rule 
(SDR3) 
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Figure 46 shows that even under those conditions where RFID should be hindered 

by the worse process conditions caused by the read batching, RFID can still provide 

better mean flow time (MFT) and proportion tardy (PT) performance than bar coding, 

particularly when intermediate and high levels of lot streaming (e.g., NTL4 and TL5) are 

used.  At NTL3, RFID (TM1) has significantly better MFT than fast bar coding (TM2), 

p<.01, and also significantly better PT, p<.10, and the gap grows wider with increased lot 

streaming (higher NTL).  Figure 46 illustrates that even if RFID read reliability is 

initially lower than bar coding (e.g., because of technical limitations or implementation 

problems with the newer technology), RFID can still provide better MFT and PT 

performance than bar coding.  This is congruent with a report produced by EPCglobal 

(2006), that found that value in consumer packaged goods supply chains could still be 

obtained from RFID even with read rates substantially less than 100 percent.  Thus, while 

our results show that RFID may not always be appropriate, even with imperfect read rates 

(e.g., RB3) RFID may still be a viable candidate in process improvement projects, 

depending on the availability of capable data tracking alternatives and the environment in 

which it is used. 

 The reason that read batching (RB) does not have more statistical significance 

and a larger percentage impact on mean flow time (MFT) and proportion tardy (PT) 

between treatment levels (e.g., RB1 versus RB2) might be similar to the issues associated 

with deterministic versus stochastic bar coding (see Hypothesis 1 and its comparison of 

TM2 versus TM4 and TM3 versus TM5).  One reason might be that read batching will 

only hurt performance if the downstream work center is idle.  With 80 percent utilization, 
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even if the reading of an upstream transfer lot is batched, it may not matter if the 

downstream work center is busy.  Furthermore, when there is a low setup/processing time 

ratio (e.g., SPR1), the penalty for switching between job types is relatively non-severe, 

and so there is relatively little penalty even if upstream read batching causes extra setups 

downstream.  When the SPR ratio is high (e.g., SPR3), there is a good chance that even if 

an upstream transfer lot has its read batched, the downstream work center will be busy 

performing a setup on a leading transfer lot of the same job type, and will not finish 

processing that leading lot until the upstream lot has finally been read and is ready to be 

moved.  Future research may want to examine in more detail the conditions with which 

read batching may have an impact. 

 The key finding related to the analysis for Hypothesis 5 can be summarized as 

follows: 

Tests for MFT indicate that the difference between RB1 and RB2 is significant 

(p<.05), between RB1 and RB3 is significant (p.<001), and between RB2 and 

RB3 is significant (p<.01).  Post-hoc tests for PT indicate that the difference 

between RB1 and RB2 is not significant (p>.10), between RB1 and RB3 is 

significant (p.<001), and between RB2 and RB3 is significant (p<.05).  

Examining tables and Figure 44 and Figure 45 shows that even though there is 

statistical significance, the largest difference in the dependent variable is less than 

one percent.  When comparing RFID (TM1) with high read batching (RB3) 

versus fast bar coding (TM2) with no read batching (RB1) under the conditions 

shown in Figure 46, RFID has significantly better MFT than fast bar coding, 
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p<.01, and also significantly better PT, p<.10, when there is moderate lot 

streaming (e.g., NTL3) and the gap grows wider with increased lot streaming 

(higher NTL).  Figure 46 illustrates that even if RFID read reliability is lower than 

bar coding (e.g., as modeled by the higher RB3 read batching factor level for 

RFID compared to the RB1 level for bar coding), RFID (TM1) can still provide 

superior mean flow time (MFT) and proportion of jobs tardy (PT) performance 

compared to bar coding (whether TM2 or TM3).  When used in appropriate 

settings (see Hypothesis 4), the newness of the technology (and associated 

technical limitations or implementation problems such as read reliability) should 

not necessarily be a deterrent for investing in RFID.  Even if the relative newness 

of RFID leads to lower read reliability (e.g., RB3) compared to bar coding 

because of technology issues that are yet to be resolved, RFID can still be a 

viable candidate for consideration in process improvement projects (e.g., to 

enable increased lot streaming that will lead to reduced flow times and 

proportion tardy) .   

 

5.6  Hypothesis 6: Mean flow time (MFT) should be best with the shortest processing 

(SPT) dispatching rule (SDR2).  When due dates are tight (K1), then proportion of jobs 

tardy (PT) should be best for the SPT dispatching rule (SDR2).  When due dates are loose 

(K2), then PT should be best for the earliest operation due date (ODD) dispatching rule 

(SDR3).  Stated more formally, the SPT rule (SDR2) is expected to be statistically better 

(at no more than p<.10) than FCFS (SDR1) and ODD (SDR3) for MFT.  An SDR*K 
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interaction effect is expected to be identified for the proportion of jobs tardy (PT), with 

the SPT rule (SDR2) being statistically better (at no more than p<.10) with tight due 

dates (K1), and the ODD rule (SDR3) being statistically better (at no more than p<.10) 

for loose due dates (K2). 

 The ANOVA in Figure 28 indicates there are SDR*CV and SDR*K interactions 

for MFT (p<.001 for both interactions).  While SPT is better than the other rules for MFT 

performance, the difference is more pronounced with higher CV (e.g., CV2), as seen in 

Figure 45, and higher K (e.g., K2), as seen in Figure 48.  Pairwise comparisons of the 

data used to make Figure 45 indicate that the difference between SPT and ODD is 

significant at p<.05 at CV1, and the difference is significant at p<.001 at CV2.  Pairwise 

comparisons of the data used to make Figure 48 indicate that the difference between SPT 

and ODD is significant at p<.001 at both K1 and K2.  Figure 28 also indicated other 

interactions, but examining plots and tables of the numerical results indicate the results 

were essentially the same (e.g., the SPT rule is statistically better than or equal to the 

other rules).  The various analyses thus provide support for Hypothesis 6. 
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Figure 47. Mean Flow Time (MFT) for Secondary Dispatching Rule (SDR) and CV of Processing 
Time (CV) 

 
Figure 48. Mean Flow Time (MFT) for Secondary Dispatching Rule (SDR) and Due Date Tightness 
(K) 
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It should be noted that the ANOVA for mean flow time (MFT) in Figure 28 

indicates that the TM*SDR*CV interaction is not statistically significant at p<.10 and the 

TM*SDR*K interaction is only marginally statistically significant (p<.10).  The 

TM*SDR*K results are an artifact of the power of the experimental design.  Examination 

of plots for TM*SDR*K show that at each level of TM (i.e., regardless of whether RFID 

or one of the forms of bar coding is used), the results are qualitatively the same as 

described above for the SDR*K interaction (and thus there is no practically significant 

TM*SDR*K interaction, because the performance rankings of the rules and the relative 

impact of the interactions are the same).  In other words, the tracking mechanism for 

transfer lots (the TM level for RFID and the different bar coding levels) does not 

substantially affect the interpretation of the above results for Figure 45 and Figure 48. 

The takeaway for managers is that regardless of whether bar coding or RFID is 

used, SPT is better than the other dispatching rules for mean flow time (MFT) 

performance, but the difference is not always large.  For example, with low CV of 

processing times between work centers (e.g., CV1), the difference between SPT and 

ODD is 1.72 percent in Figure 47.  With tight due dates (e.g., K1), the difference between 

MFT performance for SPT and ODD is approximately 2.85 percent in Figure 48.  These 

results are compatible with the theory developed in earlier research (Baker, 1984; 

Jayamohan and Chandrasekharan, 2000) (thus providing validation for this model), but 

they also extend previous research.  As noted in the Chapter 3 discussion of the 

experimental design, previous lot streaming research that examined the effect of different 
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SDR rules on MFT did not differentiate between the types of tracking mechanism used 

(e.g., the TM levels for RFID versus the various forms of bar coding).   

 The ANOVA in Figure 29 indicates there are SDR*CV, SDR*K, and 

SDR*CV*K interactions for PT (p<.001 for each).  In this situation, it is useful to look at 

the plots for the three-way interaction shown in Figure 49.  It can be seen that when the 

due dates are tight (K1), the SPT rule is best (p<0.01 when compared against ODD with 

pairwise tests for both CV1 and CV2), and that when the due dates are loose (K2), the 

ODD rule is best for minimizing the proportion tardy (p<.001 when compared against 

FCFS for CV1 and p<.001 when compared against SPT for CV2).  This is congruent with 

Hypothesis 6.  When due dates are tight (K1), the gap between SPT and ODD is 

somewhat closer when the CV is low (CV1), and FCFS is the worst secondary 

dispatching rule regardless of the CV level.  Interestingly, PT performance when using 

the SPT rule is particularly bad when the due dates are loose (K2) and the CV is low 

(CV1).   
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Figure 49. Proportion Tardy (PT) for Secondary Dispatching Rule (SDR), CV of Processing Time 
(CV), and Due Date Tightness (K) 
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The ANOVA for PT in Figure 29 also indicates an SPR*SDR*CV interaction 

(p<.001).  Figure 50 plots the interaction, which (similar to Figure 49) shows that the PT 

performance gap between the SPT and ODD secondary dispatching rules at the various 

setup/processing time ratios is substantially smaller when the CV of processing time is 

low (CV1).  For CV1, the gap is not statistically significant at p<.10 for SPR1 and SPR2, 

and at SPR3, the gap is statistically significant at p<.10.  In contrast, at CV2, the gap is 

statistically significant at p<.001 at SPR1, and at p<.001 for SPR2 and SPR3.  Figure 50 

also shows that SPT is always as good or better than the other dispatching rules for PT 

when looking at any combination within the SPR*SDR*CV interaction plot.  In contrast, 

Figure 49’s illustration of the SDR*CV*K interaction and the accompanying analysis 

showed that when due dates are “loose” as opposed to “tight”, the ODD rule is best for 

PT.  Which dispatching rule is most likely to be ideal for reducing PT in the “real 

world”?   
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Figure 50. Proportion Tardy (PT) for Setup/Processing Time Ratio (SPR), Secondary Dispatching 
Rule (SDR), and CV of Processing Time (CV) 

Before answering this question, it should be noted that similar to the conclusions 

for MFT performance, the conclusions regarding the SDR*CV*K and SPR*SDR*CV 
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interactions for PT are the same regardless of whether RFID (TM1) or bar coding (TM2 

or TM3) is used.  The statistically significant interactions involving TM, SPR, SDR, CV, 

and K in the ANOVA in Figure 29 were examined, and in each case, the interactions did 

not exhibit practical significance that meaningfully affected the above (or following) 

conclusions, such as the relatively performance of the dispatching rules under different 

scenarios.  A special ANOVA (not shown) with TM*SDR*CV*K and TM* 

SPR*SDR*CV treatment effects was also run, but those interactions were not statistically 

significant at p<.10.  Thus, the essential motivations and conclusions are the same 

regardless of whether looking at the tracking mechanism in aggregate (e.g., TM1-TM5 

averaged together) or for a specific tracking mechanism (e.g., individually analyzing any 

of the RFID or bar coding levels within TM1-TM5). 

To answer the question about which dispatching rule is most likely to be ideal for 

reducing PT in the “real world”, it should be understood that the labels “loose” and 

“tight” in regards to the discussion of due date setting are relative.  Baker and Kanet 

(1983) observed, “It is unfortunate that little or no empirical research has been done to 

reveal the actual values of K for different industries.  However, several experienced 

researchers have suggested K=10 to be a good guess of average industrial due date 

tightness…If we assume an average industry allowance factor of 10 then it would be fair 

to assume that firms operating with low utilization (80%) would likely be using factors 

somewhat less than 10…”  Thus, Baker and Kanet (1983) used K values of 2.5, 5, 7.5, 

and 10 when the utilization was 80 percent.  In the model used for this dissertation, the 

K=2.5 level (K1) led to over 30 percent of the jobs being tardy, and even the K=5.0 level 
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(K2) led to over 2 percent of the jobs being tardy when the best rule (ODD) for that 

scenario was used (see Figure 49).  The K=2.5 level (K1) is useful for comparing with 

past research, but is probably not as useful for developing conclusions for today’s 

business environments.  For many companies, the K=5 (K2) level of customer service 

would presumably be the minimum acceptable, and so K=5 (K2) level might actually be 

considered tight by them, particularly when using a dispatching rule that is not ideal for 

the conditions.   

To understand whether ODD or SPT is more appropriate for most companies, 

Figure 51 provides some insight, by replicating the conditions of Figure 50 (showing the 

SPR*SDR*CV interaction), except it also fixes the due date tightness level at K2 (such 

“loose” due dates more likely to lead to realistic tardiness levels).  As can be seen in 

Figure 51, ODD is always better (p<.001) than the other dispatching rules for the 

proportion tardy (PT) metric, regardless of CV and SPR, when realistic due date setting 

(K2) is used.  When realistic due date setting (K2) is used, the SPT rule results in PT that 

is 2-3 times as large as when ODD is used.  Although SPT performs better than ODD for 

the mean flow time (MFT) criterion when loose due dates (K2) are used (at p<.001 at 

CV1 and CV2 for SPR1 and SPR2, at p<.01 at CV1 for SPR3, and at p<.001 for CV2 at 

SPR3), an examination of the data underlying Figure 52 shows that MFT for ODD is only 

approximately 3-5 percent more than with the SPT rule with low CV (CV1), and 

approximately 8-11 percent more with high CV (CV2).  Thus, while there is a tradeoff 

between the shortest processing time (SPT) and earliest operation due date (ODD) 

dispatching rules for mean flow time (MFT) versus proportion of jobs tardy (PT) 
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performance, many companies might find ODD to be more attractive given that it has 

much better PT performance and only slightly worse MFT performance. 

 
Figure 51. Proportion Tardy (PT) for Setup/Processing Time Ratio (SPR), Secondary Dispatching 
Rule (SDR), and CV of Processing Time (CV) with Loose Due Dates (K2) 
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Figure 52. Mean Flow Time (MFT) for Setup/Processing Time Ratio (SPR), Secondary Dispatching 
Rule (SDR), and CV of Processing Time (CV) with Loose Due Dates (K2) 

 Again, it should be stressed that the conclusions for this hypothesis hold 

regardless of whether RFID or bar coding is used.  For example, even though Figure 51 
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and Figure 52 were produced with aggregates of the tracking methods (i.e., the average of 

TM1-TM5), the conclusions are the same even when looking at plots (not shown here) 

that were created solely with RFID or bar coding data: the ODD dispatching rule (SDR3) 

offers less of a trade-off in mean flow time (MFT) versus proportion tardy (PT) 

performance compared to the shortest processing time (SPT) dispatching rule (SDR2), 

and ODD is always superior to the first come, first served (FCFS) dispatching rule 

(SDR1). 

The key finding related to the analysis for Hypothesis 6 can be summarized as 

follows: 

SPT (SDR2) performs better than ODD (SDR3) for the mean flow time (MFT) 

criterion when realistic due dates (K2) are used (at p<.001 at CV1 and CV2 for SPR1 and 

SPR2, at p<.01 at CV1 for SPR3, and at p<.001 for CV2 at SPR3).  In contrast, ODD is 

always better (p<.001) than the SPT dispatching rule for the proportion tardy (PT) metric, 

regardless of CV and SPR, when realistic due date setting (K2) is used.  The trade-off can 

be put in perspective by considering that the SPT rule results in PT that is 2-3 times as 

large as when ODD is used, whereas the MFT for ODD is only approximately 3-5 

percent more than with the SPT rule with low CV (CV1), and approximately 8-11 

percent more with high CV (CV2).  The operating policies used (e.g., secondary 

dispatching rules) significantly affect the benefits (e.g., mean flow time and proportion 

tardy) from RFID implementations.  
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5.7  Hypothesis 7: Proportion of jobs tardy (PT) performance should be better when there 

is more slack allowance for due dates (K2).  Stated more formally, the K2 due date 

multiplier factor level should result in smaller PT (statistically significant at no more than 

p < .10) compared to when the K1 factor level is used.    

 The ANOVA in Figure 29 suggests several interactions for proportion tardy (PT) 

involving due date tightness (K), but in each case, examination of the corresponding data 

shows that PT performance is better when there is more slack allowance (K2 compared to 

K1), typically at p<.001, which is compatible with past research and helps validate the 

model.  Figure 53 provides an example of the interactions, for TM*NTL*K, statistically 

significant at p<.001.  As demonstrated earlier, when using RFID (TM1), increased lot 

streaming (higher NTL) results in PT improvement, but with diminishing returns.  The 

improvement is less when there is more slack allowance (K2).  When using fast 

deterministic bar coding (TM2) or slow deterministic bar coding (TM3), performance 

first improves, and then gets worse, with increased lot streaming (higher NTL).  With 

both TM2 and TM3, though, the effect is dampened with more slack allowance (K2).  

The other interactions involving K are similar; the shape might be slightly altered by the 

levels of K, but performance is always better with more slack allowance (K2).  Thus, 

there is support for Hypothesis 7. 
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Figure 53. Proportion Tardy (PT) for Number of Transfer Lots (NTL), Due Date Tightness (K), and 
Tracking Mechanism (TM) 
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It is interesting to note that more slack (e.g., K2) not only leads to lower 

proportion tardy, it also acts as a dampening effect for the benefits of increased lot 

streaming (higher NTL), as suggested by the statistically significant (p<.001) NTL*K and 

TM*NTL*K interaction effects.  For example, Figure 53 shows that when RFID (TM1) 

is being used, moving from NTL1 to NTL5 results in a PT reduction of 19.49 percent 

with tight due dates (K1), but the reduction is only 15.31 percent with loose due dates 

(K2).  This can be explained by the fact that with less slack, there is more opportunity for 

the increased lot streaming to make a beneficial difference (there are more tardy jobs with 

tight due dates that can be improved to on-time as a result of increased lot streaming). 

The key finding related to the analysis for Hypothesis 7 can be summarized as 

follows: 

The ANOVA for proportion tardy (PT) in Figure 29 suggests several interactions 

involving due date tightness (K), but in each case, examination of the 

corresponding data shows that PT performance is better when there is more slack 

allowance (K2 compared to K1), typically at p<.001.  Examination of the data 

behind the statistically significant (p<.001) interaction effects for extent of lot 

streaming and due date tightness (NTL*K) and tracking method, extent of lot 

streaming, and due date tightness (TM*NTL*K) show that more slack (e.g., K2) 

not only leads to lower proportion tardy, it also acts as a dampening effect for the 

benefits of increased lot streaming (higher NTL) when using RFID (TM1).  The 

operating policies used (e.g., due date tightness) significantly affect the benefit 
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(e.g., proportion tardy) from the use of RFID and associated process changes 

(e.g., increased lot streaming as represented by higher NTL). 
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CHAPTER 6 

 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

 

This dissertation has examined how radio frequency identification (RFID) can be 

used to enable improved manufacturing performance.  As noted by Woods (2004) and 

Swedberg (2006), this technology can change the economics of many processes that were 

previously not feasible.  Typically this is because RFID’s sensing capability means that 

bar codes do not need to be manual positioned, and so material can be instantaneously 

and automatically tracked from relatively far away.  This better data collection means that 

the labor associated with counting and tracing can often be eliminated.  The research for 

this dissertation shows how RFID can enable the use of smaller lot sizes than were 

previously possible because of RFID’s ability to quickly and automatically track material 

while meeting demanding control and traceability requirements.  Such RFID capabilities 

lead to improved flow time and tardiness performance compared to data collection 

alternatives such as bar coding.   

Under several conditions and policies, the research quantitatively compared RFID 

technology versus bar coding and examined performance trade-offs associated with 

different sizes of production lots.  The experimental design considered factors of the 
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amount of time it takes to identify a transfer lot, process reliability (read batching), the 

number of transfer lots, the setup/processing time ratio, the type of dispatching rule used, 

the amount of variation between processing times, and the amount of due date slack.  The 

performance trade-off involves improved flow times and tardiness versus increased 

material movements.  By building on classic manufacturing planning and control 

literature, the dissertation developed generalizable strategic and tactical insights about the 

applicability of an increasingly “hot” technology, RFID, in manufacturing.  The below 

summaries correspond to the key results from each hypothesis.  Each summary includes 

one or more italicized managerial “take-aways”. 

 

6.1  Hypothesis 1 and associated analysis 

Hypothesis 1: The forms of bar coding with stochastic read times should show 

worse mean flow time (MFT) and proportion tardy (PT) performance than their 

deterministic bar coding counterparts.  Stated more formally, TM4 should have 

numerically higher MFT and PT than TM2, and TM5 should have numerically higher 

MFT and PT than TM3, statistically significant at no more than p<.10 when performing 

pairwise comparisons. 

Previous shop floor production and material flow research had not included bar 

code read times, much less differentiated between potential differences in deterministic 

versus stochastic read times.  Statistical tests revealed that the performance differences 

for mean flow time (MFT) and proportion of jobs tardy (PT) between the deterministic 

and stochastic levels of fast and slow bar coding (TM2 versus TM4, and TM3 versus 
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TM5) were not statistically significant at p <.10, and therefore there is no support for 

Hypothesis 1.  Figure 31 and Figure 32 illustrate that stochastic bar coding read times 

(TM4 and TM5) are unlikely to lead to significantly different results compared to 

deterministic read times (TM2 and TM3).   The hypothesis was originally motivated by 

basic queuing and “factory physics” principles discussed in Hopp and Spearman (2001), 

that increasing variability degrades the performance of a manufacturing system.  Lee and 

Whang (2005) noted that the cornerstone of Motorola’s widely acclaimed Six Sigma 

program was to continuously reduce process variability, so a reduction in bar code read 

time variability could reasonably be expected to lead to improved MFT and PT 

performance.  A gamma distribution was used to obtain a long “tail” of statistical 

variance, but it is possible that if a different distribution with even more variability was 

used, then there would have been a significant difference between deterministic and 

stochastic read times.  The absence of statistically significant results for Hypothesis 1 is 

likely because the variability of bar code read times is small relative to the total 

processing time of parts, both as modeled and in the real world.  Because these results 

indicate there is no difference in mean flow time and proportion tardy based on the use of 

deterministic versus stochastic bar coding read times, future research can use 

deterministic times and therefore use more parsimonious models or have additional 

space in the experimental design to incorporate additional factors that lead to more 

realistic modeling of RFID technology, bar coding, and the manufacturing process.  This 

is particularly important for researchers who struggle to include additional factors that 
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make their models more realistic without introducing unnecessary complexity.   See 

section 5.1 for more information.  

 

6.2  Hypothesis 2 and associated analysis 

Hypothesis 2:  With increased transfer lots (NTL), mean flow time (MFT) and 

proportion of jobs tardy (PT) will improve when using RFID (with TM1).  Stated more 

formally, with the tracking mechanism held constant at level TM1, increasing NTL 

should result in increasingly smaller MFT and PT, statistically significant at no more than 

p<.10 when performing pairwise comparisons between adjacent NTL levels.  When not 

using RFID (when not using TM1), increased NTL will result in better MFT and PT 

performance at first, and then lead to worse performance.  Stated more formally, when 

using TM2 - TM5, increasing NTL should result in increasingly smaller MFT and PT up 

to some switchover point, before further increasing NTL results in increasingly larger 

MFT and PT, statistically significant at no more than p<.10 when performing pairwise 

comparisons between adjacent NTL levels. 

There were statistically significant differences (p<.01) in mean flow time (MFT) 

and proportion tardy (PT) between adjacent lot streaming (NTL) levels when holding the 

tracking mechanism (TM) constant.  The time spent performing the bar code tracking 

activity (TM2-TM5) eventually outweighs the performance gains from increasing the 

number of transfer lots (NTL), and thus generates U-shaped curves in Figure 31 and 

Figure 32 for the fast (TM2 and TM4) and slow (TM3 and TM5) bar coding tracking 

activities.   These results support Hypothesis 2.  Previous research had not considered the 
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time needed for the data collection activity, but this dissertation has demonstrated that 

different conclusions are reached when including the data collection portion of the 

process (e.g., use of smaller production lots can actually result in worse performance 

when bar coding is used).  Because of the need to compare RFID technology (TM1) 

against existing data collection alternatives, this result is important regardless of whether 

RFID or bar coding (TM2-TM5) is being modeled.  This research illustrates the benefit 

of incorporating the attributes of the data collection method (e.g., the time to read an 

RFID tag or bar code label) in models in order to develop accurate conclusions about 

production processes.   

When there are only 2 transfer lots of 50 units each (NTL1), the difference 

between RFID (TM1) versus fast (TM2 or TM4) and slow (TM3 or TM5) bar coding is 

statistically significant for mean flow time (p<.05 and p<.001, respectively) and 

proportion tardy (p<.10 and p<.001, respectively).  Even though there was statistical 

significance, there was less than 1 percent difference in mean flow time (MFT) and 

proportion tardy (PT) performance between RFID and bar coding (see Figure 31 and 

Figure 32).  Given the higher cost of RFID technology, it may make more sense to use 

bar coding if the process is not enhanced (e.g., if increased lot streaming such as NTL4 

or NTL5 is not used) to take advantage of RFID’s key enabling features such as better 

traceability. This is compatible with the analysis and reporting of Byrnes (2004), Ericson 

(2004c), and Sliwa (2005b), who all stressed the importance of making process changes 

in conjunction with RFID use. 
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When using 5 transfer lots or more (NTL2-NTL5), the differences between RFID 

(TM1) and fast (TM2 and TM4) and slow (TM3 and TM5) bar coding become more 

statistically significant (p<.001 for all MFT and PT comparisons between NTL2 and 

NTL5, as opposed to some comparisons that were only p<.10 or p<.05 for NTL1).  The 

rise in statistically significant differences between RFID (TM1) and bar coding (TM2-

TM5) with increased lot streaming (higher NTL) parallels an increase in practically 

significant differences, allowing improvement of over 5 percent when RFID is used, as 

seen Figure 31 and Figure 32.  These results show that if RFID technology is used to 

enable substantially changed processes (e.g., because its better traceability facilitates 

increased lot streaming, as represented by NTL3-NTL5), it can lead to much better 

performance (e.g., mean flow time and proportion tardy) than bar coding.  This is 

compatible with the findings of Hardgrave et al. (2005), who described how RFID can 

enable changed processes in the retail environment to significantly reduce out of stock 

inventory. 

As noted earlier, the improvement in mean flow time (MFT) and proportion tardy 

(PT) performance between adjacent lot streaming (NTL) levels is statistically significant 

at p<.001 when RFID (TM1) is used.  From a practical perspective, though, the percent 

reduction in mean flow time (MFT) when moving from 20 transfer lots of size 5 (NTL4) 

to 50 transfer lots of size 2 (NTL5) is only .8 percent, and the reduction in proportion 

tardy (PT) is only 1.4 percent.  In contrast, the reduction in MFT when moving from 2 

transfer lots of size 50 (NTL1) to 5 transfer lots of size 20 (NTL2) is 2.6 percent, and the 

reduction in PT is 12.1 percent.  As can be seen in Figure 31 and Figure 32, there are 
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diminishing returns in MFT and PT performance improvements with increased use of lot 

streaming (higher NTL) when RFID is used.  This is compatible with previous lot 

streaming research that found diminishing returns with increasingly smaller transfer lots 

(Smunt et al., 1996; Biskup and Feldmann, 2006).  Even though RFID technology can 

enable valuable process changes for manufacturers (e.g., increased use of lot streaming 

as a result of better traceability compared to bar coding), those process changes may 

offer diminishing returns (e.g., ever smaller reductions in mean flow time and proportion 

tardy) when carried to extremes (e.g., splitting a job of 100 units into 50 transfer lots).   

See section 5.2 for more information. 

 

6.3  Hypothesis 3 and associated analysis 

Hypothesis 3:  The improvement in mean flow time (MFT) and proportion of jobs 

tardy (PT) performance with increased lot streaming (higher NTL) should be lower when 

the setup / processing time ratio increases (when SPR increases).  Stated more formally, 

an NTL*SPR interaction effect (statistically significant at no more than p<.10) is 

expected to be identified for MFT and PT. 

There is an interaction effect between the number of transfer lots used (NTL) and 

the setup/processing time ratio (SPR), statistically significant at p<.05 for mean flow time 

(MFT), and at p<.001 for proportion tardy (PT).  As can be seen in Figure 33 and Figure 

34, the percent reductions in MFT and PT are greatest when the setup/processing time 

ratio is low (e.g., the 10:100 ratio of SPR1).  This supports Hypothesis 3 and is 

compatible with the findings of Smunt et al. (1996).  The use of smaller lot sizes enabled 
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by RFID drives reductions in mean flow time and proportion tardy, and  those reductions 

are sensitive to the operating conditions (e.g., the setup/processing time ratio). 

See section 5.3 for more information. 

 

6.4  Hypothesis 4 and associated analysis 

Hypothesis 4: With the tracking mechanism held constant at RFID (TM1), 

increasing the amount of lot streaming (NTL) should result in increasingly numerous 

material movements (MM), statistically significant at no more than p < .10 when 

performing pairwise comparisons between adjacent NTL levels.   

Post-hoc tests motivated by the ANOVA in Figure 30 indicate statistically 

significant increases (p<.001) in the total number of material movements (MM) between 

adjacent lot streaming (NTL) levels when using RFID (TM1).  The plot in Figure 35 

provides visual support of the magnitude of the increase in material movements, also 

supporting Hypothesis 4.  This is compatible with the findings of Kher et al. (2000), who 

also found significant increases in material movements when smaller transfer lots were 

used, but they examined a flow shop (and not a job shop as in this research), and they 

modeled pull material movements slightly differently (see Chapter 3 for more 

information).  Figure 36 shows that the diminishing returns in mean flow time (MFT) and 

proportion of jobs tardy (PT) improvement from increased lot streaming (higher NTL) 

must be traded-off against the relatively sharper increase in material movements (MM).  

As with other technology investments and process changes, RFID and the move to 

incorporate reduced lot sizes (higher NTL) sometimes involve trade-offs (e.g., reduced 
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flow times and proportion tardy are obtained at the expense of increased material 

movements between work centers).  See section 5.4 for more information.   

The ANOVA in Figure 30 (as well as a follow-up ANOVA using just the RFID 

treatments) indicate an interaction between the extent of lot streaming, setup/processing 

time ratio, and CV of processing time (NTL*SPR*CV) for the number of material 

movements (MM), p<.001.  Figure 37 shows that the increase in MM with more lot 

streaming (higher NTL) is larger when the SPR ratio is lower (e.g., the increase in MM is 

larger with SPR1 compared to SPR3).  Also related to the NTL*SPR*CV interaction, the 

advantages of RFID with increased lot streaming will be greater when the CV of the 

processing times between work centers is low (compare the top and bottom portions of 

Figure 37), so there are advantages in trying to group work centers and material flow to 

minimize large differences in processing times.  When the SPR ratio is low (e.g., SPR1), 

and especially when the CV of processing times is also large (such as represented by 

CV2), extreme levels of lot streaming (e.g., NTL5) may not be appropriate, even when 

automation and RFID is used.  Extreme levels of lot streaming may be inappropriate 

because of the massive increase in material movements (e.g., the move from NTL4 to 

NTL5 results in a 46.7 percent increase under those conditions, statistically significant at 

p<.001).    Previous lot streaming research had not considered the impact of smaller 

transfer lots on material movements in a job shop, much less potential interaction effects 

from operating conditions such as setup/processing time ratios.  Although Kher et al. 

(2000) had also found that the increase in material movements when using smaller 

transfer lots is greater when the setup/processing time ratio is relatively low, their 
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research was in the context of a flow shop, not a job shop, they had not considered 

multiple factor levels for the CV of processing time, and they modeled pull material 

movements slightly differently (see Chapter 3 for more information).  See section 5.4.1 

for more information about the relationship between the operating conditions and the 

increase in material movements with smaller transfer lots (more lot streaming). 

The increase in the number of material movements associated with RFID and 

increased lot streaming (higher NTL) is sensitive to the operating conditions (e.g., the 

setup/processing time ratio and the CV of processing time between work centers).  

Managers should realize that with moderate and high SPR ratios (e.g., SPR2 and SPR3), 

investments in automated material handling might be necessary when using high levels of 

lot streaming, even when also employing RFID technology.  When the SPR ratio is low 

(e.g., SPR1), the increase in material movements with even moderate levels of lot 

streaming (e.g., NTL2) might be too much even if automated handling is used, thus 

allowing only minimal levels of lot streaming (e.g., NTL1) to be used.   

Stated another way, to accomplish the full benefit of RFID without incurring 

trade-off performance penalties that negate those benefits, manufacturers may need to 

invest in automated material handling equipment.  Advanced automation is a reality 

today, and companies that are adept at using RFID could also plausibly be expected to be 

skilled at using other forms of shop floor automation.  Hall (2006) describes how 

Matsushita replaced their conveyor system with clusters of robots that are coordinated 

and synchronized with each other so as to enable fast, smooth, and efficient production.  

The visibility from RFID could be integrated with such a system to further choreograph 
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the movement of material.  For example, Brusey et al. (2003) describe how RFID can be 

used with intelligent robotic systems to support improved material handling.  Garcia et al. 

(2003) note that because bar codes need to be positioned with the label facing readers, 

conveyors and other transfer systems experience problems that make bar codes unreliable 

for automated material handling.  Thus, besides the improved traceability offered by 

RFID that was described in Chapter 3, RFID enables the automated material handling 

that is vital for achieving performance improvements with smaller lot sizes.   

The material movements (MM) ANOVA for the full experimental design (Figure 

30) indicate an interaction involving the extent of lot streaming, choice of secondary 

dispatching rule, and CV of processing time (NTL*SDR*CV), statistically significant at 

p<.001.  A follow-up MM ANOVA using only the RFID (TM1) treatments came to the 

same conclusion.  Figure 38 shows that at each of the NTL levels, the FCFS rule (SDR1) 

is best (has the lowest MM value), followed by ODD (SDR3) and SPT (SDR2), 

statistically significant at p<.001.  Figure 38 also illustrates that the difference in MM 

between each of the dispatching rules grows between NTL1 and NTL5, statistically 

significant at p<.001.  Previous lot streaming research had not considered the impact of 

smaller transfer lots on material movements in a job shop, much less potential interaction 

effects from operating policies such as secondary dispatching rules.  Although Kher et al. 

(2000) had also found that smaller transfer lots increase material movements in a flow 

shop, they had not considered interaction effects from secondary dispatching rules, and 

they modeled pull material movements slightly differently (see Chapter 3 for more 

information).  The increase in the number of material movements is sensitive to the 
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interaction of the operating policies used (e.g., the secondary dispatching rule) and 

process changes that might be made as a result of RFID’s enabling characteristics (e.g., 

more lot streaming made possible by the technology’s enhanced traceability).  See 

section 5.4.2 for more information. 

The improvement in mean flow time (MFT) and proportion tardy (PT) for 

medium (SPR2) and high (SPR3) setup/processing time ratios when moving from the 

NTL4 to NTL5 level of lot streaming is statistically significant at no more than p<.01.  

For both SPR1 and SPR2, the raw MFT, PT, and material movement (MM) values (not 

comparing to NTL baselines and converted to percentages) are statistically higher 

(p<.001) at CV2 compared to the corresponding values at CV1 (note that higher raw 

MFT, PT, and MM values are worse).  Although the tradeoff of increased material 

movements (MM) when moving from NTL4 to NTL5 is statistically significant at p<.001 

for each of SPR1 - SPR3, when the CV is low (e.g., CV1), the percentage increase when 

moving from the NTL1 baseline to NTL5 is 251.0 percent with SPR1, the increase from 

the NTL1 baseline of SPR2 is only 38.9 percent, and the increase from the NTL1 

baseline of SPR1 is only 13.6 percent.  Previous lot streaming research had not 

considered the material movement tradeoff in a job shop, much less potential interaction 

effects from operating conditions and policies.  Kher et al. (2000) had also considered the 

increase in material movements in a flow shop, but they did not explicitly contrast the 

tradeoffs for different scenarios, and they modeled pull material movements slightly 

differently (see Chapter 3 for more information).  The trade-offs associated with RFID 

technology and related process changes (e.g., improvements in mean flow time and 
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proportion tardy versus increases in the number of material movements as a result of 

increased lot streaming enabled by RFID’s traceability) are sensitive to the operating 

conditions (e.g., the setup/processing time ratio and CV of processing time).  See section 

5.4.3 for more information. 

At a moderate level of lot streaming (NTL3), the difference between RFID (TM1) 

and slow deterministic bar coding (TM3) is statistically significant at p<.001 for mean 

flow time (MFT), and at p<.01 for proportion tardy (PT), when there is a high 

setup/processing ratio (SPR3), low CV of processing time (CV1), loose due dates (K2), 

and the ODD dispatching rule is used (SDR3).  The difference between RFID and bar 

coding grows even more significant with increased lot streaming (higher NTL).  When 

comparing RFID against fast deterministic bar coding (TM2) when there is a high 

setup/processing ratio (SPR3) and the conditions are otherwise the same, the best MFT 

performance for RFID is statistically better at p<.01 for mean flow time (MFT) compared 

to the best bar coding performance, but the best PT performance for each (bar coding and 

RFID) are not statistically significant at p<.10.  When conditions are the same as the 

previous examples, except with a moderate setup/processing time ratio (SPR2), RFID PT 

performance compared to fast bar coding (TM2) is better even at low and moderate levels 

of lot streaming (significant at p<.05 for NTL2 and p<.01 for NTL3).  MFT performance 

with RFID is at least as good as bar coding performance; at NTL3, the difference is 

statistically significant at p<.001, and as with PT, the gap grows larger with higher levels 

of lot streaming (increased NTL).  In all three of the aforementioned scenarios (TM1 

versus TM3 at SPR3, TM1 versus TM2 at SPR3, and TM1 versus TM2 at SPR2), the 
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difference in material movements between RFID and bar coding is either not statistically 

significant at p<.10, or is not practically very large (e.g., less than 1.2 percent).  Previous 

research that quantitatively compares RFID and bar coding in the context of a job shop 

does not exist.  The closest analysis was by Gaukler and Hausman (under review), who 

compared the savings of RFID over bar coding in the context of an assembly line.  

The “takeaway” for managers is that RFID technology and increased lot 

streaming might be most appropriate: 

• when setup times are moderate (e.g., SPR2), regardless of whether the data 

collection alternative (e.g., bar coding) is relatively fast or slow, 

• or when setup times are high (e.g., SPR3) and the data collection alternative is 

relatively slow. 

The analysis for section 5.4.4 showed that material movements can increase by over 200 

percent when setup times are low (e.g., SPR1) and the extent of lot streaming is increased 

from low (e.g., NTL1) to high (e.g., NTL5).  Such increases in material movements will 

not be feasible for many companies, even if high levels of automated material handling 

are used.  Together with the analysis for Hypothesis 2, which showed that RFID and bar 

coding have nearly identical performance when low levels of lot streaming are used 

(which is necessary to avoid excessive material movements with low SPR ratios), the 

combined results show that it will often not make sense to use RFID technology when the 

SPR ratio is low (e.g., SPR1), because bar coding can offer nearly the same performance, 

at presumably less cost.  Stated another way, even when RFID results in overall 
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improved performance without much of a tradeoff in increased material movements, an 

alternative such as fast bar coding might still be competitive in some situations. 

 

6.5  Hypothesis 5 and associated analysis 

Hypothesis 5:  Mean flow time (MFT) and proportion of jobs tardy (PT) should 

increase (be worse) with more read batching (with greater RB).  Stated more formally, 

increasing levels of RB should result in higher MFT and PT, statistically significant at no 

more than p < .10. 

This hypothesis and associated analysis looked at how batching the reads of 

transfer lots affected the various dependent variables because of the disrupted pull 

material flow.  Read batching can be interpreted as a lack of data collection process 

conformance by workers who incorrectly do not read the bar code label after completion 

of each transfer lot, or it can be interpreted as the RFID system having less than perfect 

read reliability after completion of each transfer lot.  The previous research that came 

closest to examining this issue was by Gaukler and Hausman (under review), who 

considered improvements in process conformance by using RFID instead of bar coding.  

They created a model in the context of an assembly line where the RFID system could be 

used to more quickly and reliably verify parts that might otherwise be incorrectly used 

during the assembly process, thus showing how RFID could help prevent quality 

problems. 

Tests for MFT indicate that the difference between RB1 and RB2 is significant 

(p<.05), between RB1 and RB3 is significant (p.<001), and between RB2 and RB3 is 
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significant (p<.01).  Post-hoc tests for PT indicate that the difference between RB1 and 

RB2 is not significant (p>.10), between RB1 and RB3 is significant (p.<001), and 

between RB2 and RB3 is significant (p<.05).  Examining tables and Figure 44 and Figure 

45 shows that even though there are statistical significant differences between the RB 

levels (thus supporting Hypothesis 5), the largest difference in the dependent variable is 

less than one percent.   

When comparing RFID (TM1) with high read batching (RB3) versus fast bar 

coding (TM2) with no read batching (RB1) under the conditions shown in Figure 46, 

RFID has significantly better MFT than fast bar coding, p<.01, and also significantly 

better PT, p<.10, and the gap grows wider with increased lot streaming (higher NTL).  

Figure 46 illustrates that even if RFID read reliability is lower than bar coding (e.g., as 

modeled by the higher RB3 read batching factor level for RFID compared to the RB1 

level for bar coding), RFID (TM1) can still provide superior mean flow time (MFT) and 

proportion of jobs tardy (PT) performance compared to bar coding (whether TM2 or 

TM3).  Even if the relative newness of RFID leads to lower read reliability (e.g., RB3) 

compared to bar coding because of technology issues that are yet to be resolved, RFID 

can still be a viable candidate for consideration in process improvement projects (e.g., to 

enable increased lot streaming that will lead to reduced flow times and proportion tardy).  

See section 5.5 for more information. 
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6.6  Hypothesis 6 and associated analysis 

Hypothesis 6: Mean flow time (MFT) should be best with the shortest processing 

(SPT) dispatching rule (SDR2).  When due dates are tight (K1), then proportion of jobs 

tardy (PT) should be best for the SPT dispatching rule (SDR2).  When due dates are loose 

(K2), then PT should be best for the earliest operation due date (ODD) dispatching rule 

(SDR3).  Stated more formally, the SPT rule (SDR2) is expected to be statistically better 

(at no more than p<.10) than FCFS (SDR1) and ODD (SDR3) for MFT.  An SDR*K 

interaction effect is expected to be identified for the proportion of jobs tardy (PT), with 

the SPT rule (SDR2) being statistically better (at no more than p<.10) with tight due 

dates (K1), and the ODD rule (SDR3) being statistically better (at no more than p<.10) 

for loose due dates (K2). 

The ANOVA in Figure 28 indicates there are several significant SDR interactions 

for MFT, including SDR*K (p<.001).  Pairwise comparisons of the data used to make 

Figure 48 indicate that the difference between SPT and ODD is significant at p<.001 at 

both K1 and K2.  The ANOVA in Figure 29 indicates there are several significant SDR 

interactions for PT, including SDR*K and SDR*CV*K (p<.001 for each).  Figure 49 

shows that when due dates are tight (K1), the SPT rule is best (p<0.01 when compared 

against ODD with pairwise tests for both CV1 and CV2), and that when due dates are 

loose (K2), the ODD rule is best for minimizing the proportion tardy (p<.001 when 

compared against FCFS for CV1 and p<.001 when compared against SPT for CV2).  

These MFT and PT results are both congruent with Hypothesis 6 and are compatible with 
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the theory developed in earlier research (Baker, 1984; Jayamohan and Chandrasekharan, 

2000). 

Given that SPT is always best for MFT performance, but is sometimes inferior to 

other secondary dispatching rules for PT performance when considering a range of factor 

levels from the literature, one might wonder how to balance the trade-off.  SPT (SDR2) 

performs better than ODD (SDR3) for the mean flow time (MFT) criterion when realistic 

due dates (K2) are used (at p<.001 at CV1 and CV2 for SPR1 and SPR2, at p<.01 at CV1 

for SPR3, and at p<.001 for CV2 at SPR3).  In contrast, ODD is always better (p<.001) 

than the SPT dispatching rule for the proportion tardy (PT) metric, regardless of CV and 

SPR, when realistic due date setting (e.g., K2) is used.  The trade-off can be put in 

perspective by considering that the SPT rule results in PT that is 2-3 times as large as 

when ODD is used, whereas the MFT for ODD is only approximately 3-5 percent more 

than with the SPT rule with low CV (CV1), and approximately 8-11 percent more with 

high CV (CV2).  The operating policies used (e.g., secondary dispatching rules) 

significantly affect the benefits (e.g., mean flow time and proportion tardy) from RFID 

implementations. 

 

6.7  Hypothesis 7 and associated analysis 

Hypothesis 7:  Proportion of jobs tardy (PT) performance should be better when 

there is more slack allowance for due dates (K2).  Stated more formally, the K2 due date 

multiplier factor level should result in smaller PT (statistically significant at no more than 

p < .10) compared to when the K1 factor level is used. 
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The ANOVA in Figure 29 suggests several interactions for proportion tardy (PT) 

involving due date tightness (K), but in each case, examination of the corresponding data 

shows that PT performance is better when there is more slack allowance (K2 compared to 

K1), typically at p<.001.  These results support Hypothesis 7 and are compatible with the 

findings of Baker and Kanet (1983), who examined the impact of different due date 

tightness levels on proportion tardy in a job shop but did not consider lot streaming, and 

with Wagner and Ragatz (1994), who examined mean tardiness (but not proportion tardy) 

in the context of a job shop using lot streaming.   

Examination of the data behind the statistically significant (p<.001) interaction 

effects for tracking method, extent of lot streaming, and due date tightness (TM*NTL*K) 

show that more slack (e.g., K2 compared to K1) not only leads to lower proportion tardy, 

it also acts as a dampening effect for the benefits of increased lot streaming (higher NTL) 

when using RFID (TM1).  The operating policies used (e.g., due date tightness) 

significantly affect the benefit (e.g., proportion tardy) from the use of RFID technology 

and associated process changes (e.g., increased lot streaming as represented by higher 

NTL).   

See 5.7 for more information. 
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6.8 Analysis of the relation between material handling, mix (product variety), and 

volume flexibility and lean production enabled by RFID 

It is interesting to consider the relationship between material handling, mix 

(product variety), and volume flexibility and lean production enabled by RFID 

technology.  Gerwin (1993) describes mix flexibility as supporting a number of broad 

product lines and/or numerous variations within a line.  In contrast, volume flexibility 

permits increases in the timing and quantity of aggregate production levels (Gerwin, 

1993).  Ittner and MacDuffie (1995) observed that with increasing part, option, and 

product mix complexity comes greater material handling and control requirements.  

Zhang, Vonderembse, and Lim (2003) empirically demonstrated that volume and mix 

flexibilities cannot be achieved directly; they are attained through the implementation of 

flexibility manufacturing competencies, including material handling flexibility.   

This section will argue that RFID technology enables efficient (lean) production 

of a broad product mix in varying volumes, but an investment in material handling 

flexibility (automated material handling) is also required.  RFID and automated material 

handling can help enable a move off of the traditional Hayes-Wheelwright 

product/process matrix, which has historically suggested that efficient production 

requires focus that allows relatively little variety (Hayes and Wheelwright, 1979; Heim, 

2006).  In essence, RFID and automated material handling enable mass customization 

(Brusey et al., 2003; Fleisch, Ringbeck, Stroh, Plenge, and Strassner, 2004; Gunasekaran 

and Ngai, 2005; Schmitt, Michahelles, and Fleisch, 2006).  Gunasekaran and Ngai (2005) 

stated that RFID “provides major improvements to the efficiency and accuracy of 
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materials handling systems” and enables easy and effective tracking of materials though 

build-to-order supply chains that require mix and volume flexibility.  Real-time systems 

(such those made possible by RFID) are becoming increasingly important because of the 

move from make-to-stock (MTS) to make-to-order (MTO) systems that need real-time 

visibility of inventory in order to quickly supply the mix variety demanded by customers 

(Scott, 2005; Trebilcock, 2005).   

Given the increased visibility, control, and productivity associated with RFID, it 

is not surprising that the trend toward lean manufacturing is called one of the top drivers 

of RFID use in the automotive, aerospace, and industrial manufacturing sectors 

(Bacheldor, 2006a).  RFID technology not only supports faster throughput (Forger, 2005; 

Bacheldor, 2006c), but RFID’s improved control also reduces the risk of inventory 

inaccuracies, misplaced resources, and other disruptions that are particularly damaging in 

lean environments (Ericson, 2004a; McIntyre, 2006; Tellkamp, 2006; WinWare, 2006).  

Nissan plans to use RFID to guide material handlers in support of just-in-time (JIT) 

sequencing of parts, thus reducing inventory while supporting a more complex 

production process than would be feasible with a less technologically advanced solution 

(Alper, 2006).  Total Interior Systems-America uses RFID to streamline manufacturing 

and provide traceability for their JIT sequencing system that they use to supply seats to 

Toyota (Control Engineering, 2005). 

Gunasekaran and Ngai (2005) noted that lean production and the principles of 

flexible build-to-order supply chains have historically been at odds with each other.  The 

former has traditionally been associated with efficiencies linked to stable schedules, 
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whereas the latter is about responsiveness built on the ability to manage unstable 

schedules.  This dissertation has demonstrated how RFID technology can help achieve 

the best of both worlds, efficient lean production along with mix and volume flexibility.  

Job shops are associated with mix flexibility, but they are typically associated with low 

production volumes and relatively long lead times.  By using increased lot streaming that 

is made possible (in part) by RFID, improved utilization and faster throughput (that 

enables volume flexibility) and reduced tardiness are attained that are normally 

associated with lean material layouts organized around linear flows that support less mix 

flexibility.  RFID tracking also facilitates even greater product mix than what would 

otherwise be possible in a job shop, because the enhanced control makes it less likely that 

resources will be lost or inefficiently used due to the higher high variety and complexity.  

Thus, this dissertation quantitatively builds on the conceptual work of Kärkkäinen and 

Holmström (2002), who suggested that RFID technology could enable efficient 

customization in which products are efficiently processed and handled in small batches.   

To achieve the aforementioned benefits of enhanced volume and mix flexibility in 

a lean manner, not only is high-speed RFID necessary, but so is effective, low variable 

cost material handling to support the increased material movements that result from the 

use of smaller transfer lots.  Lean’s emphasis on the smooth flow of small lot sizes makes 

it a significant driving force in the development of real-time materials handling (Forger, 

2005), and RFID’s real-time automated data collection and control makes it a natural fit 

for supporting efficient real-time materials handling, and thus lean production (Miceli, 

2005).   Feare (2000) describes a manufacturer of amplifiers that tripled its build-to-order 
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capacity by incorporating material handling that tracks WIP using RFID technology and 

automatically balances work loads accordingly.  Despite the importance of material 

handling flexibility, Koste, Malhotra, and Sharma (2004) indicated that it received less 

attention compared to other forms of flexibility, and one leading consultancy has 

asserted, “Materials handling has been a stumbling block in lean (Forger, 2005).”  Clearly 

more research is needed to enhance material handling flexibility, particularly in the era of 

RFID. 

 

6.9 Research extensions 

This research has made several important contributions to the RFID and 

manufacturing literatures.  Several extensions are being planned by the dissertation 

author to further identify conditions and policies that affect the relative attractiveness of 

RFID compared to other data collection technologies.  The extensions can be summarized 

as 1) different factory shop floor production models that incorporate new or different 

operating condition factors, 2) development of new shop floor operating policies that take 

better advantage of RFID compared to policies developed for older and less capable 

technologies, and 3) broadening the scope of the model to include issues related to 

internal planning within an organization, supply chain integration, retailer operations, and 

opportunities after the sale when tagged products are being used by consumers. 

Figure 54 provides context for how the research performed by this dissertation fits 

into the aforementioned possible research streams.  The figure shows numerous ways that 

RFID can be used to improve performance within the factory, integrating the supply 
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chain, within retail environments, and after the sale when tagged products are being used 

by consumers (note that this is not intended to be a comprehensive list).  As indicated by 

italicized entries in the leftmost column of the figure, this dissertation has shown how 

RFID can improve execution performance on the factory shop floor.  Figure 54 shows 

that even after the work of this dissertation, some RFID research opportunities still exist 

within the factory, and many more exist elsewhere in the supply chain.   

Research opportunities to explore additional potential improvements within the 

factory are discussed in section 6.9.1 and 6.9.2, whereas opportunities outside the factory 

(such as integrating the supply chain, improving retail performance, and improving 

processes post-sale) are discussed in section 6.9.3.  The following discussion provides 

supporting citations for the various entries of the figure, but it is important to note that 

most of them are qualitative and/or anecdotal in nature.  As noted in Chapter 1, early 

research has either been qualitative or not provided much supporting quantitative and 

operational details that would help in understanding how the results generalize (Gilmore 

and Fralick, 2005; Murphy-Hoye et al., 2005).  Thus, a substantial academic research 

stream potentially exists that has the opportunity to make numerous contributions to the 

literature. 
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6.9.1 Different factory shop floor production models that incorporate new or different 

operating condition factors 

This dissertation considered the impact of some operating conditions (the 

setup/processing time ratio and the coefficient of variation of processing time between 

work centers) on the relative attractiveness of RFID.  In order to prevent the model from 

growing too complex, other operating conditions were left fixed at a single factor level.  

This sub-section will discuss some of those operating condition factors that could be 

changed in order to explore the generalizability of RFID’s benefits.  Thus, although entry 

4 in the “Factory” column of Figure 54 is shown in italics because the dissertation has 

examined some operating conditions and policies, this sub-section describes additional 

conditions that could be studied. 

Incorporating multi-level material handling factors such as the time it takes to 

move material between work centers and limited transporter capacity would be a valuable 

extension.  This dissertation modeled processing times that varied from job to job, but the 

actual processing times always equaled the expected processing times.  In environments 

with highly uncertain processing times, RFID could add value if it was used to 

communicate the progress of upstream work centers to the production and materials 

handling scheduling systems.   

It would be worthwhile to directly compare open and closed job shops (with the 

former, all jobs are unique, whereas with the latter, there is a finite number of job types).  

Wagner and Ragatz (Wagner and Ragatz, 1994) compared open and closed shops, but 

they did not consider all of the other factors in this dissertation, particular related to the 
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data collection activity (e.g., the RFID tag and bar code label read times and read 

batching), and they did not consider the tradeoff with increased material movements. 

Bottlenecks could be introduced, rather than evenly distributing the processing 

load.  Some researchers have asserted that shops with bottlenecks are more common than 

balanced shops (Salegna and Park, 1996; Lockwood, Mahmoodi, Ruben, and Mosier, 

2000).  One potential problem with modeling bottlenecks is choosing their timing (e.g., 

whether they shift) and extent (e.g., how much overloaded the work centers are) such that 

they are realistic and generalizable.  Similar to the issue of modeling bottlenecks, 

differing levels of flow dominance (between a pure job shop and pure flow shop) could 

also be examined (Monahan and Smunt, 1999).  Regardless of whether a balanced shop 

or shop with a bottleneck is modeled, varying levels of utilization can be modeled.  For 

example, the timely information and better utilization from RFID technology might 

reasonably be expected to be more advantageous when there is very high utilization. 

Although some of the issues and factor levels for this dissertation were motivated 

by working with a company seeking neutral advice about how to expand their RFID 

implementation, some of the factor levels were motivated more directly from the 

literature so as to protect the confidentiality of the company’s private data, as well as 

provide a familiar generalizable baseline for other researchers.  Even though it could limit 

generalizability, some readers might prefer to see research that more closely models all 

aspects of a specific real-life company. 
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6.9.2 Development of new operating policies 

A key research extension that flows directly from this dissertation is to develop 

dispatching rules (a type of operating policy) that explicitly manage the tradeoff between 

improved flow time and proportion tardy versus the increase in material movements.  For 

example, it might be possible to use low setup/processing time ratios and high levels of 

lot streaming if a new dispatching rule was developed to better manage the tradeoff.  

Companies that are sophisticated enough to use RFID technology should arguably be 

capable of using decision rules that are more complex than the relatively simple rules 

developed many decades ago (such as SPT and ODD).  For example, a shifting-

bottleneck procedure (Adams, Balas, and Zawack, 1988) could be adapted to take 

advantage of a production system with dynamic arrivals and several types of uncertainty.  

As noted in section 6.3.1, the modeled operating conditions could be changed to include 

variable processing times and capacitated material handling.  Such factors would greatly 

extend the realism of the model, but would also require new policies to adequately 

consider those issues.  

 

6.9.3 Broadening the model scope to include RFID opportunities beyond the shop floor 

and throughout the supply chain 

Besides improving process execution on the shop floor, RFID can improve 

factory performance in several other ways.  Gaukler and Hausman (under review) 

showed how RFID could significantly reduce quality costs for an assembly line that 

features high variety (and thus non-standard application of components to the 
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assemblies).  As components are brought within range of a vehicle, an RFID system 

could automatically verify that they really belong to that vehicle.  The data from RFID 

could also help the production process be better understood as a precursor to business 

process reengineering (Chappell et al., 2003; Byrnes, 2004; Sliwa, 2005b; Neil, 2006).  

For example, the data from RFID might contradict assumptions about material flow 

through the system, which might show that changes to the process should be 

implemented.  Master production scheduling (MPS) and material requirements planning 

(MRP) planning performance might improve as a result of the more timely and accurate 

information from RFID (Chappell et al., 2003; Schuster, Scharfeld, Kar, Brock, and 

Allen, 2004).  Roberti (2006) noted that companies need to figure out how to change 

processes so that they can react to the timely information from RFID and move inventory 

appropriately.  Thus, MPS and MRP replanning frequencies (which affect the time to 

react to timely RFID data) could be added to the dissertation model.  Both classic and 

recent planning and control research (Sridharan and Berry, 1990; Zhao and Lee, 1993; 

Xie, Zhao, and Lee, 2003) have indicated that less frequent replanning will often reduce 

total costs and system nervousness (instability).  On the other hand, given the timely 

information from RFID about both internal and supply chain operations, it seems 

intuitively desirable to quickly replan in response to updated information that is 

automatically and continuous collected.  Because RFID technology facilitates continuous 

data collection, some sort of filtering will likely be necessary to determine whether 

replanning should result in a changed schedule that offers benefits that offset the cost of 

system nervousness.  Identifying the filtering logic will be a key contribution for ensuring 
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that classic planning systems are updated to take advantage of the new opportunities and 

tradeoffs presented by RFID. 

RFID may make even greater contributions outside of the factory.  The supply 

chain integration column of Figure 54 shows opportunities where RFID might improve 

coordination with both the suppliers and distributor customers of a manufacturer.  

Because the benefits from using RFID to integrate upstream and downstream business 

partners are typically helpful for both the upstream and downstream companies, separate 

columns for upstream suppliers and downstream distributors would often be redundant.  

For example, McFarlane and Sheffi (2003) describe numerous supply chain processes 

that take place during shipping, transportation, and receiving that could potentially 

benefit from RFID.  Those supply chain processes are typically present in the supply 

chain links both before and after a manufacturer, so showing Figure 54 with separate 

columns for the perspective of the supplier-manufacturer link and the perspective of the 

manufacturer-distributor link will usually not add value. 

Gillette estimated 80% or more of its benefits from RFID will come from supply 

chain (as opposed to internal) improvements (Murphy, 2005a).  Because of the trend of 

competing based on cumulative supply chain capabilities, the entire Gillette supply chain 

will likely together benefit to some degree.  Information is vital to managing individual 

companies.  The supply chain visibility of products, people, and equipment that RFID 

systems can offer is even more important in supply chains for planning and executing 

more efficient and effective responses to the realization of uncertainties.  EPCglobal 

(2006) describes how using RFID technology to support electronic proof of delivery 
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(EPOD) of goods shipped across the supply chain has already demonstrated significant 

benefits based on the reduction of time needed to resolve disputed deliveries.  Proctor & 

Gamble has discussed how RFID can be used to track promotional supplies across the 

supply chain, thus increasing the likelihood that in-store displays will be coordinated with 

advertising, which in turn ensures that maximum sales are generated  by their marketing 

efforts (Collins, 2006e).  By using the better supply chain visibility made possible by 

RFID, seasonal and perishable inventory can also be better controlled (Rutner et al., 

2004; Kinsella, 2005), and fraud and counterfeiting can be reduced (Srivastava, 2004; 

Bacheldor, 2006b).   

It is important to note that better supply chain visibility from RFID may not 

always lead to substantial performance improvements.  As suggested by the last entry in 

the supply chain integration column on Figure 54, identifying the conditions of when 

RFID’s visibility is truly beneficial in light of potential tradeoffs will help companies 

target their RFID investments more wisely.  For example, Holmes (2001) showed 

conceptually and analytically that timely inventory data collection techniques such as 

RFID are especially beneficial to stores with high delivery frequencies, and so the two 

are mutually reinforcing.  Despite this, it is possible that the incremental advantage of 

RFID compared to bar coding would not justify more frequent deliveries, given the rising 

costs of supply chain transportation and the fact that some vendors already deliver daily 

while using low-cost bar coding systems that provide adequate information.  In other 

words, practical limits on supply chain delivery frequencies may diminish the realized 

benefits of RFID.  This is analogous to the fact that this dissertation showed that RFID 
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can provide reductions in mean flow time and proportion tardy for companies with low 

setup to processing time ratios, but practical limitations in material handling may inhibit 

the use of RFID for companies operating under those conditions.  This dissertation made 

an important contribution by quantifying the material handling trade-off in factories that 

is necessary to achieve RFID benefits for various shop floor conditions.  Similarly, future 

research can identify how trade-offs such as delivery frequencies should be managed 

when using RFID in supply chains. 

As seen by the third column in Figure 54, RFID also offers significant potential 

improvements for retailers.  The time necessary for customers to complete their 

checkouts and for stores to perform inventory auditing can be dramatically reduced 

(Srivastava, 2004; Angeles, 2005; O'Connor, 2005).  Wal-Mart has already demonstrated 

how RFID can lead to fewer stockouts (Hardgrave et al., 2005).  Continuous tracking and 

embedding RFID tags inside of product packaging enable better inventory control and 

reduced shrinkage (Srivastava, 2004; Kinsella, 2005).  By tagging people or shopping 

carts, service providers can develop better understanding of flows through the 

servicescape, which can in turn lead to improved service, pricing, and sales (Srivastava, 

2004; Larson et al., 2006).   

If consumers are willing to leave RFID tags on purchased products after the sale, 

manufacturers could have far better information about how their products are used, which 

might enable design improvements.  By placing comprehensive bill of material (part 

content) information on RFID tags (or cross-referencing such component information to 

the tags from a central database), recycling will be much more easy and accurate 
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(Parlikad, McFarlane, Fleisch, and Gross, 2003; Schmitt et al., 2006).  Better traceability 

could reduce some of the hassle and costs associated with recalls because the scope of 

affected products could be more precisely defined (McFarlane and Sheffi, 2003; Schmitt 

et al., 2006).  
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